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The seafloor geology of Walker Bay on the southern Cape coastline is described by 
making use of geophysical information obtained over a period of 4 years, between 1986 
and 1990. The data include side-scan sonar images, seismic profiles, seabed samples 
and observations by a Remotely Operated underwater Vehicle (ROV). 
Four sonograph facies were identified, based on their distinctly different reflectivity 
patterns. Using the seabed samples and R.O.V. observations, the physical 
characteristics of these facies are determined and presented in map format. 
Facies 1 consists of Bokkeveld Group rock outcrops with relatively high relief, occupying 
approximately 45 percent of the study area. Facies 2 represents similar outcrops but 
with low relief and partially covered by a thin veneer of unconsolidated sediment, 
including localized occurrences of loose cobbles and boulders. Facies 3 and 4 relate 
to sediment-covered areas displaying different bedform types. Facies 3 is dominated 
by well-defined patches of megarippled gravelly sand, 'whereas Facies 4 consists of 
small-scale rippled sand. The characteristics of the Facies 3 megarippled patches are 
discussed in detail and their relationships with the local wave pattern and nearby 
F acies 1 and 2 rock outcrops are investigated. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In 1985 the Coastal Processes Committee of the South African National Committee for 
Oceanographic Research (SANCOR) identified Walker Bay, off Hermanus in the South-
western Cape, as a regional site for coastal-process research in the Western Cape. 
(Figure 1 ). This implied that physical and biological coastal research would be funded 
and encouraged at the site. The then Sediment Dynamics Division of the Council for 
Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR) consequently embarked on a research 
programme to obtain a better understanding of the fundamentals of nearshore wave, 
current and sediment movement and the interactions between them. This would allow 
the division to develop better predictive techniques which could be used to predict 
nearshore processes and thus to assist in the design of nearshore structures (Swart, 
1986). 
To date, a number of major field experiments have been carried out by the Sediment 
Dynamics Division, during which routine measurements were made at selected stations 
on the beach and in the surf zone. These included beach profiling, current and 
suspended-sediment measurements in the water column, wave characteristics and 
aeolian sand transport. 
As indicated above, all these measurements were limited to the beach and the inshore 
area only. In order to broaden the foundation for future process/response research in 
the area, the Marine Geoscience Division initiated a study of the greater Walker Bay 
seafloor characteristics, which would contribute largely to the understanding of the 
complex interactions between modern-day coastal processes and the driving 
mechanisms behind them. This report contains the result of seafloor investigations 
conducted over a period of 4 years, using seismic profiling, sidescan sonar, underwater 
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2. REGIONAL SETTING 
2.1 Onshore Geology and Geomorphology 
2.1.1 Introduction 
Coastal features are constructed and destroyed by processes which operate at different 
scales in time and space. Large features such as mountain ranges, deltas and 
continental shelves are strongly influenced by crustal plate movements and develop 
over millions of years. Intermediate features such as estuary spits and barrier islands 
are more closely related to changes in sea level caused by tectonic processes and 
glaciation and may be formed in 1 OOs or 1 OOOs of years. Small-scale features such as 
beach profiles, ridge-and-runnel topography and nearshore bars are controlled by 
waves and tides. The waves and currents which control beach and nearshore 
topography are strongly influenced by local weather patterns and major storm tracks. 
Small-scale features are often formed and destroyed in a few days or by a single storm 
event. On some beaches oscillations in the profile can even be detected which have 
frequencies of 120 seconds and less (Waddel, 1973). In unravelling the 
geomorphologic and sedimentary history of a coastal area it is therefore necessary to 
consider all these processes operating at different scales with the smaller features 
superimposed on the larger features (Fox and Davies, 1976). 
2.1.2 Subcontinental setting 
Dingle and Scrutton (1974) subdivided the continental margin around Southern Africa 
into three different sections, each dominated by a particular tectonic style. These styles 
(Figure 2) are reflections of the dominant tectonic processes operative at the time of the 
breakup of Gondwanaland approximately 180 m.y. Before Present (B.P), namely (a) the 
northeastern margin (Mozambique and North Zululand) - tensional faulting; (b) eastern 
and southern margin ( eastern Agulhas Bank, Transkei and Natal) - transform faulting; 
and (c) western margin (western Agulhas Bank to Walvis Bay) - tensional faulting. 
These tectonic styles are also reflected in the margins' different morphological features 
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The large east-west trending faulted folds of the Cape Supergroup rocks in the Southern 
Cape are the result of the second and major phase of the Cape Orogeny, 235 to 200 
m.y. B.P. When West Gondwanaland separated, 125 to 130 m.y. B.P, through a 
process of transform faulting, the Southern Cape continental margin was left with a 
mountainous coastal terrain and a predominantly rocky inner shelf. Numerous rocky 
headlands were formed of which Danger Point and Cape Agulhas (Figure 1) are large-
scale examples, giving rise to the distinctive irregular shape of this stretch of coastline. 
Log-spiral beaches are located between these headlands, Walker Bay being a typical 
example. 
In contrast to the above scenario, the northwest-southeast-trending folded rocks of the 
west coast, together with tensional faulting during breakup, gave rise to the relatively 
straight and predominantly sandy coastline between Cape Town and Walvis Bay. 
2.1.3 Local setting 
For the purpose of this study, the Walker Bay area is defined as the seafloor 
environment landward of a line, approximately 19 km long drawn between Danger Point 
and a point 5 km off Mudge Point (Figure 3). In this section, a brief summary of the 
onshore geological setting of the area is given. The information was obtained during 
site visits and by referring to published geological maps of the Geological Survey, in 
particular the map of Bremner and Malan (1990) (Figure 3) which depicts the 
onshore/offshore geology of the Hermanus area. 
In the Gansbaai area, between Die Kelders and Danger Point, the onshore topography 
reflects a flat, undulating surface at an elevation of approximately 20 m, extending 
approximately 2 km inland, from where it rises to more than 500 m in the Franskraal 
Mountains. This surface is clearly wave-cut, since no major present-day rivers or 
palaeo-drainage channels are evident in the area. Surface deposits on this wave-cut 
coastal plain consist of Cenozoic marine sands and limestones, overlying Palaeozoic 
Table Mountain Group (TMG) sandstones (Malan, 1989). Between Danger Point and 













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































coastline and extend as far as 5 km west of Die Kelders, towards Stanford, where the 
coastline changes into a sandy beach, stretching all the way to the eastern edge of 
Hermanus, backed by frequent occurrences of aeolianites of the Pleistocene 
Waenhuiskrans Formation (Malan, 1989), above and below the present high-water line. 
Caves, eroded in the Waenhuiskrans Formation containing well-rounded wave-abraded 
pebbles and cobbles, occur in the overlying limestones at an elevation of approximately 
6 m above present sea level and they are indicative of a sea-level highstand after 
deposition of the Waenhuiskrans Formation. This is particularly evident in the 
immediate vicinity of Die Kelders (Tankard and Schweitzer, 1976). 
The Waenhuiskrans Formation displays prominent aeolian crossbedding, dipping to the 
southeast and to the northwest. The northwesterly and southeasterly winds responsible 
for the crossbedding still prevail today, as is manifested by the southwest-northeast 
orientated crests of the modern dunefield between the coastline and the Klein River 
(Figure 4). This coastal dunefield underwent some dramatic geomorphological changes 
in terms of vegetation cover over the past 150 years, mainly due to man's influence 
(Munro, 1988). Before 1830, the entire area was covered with vegetation, after which 
veld fires and farming malpractices led to the destruction of almost all the stabilizing 
vegetation by 1853. Only after 1973 has an effective stabilizing programme again been 
applied and at present aeolian sediment transport is limited to the beach itself, an area 
near Die Kelders and a small area at Wolwefontein se Duine (Figure 4). 
North of the Klein River the topography rises rapidly to an elevation in excess of 
1 000 m above sea level to form the Kleinriviersberge (Klein River Mountain) with folded 
Table Mountain Group sandstones well exposed on the southern flank. 
From Hermanus to Mudge Point the coastline is again rocky, with the clearly visible 
+ 6 m and + 20 m platforms (Figure 5) cut into Table Mountain Group sandstones, 
which dip gently northward (Figure 3). 
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2.2.1 Weather patterns and wave climate 
As indicated before, local weather patterns have a direct influence on wave and current 
conditions offshore and in the littoral zone. In turn, waves and currents are the chief 
creators and destroyers of small-scale morphological features. 
The relationships between weather patterns and coastal processes have been studied 
by Fox and Davies (1970) at three coastal areas in the USA, namely, the eastern shore 
of Lake Michigan, Mustang Island on the coast of Texas in the sheltered Gulf of Mexico 
and the exposed central Oregon coast. Time-series analyses of weather patterns, wave 
data and current data were used in conjunction with topographical beach surveys to 
develop a model for predicting the relationships between weather patterns and coastal 
processes. Despite the varying sizes of the areas and the different energy levels 
encountered, definite similarities emerged for the relationships between weather 
patterns and coastal processes. 
Weather-related parameters, which were directly measured during their field studies, 
included barometric pressure, wind speed and direction, air temperature and cloud 
cover. Wave measurements were made in the offshore area, the breaker zone and the 
plunge zone and included offshore wave height and period, breaker height and period, 
angle of incidence and breaker height and depth in the plunge zone. The direction and 
speed of the longshore currents were also measured. On the eastern shore of Lake 
Michigan, the longshore current velocity is a function of the first derivative of the 
barometric pressure, whereas breaker height is a function of the second derivative. 
In the South African context, wave patterns along the southern Cape coastline are 
influenced by a number of dominant meteorological features (Rossouw, 1989). Heated 
air which rises in the tropics near the equator moves poleward and descends in the 
vicinity of 30°8 to form the so-called Hadley cell. This process causes two semi-
permanent high pressure systems, the South Atlantic High and the South Indian High, 
6 
with the air rotating anti-clockwise around the centre of the high-pressure system. 
South of the Hadley cell, the Ferrel westerlies spiral eastwards around the globe. The 
low-pressure systems of the South Atlantic are caused by disturbed air in the Ferrel 
westerlies. Once formed, these depressions move from west to east and are, together 
with their associated cold fronts, responsible for the waves affecting the South African 
coastline. In winter, the paths of these cold fronts frequently cross the southern tip of 
Africa, but in summer they shift farther south to pass south of the continent. The wind 
direction normally swings from NW through SW to SE during each eastward passage 
of a cold front. 
More detailed statistics for the wind regime in the Walker Bay area are given in Figure 6. 
This wind rose was compiled from Voluntary Observations made by passing merchant 
Ships, the so-called VOS-data. Also incorporated in these statistics are data recorded 
in-situ for 18 months during the period June 1985 to December 1986 by means of a 
wind recorder in the stabilised dune field (Figure 4). Figure 6 shows that wind from the 
SE sector (ESE to SSE) occurs for 32 percent of the time, whereas wind from the NW 
sector (WNW to NNW) prevails for 18 percent of the time. 
The best available offshore wave-climate information for the southern coast consists of 
a combination of simultaneous wave-height, wave-period and wave-direction measure-
ments, recorded by means of "Waverider'' buoys between Cape Point and Mossel Bay 
Gust east of the Gouritz River, Figure 1) (Rossouw, 1989) and visual estimates of the 
wave direction at oil rigs off Mossel Bay (CSIR 1986, 1990). Rossouw (1989) has 
shown that the offshore wave climate varies little along the south and south-eastern 
Cape coastline and the data would therefore be applicable to Walker Bay. 
Figure 7 and Table 1 give the details of the deep-sea wave climate off the southern 
Cape coast. Figure 7 shows the wave directions from 180°(S), 202,5°(SSW), 
225°(SW), 247,5°(WSW) and 270°(W), clockwise from true north and their percentage 
occurrences. Also shown on Figure 7 is a "swell rose" displaying the relevant statistics. 
Table 1 shows combinations of wave period, significant deep-sea wave height and 
frequency and number of occurrences for each wave direction. 
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DEEP-SEA WAVE CHARACTERISTICS 
18()° (48°) 202,5° (25,5°) 
Tp Ho f n Tp Ho f n 
8,0 2,4 0,007 20 8,0 1,6 0,0153 44 
10,2 2,2 0,0258 74 10,2 2,3 0,0531 152 
11,9 2,3 0,0171 49 11,9 2,6 0,0702 201 
13,5 2,5 0,0140 40 13,5 2,9 0,0513 147 
15,5 1,9 0,0059 17 15,5 3,2 0,0203 58 
18,3 3,5 0,0035 10 
225° (3°) 247,5° (-19,5°) 
Tp Ho f n Tp Ho f n 
8,0 2,1 0,0129 37 8,0 2,5 0,0150 43 
10,2 2,4 0,0608 174 10,2 2,6 0,0374 107 
11,9 2,7 0,0629 180 11,9 3,1 0,0461 132 
13,5 2,9 0,0119 134 13,5 3,3 0,0388 111 
115,5 3,2 0,0178 51 . .15,5 _ 3,3 0,0189 54 
270° ( 42,0°) 
Tp Ho f n 
8,0 2,7 0,0119 34 
10,2 2,7 0,0304 87 
11,9 3,1 0,0328 94 
13,5 3,6 0,0353 101 
15,5 3,5 0,0112 32 
Key: TP = peak period 
Ho = representative deep-sea significant wave height 
f = frequency of occurrence 
n = number of occurrences 
7 
2.2.2 Temperature, rainfall and drainage 
The climate in the study area is described as Mediterranean with no extremes (Tyson 
1969). The mean annual temperature is 17 °C and the mean rainfall is approximately 
738 mm per annum. Rainfall measurements at the Walker Bay Forestry Station indicate 
that the highest rainfall is recorded during the austral winter months of June, July and 
August, with an average of approximately 90 mm per month. 
Drainage of surface water into Walker Bay is channelled almost exclusively through the 
Kleinrivier (Figure 3) with a catchment area of 750 km2 (Heydorn and Tilley, 1980). 
Rocks in the catchment area consist mainly of the Table Mountain Group and the 
overlying, younger Bokkeveld Group with limited outcrops of the underlying Cape 
Granite (Figure 3). Numerous streams from the slopes of the Kleinriviersberge flow 
directly into the normally closed Kleinrivier (Klein River) estuary, which is situated east 
of the town of Hermanus and is approximately 10 km long and 2 km across at its widest 
point (Figure 3). During periods of high monthly rainfall, in the austral winter, the mouth 
of the estuary is normally open to the sea, but for the remainder of the year it stays 
closed. Between August 1979 and February 1985 the estuary was open for 32 months 
out of 67 (Waldron, 1986). 
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3. PREVIOUS RESEARCH 
3.1 Structural Geology 
A structural analysis of the coastal area between Danger Point and Struisbaai, 
immediately east of the study area (Figure 8a), was performed by the Atomic Energy 
Corporation of South Africa (AEC) for the purpose of siting one of South Africa's future 
nuclear power stations. The findings of this study are reviewed by Andersen and 
Andreoli (1990) and comprise the most up-to-date account of both the onshore and 
offshore structural features of the area. A closely spaced airborne magnetic survey was 
flown, which enabled a detailed structural analysis to be carried out, backed by field 
mapping and existing maps of the Geological Survey of South Africa. Although west of 
their study area, a part of Walker Bay was nevertheless covered by the magnetic survey 
and the results provide some previously unknown information on the structure of pre-
Mesozoic rocks in the bay. The regional structural development of the area is typical 
of the Cape Fold Belt as described by Halbich (1983) and Sohnge (1983). Most of the 
structures can be related to the east-west trending deformational phase (01 E-w) caused 
by northward-directed compression of the Cape Orogeny, although some minor folding 
associated with the north-south syntaxis phase (DN-S) occurs in the Romansbaai area 
(Figure 8b ). Here the main southward-dipping F 1 cleavage overprints the F 1 N-S folds, but 
is affected by them elsewhere (Von Veh, 1988). Andersen and Andreoli (1990) 
therefore suggest that the two phases occurred coevally and that the southeastern 
boundary of the Syntaxis Zone, as proposed by Sohnge (1983), be moved from east of 
Quoin Point to south of Danger Point (Figure 8b). 
Two major structural features were located in Walker Bay by the AEC aeromagnetic 
survey. These are the NE-SW trending Walker Bay (WB) fault (Figure 8b) and a 
northwest-southeast trending magnetic anomaly interpreted as a dolerite dyke 
(Figures 3 and 9). The Walker Bay fault is considered to be a normal fault of Gondwana 
age (Andersen and Andreoli, 1990). The northerly downthrow was inferred from 
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Gentle {1987) further suggests that a major fault passes through between his sample 
position 1834 and the coastline (Figure 3). This is based on the fact that samples of 
Bokkeveld siltstone and sub-graywacke were retrieved less than 4 km from Peninsula 
Formation outcrops onland to the north. This fault is believed to have a downthrow of 
several thousand metres to the south {Gentle, 1987). 
3.2 Bathymetry and Shoreface Geology 
3.2.1 Bathymetry 
Bremner {1987) produced a detailed bathymetric chart at 1 m contour intervals 
{Figure 10) of the Walker Bay area. As pointed out by Du Plessis and Glass {1991), the 
contour interval of a bathymetric map is usually chosen so that it is greater than {a) 
inaccuracies associated with measurement and {b) the variation in depth that may 
reasonably occur between lines. Based on these criteria, Figure 10 would not reflect 
true 1 m depth variations accurately, as the original data do not warrant a 1 m contour 
interval. The rationale behind the choice of a 1 m contour interval, however, was that 
the contour pattern may be used to map rock exposures on the seabed. Smooth 
parallel depth contours are normally indicative of relatively smooth sediment-covered 
seafloor, whereas high-relief rocky areas give rise to complex contour patterns. Such 
patterns are clearly distinguishable in Walker Bay {Figure 10). Towards the east of the 
bay, west of Danger Point, and along most of the shallow nearshore areas, the seabed 
is clearly mantled with sediment as reflected by the regular contour pattern. The few 
irregularities are most likely indicative of isolated rock outcrops. In the west and 
southwestern parts of the bay, the complex contour pattern suggests a predominantly 
rocky bottom. 
3.2.2 Shoreface geology 
Using the depth-contour principle described above, Bremner and Malan (1990) mapped 
the seabed geology of Walker Bay as part of an onshore/offshore mapping project for 











































































































































































Geoscience ). They were assisted in their stratigraphic interpretation by a number of 
dredged samples obtained and described by Gentle (1987), who mapped the pre-
Quaternary geology of the inner continental shelf between Cape Town and Port 
Elizabeth. The geology of the study area, as interpreted by Bremner and Malan (1990), 
together with the locations of the dredged samples are shown in Figure 3. The 
correlation between depth contour pattern and seabed geology (Figures 10 and 3) 
clearly illustrates the mapping technique that was used. 
As shown on Figure 3, rocks from both the Bokkeveld and Table Mountain Groups are 
exposed on the seabed in the study area. Table Mountain Group sandstones are 
exposed along the coast and in the nearshore areas at Hermanus and Gansbaai, 
whereas the exposures in the centre of the bay are composed of Bokkeveld strata. Five 
isolated dolerite outcrops of a dyke of presumed Cretaceous age are mapped 
(Figure 3) along a NW-SE orientated line in the bay. The existence of such a dolerite 
dyke was suggested by the detailed airborne magnetic survey, which was flown under 
the joint supervision of the Geological Survey and the Atomic Energy Corporation 
(Figure 9). No ground truth control in terms of dredged samples exists to verify these 
exposures. 
As can be seen on Figure 3, the pre-Mesozoic basement rocks in Walker Bay are 
mostly covered by unconsolidated sediments. Gentle ( 1987) mapped the pre-Mesozoic 
geology of the area and his interpretation of the geological contacts between the TMG 
and the Bokkeveld strata are also indicated on Figure 3. Data from Gentle (1987), 
pertaining to the study area, consist of limited sidescan-sonar traverses into Walker Bay 
(Figure 3), totalling approximately 10 line-kilometres, and 4 dredged bottom samples 
collected on Cruise TBD 233 (1970) with the University of Cape Town's fonner research 
vessel Thomas B Davie (TBD). The approximate positions of these samples are shown 
in Figure 3. Gentle (1987 pages 114, 115 and 122) describes these samples as follows: 
#1152 (Figure 11 ): 
"One large boulder (60 cm x 40 cm x 17 cm) and other smaller pieces of black, 
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quartz is < 0,05 mm across and is angular and unstrained. Some of the clay layers are 
extremely iron rich and show marked boundaries with the quartz layers. Angular rock 
fragments also occur throughout the rock < 0,3 mm across in size." 
# 1153 (Figure 12): 
"Angular piece of black subgraywacke." (No thin section is available.) 
# 1833 (Figure 13): 
"Greenish micaceous graywacke with attached hydrozoan Alveopora sp. In thin section 
the quartz-rich areas contain angular grains up to 0,2 mm across, but in the pyrite/clay 
layers they are smaller." 
# 1834 (Figure 14): 
"Angular and sub-rounded chips of grey siltstone the largest of which is 5 cm across. 
In this section they are even-grained, pyritous, clay-rich, with only a little detrital quartz 
and some specks of iron ore." 
#1835 (Figure 15): 
'Three greenish angular pieces of slightly micaceous subgraywacke with black streaks. 
In thin section it is fine-grained with black highly pyritous streaks. It is rich in clay 
minerals and detrital quartz (0, 1 mm across), constituting approximately 25% of the 
rock. Iron ore specks occur throughout the rock and occasional white mica and 
plagioclase." 
All the above samples were assigned to the Bokkeveld Group. 
The only sidescan traverse described, by Gentle (1987) from the study area, is situated 
15 km northwest of Danger Point in water depths ranging from 7 4 to 90 metres and in 
an area where samples of Bokkeveld strata were dredged (Figure 3). The record shows 
linear, strike-parallel outcrops that vary from 50 metres to less than 10 metres in width. 
The bottom is uneven with a maximum height between ridges and gullies of 6 metres. 
Lineaments representing bedding strike is the main feature of Bokkeveld strata, with 
changes in strike showing up well on sonar images. 
WALKER BAY 
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1) oscillatory flows related directly to incident waves 
2) oscillatory or quasi-oscillatory flows corresponding to standing waves and edge 
waves at frequencies lower than the incident wave frequency 
3) wave-generated nearshore currents 
4) non-wave-generated currents. 
Wind-generated incident waves, together with the resultant wave-generated nearshore 
currents, are the main source of energy in the littoral zone. The main onshore-offshore 
shift in beach and nearshore sediments, due to incident wave attack, is an annual 
change which is commonly referred to as the summer and winter profiles. Offshore shift 
of sand takes place during storm-wave attacks, whereas the reverse is true for periods 
of relatively calm wave conditions. In order to eliminate the seasonality, Komar (1976) 
, 
suggested the descriptive terms "storm profile" and "swell profile". Beach-profile 
changes from storm to swell conditions are normally related to the wave steepness, 
which is the ratio of the deep water wave height H0 to the deep water wave length Lo 
(Komar, 1976). Within log-spiral beaches, such as Walker Bay, a shift in the direction 
of the wave-induced longshore current will re-orientate the shoreline, so that the 
shoreline retreats along the updrift side and progrades along the downdrift side. This 
is demonstrated best by the behaviour of Boomer Beach, La Jolla, California, where, 
within 24 hours after a change in wave direction, the sand shifted to the opposite end 
of the pocket beach with up to 3 m of sand disappearing from the updrift end (Shepard, 
1950; Komar, 1976). 
3.3.3 Local nearshore profiles 
Between September 1986 and February 1990, nearshore profiles were measured along 
a distance of 2, 7 km on the eastern side of the Kleinrivier Mouth in Walker Bay 
(Figure 4) (Unpublished CSIR data). The surveyed area is shown on Figure 16. 
Thirteen profiles, extending to approximately 25 metres water depth and 250 metres 
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apart, were surveyed on each occasion, using a dedicated ski-boat and echo-sounder. 
The results obtained from the total number of profiles are very similar and the data for 
Profile 7, which is in the centre of the surveyed area, are shown in Figure 17. Seaward 
of the 5 metre depth contour, no significant changes in the sediment level occurred over 
the survey period. In the area landward of the 5 metre contour, which constitutes the 
surf and swash zones, sediment-level variations of between 1 and 2 metres occurred. 
This demonstrates the relatively high mobility of sediment in the littoral zone as opposed 
to the more stable seabed configuration of the shoreface. 
15 
4. METHODOLOGY 
4.1 Introduction · 
The data used in this study were collected over a period of 4 years, from November 
1986 to September 1990. The first survey, in November 1986, was carried out aboard 
the CSIR's research vessel RV Meiring Naude and the data from this cruise, consisting 
of seismic profiling, sidescan sonography and seabed grab-sampling form the basis of 
this study. A follow-up survey was conducted in October, 1987, using a smaller 
chartered vessel with the purpose of filling in the gaps in the sidescan-sonar data set 
and to resurvey lines where the quality of the 1986 data was considered unacceptable. 
In August, 1988, a third survey was conducted to obtain detailed seismic and sidescan 
data, as well as bottom samples, in areas of specific interest. In January, 1990, the site 
was revisited to obtain a second set of bottom samples from selected areas to serve as 
groundtruth for sidescan-sonar interpretation and for further sedimentological 
information. A final survey was performed in September 1990, when sidescan-sonar 
data were collected in order to investigate possible temporal changes in the seabed 
configuration by resurveying specific areas. During this exercise, a remotely operated 
underwater vehicle (ROV) was also deployed at a number of locations to record video 
footage, in colour, of the seabed within the acoustic facies identified on the sidescan 
sonar records. 
4.2 Navigation and Position Fixing 
Navigation and position-fixing on all data-collection exercises were controlled by means 
of a Plessey MRD1 Tellurometer, a radio-wave positioning system, which uses 
simultaneous ranges from three remote stations on shore. The su·ccessive positions of 
the survey vessel, along each pre-determined track were regularly logged on a personal 
computer on board, at a time interval of 1 minute. The logged co-ordinates 
corresponded with synchronized event marks (fixes) on the analogue seismic and 
sidescan records, enabling a direct correlation between the recorded geophysical data 
and the ship's position at the time. 
12 
3.3 Beach and Nearshore Geomorphology 
3.3.1 General 
Although this study is mainly concerned with the shoreface geology in Walker Bay (ie 
the area from the outer reaches of the surf zone seawards across the inner continental 
shelf), some consideration must be given to the fact that there is a direct link between 
morphological changes on the beach and in the surf zone and the sedimentological 
processes in the deeper water of the shoreface. A better understanding of shoreface 
processes will therefore undoubtedly make a valuable contribution towards better 
shoreline management and development. 
Marine-geological research in South Africa will in future largely be driven by problems 
arising from coastal-zone management and offshore mining activities. The reasons for 
this are man's increasing involvement in the coastal zone and the need for 
interdisciplinary research and co-operation with coastal engineers in order to supply 
answers to coastal developers. As such, marine geologists will play a major role in 
outlining and identifying the natural processes which govern the movement of sediments 
in the beach and nearshore zones. 
3.3.2 Nearshore-profile changes 
The morphological behaviour of a beach and the nearshore seabed depends on local 
environmental factors, the characteristics of the available sediments and the antecedent 
wave and tide conditions. In this respect, beaches and surf zones are generally 
considered to be dissipative, reflective or in any of a number of four intermediate states 
(Wright and Short, 1983). The four intermediate states are characterized, respectively 
by the longshore-bar-trough system, the rhythmic-bar-and-beach system, the 
transverse-bar-and-rip system and the low-tide-terrace system. The distinguishing 
features of the six major beach states are reviewed by Wright, et al. (1985). Wright and 
Short (1983) grouped the different modes of fluid motion contributing to the movement 
of beach and nearshore sediments into four broad categories, namely: 
16 
The 1986 and 1987 surveys were carried out along parallel NW-SE lines across the Bay 
at 400 m intervals (Figure 18). The lines were terminated inshore at a water depth of 
approximately 15 m, which was the minimum, safe, navigable depth for the survey 
vessel. A left-right indicator was installed on the bridge to assist the helmsman in 
keeping the line and only minor deviations from the line occurred occasionally during 
the survey. An accuracy of 2 to 3 metres in the recorded position of the vessel was 
maintained throughout the first and subsequent follow-up surveys. Note that the 1988 
· and 1990 survey lines are not shown on Figure 18 as they co-incided with existing 1986 
and 1987 lines and were used for comparison purposes only. 
I 
To simplify the compilation of maps and charts for the study area, a local x-y grid 
system was designed, where the y-axis parallels the survey lines and the x and y values 
increase towards the south and east respectively. 
Table 2 in both the Lo19° and local grid systems, gives the co-ordinates and elevations 
of the four remote stations used onshore and the navigational waypoints, which were 
used to define the survey lines. The positions of the remote stations are indicated on 
Figure 3. 
As can be seen from Table 2, the X and Y axes of the local system are not parallel to 
the X and Y axes of the standard Lo 19° system. The local system was rotated through 
21 ° with respect to the Lo 19° system in order to bring the Y-axis into a northwest-
southeast orientation, which was better suited for navigational control in the area. 
Figure 18 shows the sidescan sonar and seismic traverses of the 1986 and 1987 







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 2: CO-ORDINATES OF REMOTE STATIONS AND NAVIGATIONAL 
WAYPOINTS 
ti 115, Hermanus C - 20 442,61 + 3 809 255,04 234,6 
ti 117, Mossel River -27 423,07 + 3 809 535,62 12,4 
ti 135, Hattingsbosch - 37 722,07 + 3 820 456,96 163,0 
ti 151, Romansbaai - 30 887,21 + 3 830 719,60 67,9 
ti 115, Hermanus C + 38 233,6 + 34 932,2 234,6 
ti 117, Mossel River + 33 376,2 + 29 911,3 12,4 
ti 135, Hattingsbosch + 18 370,3 + 29 499,9 163,0 
ti 151, Romansbaai +15 264,99 + 41 432,8' 67,9 
NAVI.GATIONAE······•:•••wAv·e·o·1·Nrs·•1:•· 
+ 16 000 + 48 000 0 
P1 + 40 000 + 48 000 0 
17 
4.3 Marine Geophysical Data 
4.3.1 Seismic profiling 
Most of the seismic data were obtained using an EG + G Boomer system with the sound 
source mounted on a surface-tow vehicle. The reflected signals were filtered by a 
Krohn-Hite bandpass filter, amplified by a CSIR-developed amplifier system and 
recorded on an EPC 3200 graphic recorder, which was normally set on a 
500 millisecond (ms) sweep. 
The Boomer is a medium-resolution (0,5 - 1,0 m) seismic source with an effective 
frequency of between 400 and 5 000 Hz, capable of penetrating unconsolidated 
sediments up to a depth of 50 m, depending on local conditions. Over most of the study 
area the system was able to penetrate unconsolidated sediments down to the 
underlying bedrock. 
A limited number of traverses were also surveyed using a CSIR-built 20-electrode 
sparker sound source, in conjunction with the recording facilities mentioned above. With 
its lower frequency and higher energy output, typically 500 joules per pulse, the Sparker 
has superior penetrating capabilities, compared to the Boomer, with the sacrifice of 
profile resolution. The Sparker was used for comparison purposes only and it was 
found that the Boomer was the more suitable instrument for this study area. 
In detailed follow-up surveys, a high-resolution Pinger system was used in an attempt 
to obtain detailed information on specific sedimentological features. The system uses 
two MASSA model TR 1061A piezo-electric transducers, mounted on a float, and is 
driven by a CSIR-built pinger driver. The reflected signals were filtered in the range 
2800 - 4200 Hz and a maximum penetration of 8,0 metres was achieved. The 
resolution of the system varied between 0,5 and 1,0 metres, depending on the 
circumstances. 
18 
A surface - towed seismic source, as described above, is extremely sensitive to sea 
conditions and the quality of the recordings can deteriorate rapidly under adverse 
weather conditions. A deep-tow system is advisable under open-sea _conditions. The 
present survey was, however, done under fairweather conditions in the austral spring 
or summer months of September, October, November and December, and the seismic 
data are generally considered to be of good quality. 
All the seismic records were electronically marked in synchronization with the sidescan 
and navigational data. A towfish layback of 20 metres was maintained throughout the 
survey. 
The speed of the survey vessel was kept as constant as possible ( approximately 6 knots 
i.e. 180 m/minute). 
4.3.2 Side-scan sonar 
A Klein Model 520 sidescan-sonar system was used to obtain sonographs of the 
seabottom along the lines shown in Figure 18. The 100 kHz-towfish was towed behind 
the vessel by means of a 600 m-long armoured transmission cable on a slipring winch. 
A scanning range of 200 m to either side of the ship was used in order to obtain total 
coverage of the areas between adjacent lines. The towfish was kept at the optimum 
height above the bottom (10 - 20% of the scanning range) by using a dead-weight 
depressor of 40 kg, tied to the tow cable approximately 7 m from the towfish. 
The sidescan records were manually tuned, whenever necessary, to ensure that good-
quality records were obtained throughout the survey. Marking of the sonographs at 1-
minute intervals, was achieved electronically and was synchronised with the computer 
logging of navigational data. The towfish layback was read off a calibrated metre-wheel 
and regularly noted on the records. 
19 
4.3.3 ROV observations 
Underwater video footage of the seabed was obtained by means of a Phantom 
Remotely controlled Underwater Vehicle (ROV) equipped with a colour video camera 
(Figure 19). The recordings were monitored in real time on a screen and simultaneously 
taped on VHS casette-tape. 
The same navigation system described earlier was used to position the vessel on the 
preselected deployment sites. The sites were chosen to be representative of the 
different reflective patterns observed on the sidescan records and the observations 
therefore provided valuable groundtruth for sidescan-sonar interpretations. The 8 
recording sites are shown in Figure 20. 
4.4 Seabed Sampling 
4.4.1 Unconsolidated sediment 
Sediment samples were collected in the study area on 3 different occasions, namely 
November 1986, October 1987 and January 1990. 
The 1986 sample suite was obtained during the initial 100%-coverage geophysical 
survey, using a Shipek grab (Figure 21 a) deployed via a hydraulic winch. The samples 
were taken on an evenly spaced grid and therefore covered the entire survey area at 
regular intervals of about 3 km. This was done because no knowledge of the sediment 
distribution was available at the time of the initial survey. 
Once on deck, the samples were placed in plastic jars, which were numbered and 
sealed with a lid. The numbering system used was 1/86 through 44/86. Figure 22 
shows the relative positions of the sample sites in the study area and their coordinates, 
in terms of the local xy grid system, are given in Table 3. 
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(a) SHIPEK GRAB (Photo: Dr J Rogers) 
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TABLE 3: WALKER BAY: SAMPLE POSITIONS, NOVEMBER 1986 
\ ::1,meirii: :: :: :xt£~f.4lt :iii ::: xfr;~l~]J t 
1/86 25958 31757 23/86 29002 38500 
2/86 29021 31541 24/86 25965 38507 
3/86 35010 32974 25/86 20007 38532 
4/86 31940 32878 26/86 37979 40540 
5/86 29114 32869 27/86 31992 40592 
6/86 26011 32929 28/86 29043 40570 
7/86 23032 33304 29/86 25960 42717 
8/86 34965 34332 30/86 22972 40637 
9/86 32008 34268 31/86 19987 40639 
10/86 29050 34367 32/86 18010 40606 
11/86 26034 34329 33/86 No position fix 
12/86 23067 34234 34/86 25960 42717 
13/86 19936 34276 35/86 22996 42697 
14/86 34940 36402 36/86 20015 42711 
15/86 31948 36380 37/86 17985 42813 
16/86 28961 36439 38/86 41060 44776 
17/86 25968 36433 39/86 29043 44755 
18/86 22968 36384 40/86 44054 44769 
19/86 19979 36485 41/86 26051 44742 
20/86 35027 38521 42/86 23007 44821 
21/86 38018 38479 43/86 19978 44857 
22/86 32005 38496 44/86 17940 44895 
20 
The smaller survey vessel, used during the 1987 follow-up survey necessitated the 
deployment of a manually operated, small Van Veen grab (Figure 21 b) for the collection 
of the second sample suite. Since the Shipek and Van Veen grabs are similar in terms 
of sample volume it was assumed that the results would be comparable, although there 
may be a small discrepancy as far as depth of sampling is concerned. The Van Veen 
grab, because of its smaller mass, tends to scrape the material from the upper few 
centimetres, whereas the heavier, spring-loaded, Shipek grab takes a less disturbed 
sample to a deeper depth (approximately 10 cm). Should significant textural changes 
therefore occur within the upper few centimetres of the seafloor, the two techniques 
could yield different results. 
At the time that the 1987 sample suite was collected, the surficial seafloor geology was 
known to a large extent and the sample locations could therefore be selected to provide 
optimum information. The samples were numbered 1 /87 through 30/87 and Figure 23 
shows their relative locations in the survey area. The corresponding x-y coordinates are 
given in Table 4. 
The January 1990 sample suite was again obtained with a small Van Veen grab, with 
the purpose of obtaining additional coverage in certain areas of interest and to detect 
possible textural changes in time. They were numbered 1/90 through 51/90 and their 
positions and co-ordinates are shown in Figure 24 and Table 5 respectively. 
In October 1988, 11 very closely spaced Van Veen grab samples were collected along 
a short traverse across a boundary between megarippled and rippled sediment. They 
were numbered 1 /88 through 11 /88, but were not treated as part of the overall sample 
suite from the area. 
4.5 Sediment Sample Analyses 
4.5.1 Grain size and carbonate content 
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TABLE 4: WALKER BAY: SAMPLE POSITIONS, OCTOBER 1987 
1 I§imPMBij[] 1!s~lt~~ ! Il1!! ;::yft;~t4.f:!i i 
1/87 
2 37800 32200 
3 39900 34000 
4 40250 32000 
5 35000 32000 
6 35500 33000 
7 36550 25300 
8 37400 32200 
9 39800 32300 
10 37450 32100 
11 35500 32100 
12 37100 35000 
13 36750 32000 
14 36750 31500 
15 35700 32000 
16 36750 28700 
17 36050 31000 
18 35700 32700 
19 35350 33500 
20 34650 33300 
21 33600 34300 
22 33600 32700 
23 32900 28300 
24 33250 27000 
25 33600 25300 
26 33950 23500 
27 33150 30000 
28 36750 23500 
29 36750 26000 
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TABLE 5: WALKER BAY: SAMPLE POSITIONS, JANUARY 1990 
1/90 39400 19000 27 40850 27000 
2 41700 19000 28 39500 27000 
3 32800 19000 29 36750 27000 
4 43800 21550 30 33250 27000 
5 41700 21550 31 23000 27000 
6 39400 21550 32 33900 28250 
7 36700 21550 33 39000 28250 
8 34800 21550 34 43000 28250 
9 35700 23000 35 46100 29150 
10 37500 23000 36 41100 29150 
11 44800 24500 37 31450 30550 
12 44000 24500 38 36600 30550 
13 42300 24500 39 40500 30550 
14 40650 24500 40 41600 30550 
15 38850 24500 41 44000 30550 
16 36700 24500 42 46100 32350 
17 34800 24500 43 42600 31650 
18 33600 24500 44 41400 31650 
19 33300 25700 45 39700 31650 
20 36600 25700 46 36750 33000 
21 39500 25700 47 36000 33600 
22 41500 25700 48 33550 33550 
23 43650 25700 49 32000 33500 
24 45550 27000 50 35400 35000 
25 43300 27000 51 36900 34400 
26 42000 27000 
21 
surface samples that were collected in the course of the study as outlined in 
Section 4.4.1. A flowchart summarizing these procedures is given in Figure 25. 
The wet sample was firstly oven-dried (at 100°C) and weighed, after which the complete 
sample was sieved through a 2mm screen to separate the mud and sand fraction from 
the gravel fraction. A representative subsample of the mud and sand fraction was 
subsequently obtained by splitting through a riffle splitter. To separate the mud fraction, 
the subsample was wet-sieved through a 63µm sieve and it was assumed that this 
process would also suffice in desalinating the sand fraction. The remaining sand 
fraction was again oven-dried and split to obtain a final sample of approximately 2g, 
while the remaining mud suspension was filtered, oven-dried and weighed to obtain the 
mud content as a percentage of the total weight of the sample. The gravel component 
was similarly weighed and expressed as a percentage of the total dry weight of the 
sample. The unleached sand fraction was settled through a settling tube to obtain the 
grain-size distribution of the sand fraction. 
To obtain the percentage carbonate in the sand fraction, a weighed representative 
subsample was subjected to a leaching process, using dilute hydrochloric acid. The 
acid-insoluble residue was oven-dried and weighed and the carbonate fraction 
calculated by subtraction. 
The use of a settling tube for textural analyses is described e.g. by Flemming (1976), 
Fromme (1977) and Brink and Rogers (1985),. Discrepancies do, however, often occur 
between the results obtained by different settling tubes and the reason can almost 
always be traced to the different calibration methods used, i.e. the relationship between 
settling velocity and grain size. In most cases, the calibration is based on the settling 
velocity of perfect glass spheres with a specific gravity of 2,65 and a shape factor of 1,0. 
The grain sizes obtained in such a case can be seen as "hydraulic grain diameters" and 
would not be similar to the results obtained by conventional sieving of the same sample. 
Studies by the writer (Lenhoff, 1981) have shown, however, that most settling tubes will 
give results comparable to sieving for the smaller grain sizes, but a significant deviation 
may be expected for the coarser fraction. This is mainly due to the slow settling rate of 
the coarser skeletal material with a low shape factor, giving rise to grain sizes which are 
smaller than would have been obtained by sieving. It must also be noted that fresh 
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water at room temperature is normally used in a settling tube, resulting in a significantly 
higher effective density compared to the effective density in the low temperature/high 
salinity water of the marine environment. Settling-tube analyses therefore lead to mean 
grain sizes which are greater than those obtained by conventional sieving. For the 
purpose of this study it is assumed, however, that the nett effect of low shape factors 
and fluid density discrepancies on the settling tube results is insignificant, considering 
the fact that the expected errors may cancel each other out. 
For this study, the settling tube in the Department of Geological Sciences at UCT was 
used. Grain-size data are provided in terms of hydraulic grain diameters (Equivalent 
Spherical Diameters). The settling-tube is computer linked and Figure 26 is an example 
of the printed output. The linear vertical scale (0 to 100%) only applies to the arithmetic 
cumulative curve. The 0%, 50% and 100% levels, however, also apply to the probability 
plot. Note that the frequency curve has been arbitrarily replotted, so that the major 
mode reaches the 50% level to aid inter-curve comparisons. 
The settling curves for all the analysed sand fractions of Facies 3 and 4 are given in 
Appendices A and B respectively. 
4.5.2 Component analysis of coarse fraction 
The gravel fractions of the samples were visually inspected with the naked eye and the 
components noted. The sand fractions were analysed under a binocular microscope 
in order to identify the major and minor components, but no attempt was made to 
perform detailed counts. The results will be briefly discussed later. 
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5. DATA PROCESSING 
5.1 Navigational Data 
The logged coordinates of the individual event marks were plotted on a scale of 
1 :80 000 and the resulting survey track chart was then used to compile the subsequent 
seismic and sidescan-sonar maps. 
5.2 Marine Geophysical Data 
5.2.1 Seismic Profiling 
The transformation of seismic sub-bottom information from the analogue profiles into 
standard geological maps was done by using the survey track chart and the 
synchronized event marks on the records. 
Penetration of up to 18 m into unconsolidated sediment in parts of the study area was 
achieved, using the Boomer sound source. Along most of the profiles, however, a 
continuous but irregular acoustic basement reflector can be followed at a depth well 
within the penetrative power of the profiler. This reflector was found to be impenetrable, 
even with the low-frequency Sparker system. The acoustic-basement reflector 
commonly crops out on the seafloor and clearly represents the upper surface of hard . 
consolidated bedrock. No unconsolidated sediment is therefore likely to occur below the 
acoustic basement and any sediment-volume calculations from the seismic data can 
therefore be considered as a true reflection of the total sediment budget of the bay. 
Values for the sediment thickness above the acoustic basement were measured at 
every event mark along each profile and plotted on the track chart. In the calculations, 
the speed of sound through unconsolidated sediments was assumed to be 1 500 m/s, 
as is generally accepted (McQuillin, 1979). These spot thicknesses were then manually 
contoured to obtain an isopach map of unconsolidated sediment thickness for the area. 
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Using the detailed bathymetric map of the area (Figure 10) and the sediment-thickness 
values, it was possible to compile a map showing the elevation of the acoustic 
basement reflector relative to Mean Sea Level. Since it was found that the acoustic 
basement represents the upper surface of the bedrock in the area, this map will be 
ref erred to as a "depth-to-bedrock" presentation. 
5.2.2 Side-scan sonar 
Analogue sidescan sonographs can either be of the "uncorrected" type or they can be 
"image corrected". In the former instance, the paper-drive speed of the recorder 
operates independently of the survey vessel's ground speed and the images are 
therefore normally compressed in the line of travel (Flemming 1976). Perpendicular to 
the line of travel a second distortion effect occurs, because the slant distance (i.e. the 
direct distance from the towfish to a specific seabed feature) is recorded, rather than the 
true horizontal distance from the ship's track to the object. As a result, the images of 
objects closer to the towfish are more compressed than the images of objects at the 
outer slant distances. The sidescan-data collected for the present study are of the 
uncorrected type. All measurements and information taken from the sonographs, 
therefore, had to be manually corrected for mapping purposes. 
In image-corrected systems the paper speed is continually adjusted according to the 
vessel's speed-over-the-ground and it is also a function of the slant-range setting 
(normally 200 m). Perpendicular-to-the-line-of-travel corrections are also made, 
depending on the height of the towfish above the bottom and the slant distance of the 
specific object. It is therefore possible to obtain isometric images, having the same 
scale in all directions. If the images along adjacent lines overlap it is possible to 
construct a sidescan mosaic of the surveyed area. Having a mosaic as a base map, the 
mapping procedures are greatly simplified. 
Using the event marks on the sonographs and applying the necessary corrections 
outlined above, the acoustic images along each survey line were mapped out on the 
survey track chart. Object height-estimations from the side-scan records were done by 
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directly observing the first bottom return signal and by using the direct relationship 
between object height, length of acoustic shadow, towfish-height and slant distance. 
The former method was useful in determining the general scale of bed roughness, i.e. 
relief, whereas the acoustic shadow method was used for calculating the height of 
specific objects not directly under the towfish but within the slant range used. 
The data showed that the seafloor in the study area can be described in terms of four 
different sonograph facies, hereafter referred to as Facies 1, 2, 3 and 4, each displaying 
very characteristic reflective properties. Facies 1 and 2 represent rock outcrops of 
different relief characteristics, whereas Facies 3 and 4 represent sediment-covered 
areas with different bedform and grain-size characteristics. These facies will be 
discussed in detail in the next chapter. 
The examples of sidescan images accompanying this report were computer generated 
by digitizing the original record with an optical scanner and printing on a high-resolution 
colour printer. 
5.2.3 ROV observations 
Still photographs were produced from the video recordings by means of a frame-
grabbing technique, which resulted in an inevitable loss of resolution when compared 
to the original recording. They are nevertheless still of acceptable quality and will be 
used in this report to illustrate the different sonograph facies. Unfortunately no 
indication of scale was shown on the video footage. In estimating physical dimensions, 
the writer used objects of known sizes such as shell-debris and other marine organisms 
for scale purposes wherever they occurred on the video recordings. 
5.3 Sedimentological Data 
As shown on Figures 22, 23 and 24, seabed sampling was attempted at a total of 125 
locations during the course of this study; 44 in 1986, 30 in 1987 and 51 in 1990. The 
main objective of the sampling exercises was to provide groundtruth for the 
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interpretation of the different sonograph facies, which explains why the samples were 
collected on 3 different occasions. The sidescan-sonar results from the 3 surveys have 
shown that the facies patterns were unaltered between 1986 and 1990 - an aspect that 
will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 7. Against this background, it was decided 
to treat the seabed samples from the 3 surveys as one suite and to assume that they 
are generally representative of the seabed materials in the area. A direct comparison 
of sediment samples taken at different times in the same general area has shown that 
such an assumption is justified. 
Since the boundaries between Facies 3 and 4 are generally gradational and not clear-
cut, only samples that originate from well within the boundaries of each facies were 
used in this study. This was done to eliminate possible spurious statistical results 
caused by border-line samples. 
Tables 6 and 7 show the percentages of gravel, sand and mud and the textural class 
after Folk (1968) for the Facies 3 and 4 samples respectively. 
Tables 8 and 9 show the carbonate content and the settling-tube results for the 
unleact)ed sand fractions of the Facies 3 and 4 samples, respectively. 
TABLE 6: TEXTURAL CLASS ANALYSIS OF FACIES 3 SAMPLES 
ill!IB~lll--"l~Gillil 
06/86 0 100 0 G 
09/86 18 82 0 gS 
14/86 9 91 0 gS 
15/86 40 60 0 sG 
17/86 0 100 0 G 
18/86 0 100 0 s 
22/86 34 66 0 sG 
26/86 21 79 0 gS 
27/86 33 67 0 sG 
28/86 0 100 0 s 
5/87 47 53 0 sG 
6/87 3 97 0 s 
7/87 0 100 0 s 
8/87 6 94 0 gS 
10/87 1 99 0 s 
13/87 77 23 0 sG 
14/87 0 100 0 s 
15/87 18 82 0 gS 
23/87 45 55 0 sg 
25/87 9 91 0 gS 
26/87 24 76 0 gS 
28/87 57 43 0 sG 
29/87 1 99 0 s 
30/87 60 40 0 sG 
09/90 0 100 0 s 
10/90 24 76 0 gS 
12/90 62 38 0 Sg 





















s = Sand 
(g)S = Slightly gravelly sand 
gS = Gravelly sand 
sG = Sandy gravel 











































TABLE 7: TEXTURAL CLASS ANALYSIS OF FACIES 4 SAMPLES 
01/86 0 100 <0,5 s 
02/86 0 100 <0,5 s 
03/86 0 100 <0,5 s 
04/86 0 100 <0,5 s 
07/86 0 100 <0,5 s 
08/86 0 100 <0,5 s 
11/86 0 100 <0,5 s 
12/86 0 100 <0,5 s 
13/86 0 100 <0,5 s 
19/86 0 100 <0,5 s 
24/86 0 100 <0,5 s 
25/86 0 100 <0,5 s 
29/86 0 100 <0,5 s 
30/86 0 100 <0,5 s 
31/86 0 100 <0,5 s 
32/86 0 100 <0,5 s 
34/86 0 100 <0,5 s 
35/86 0 100 <0,5 s 
36/86 0 100 <0,5 s 
37/86 0 100 <0,5 s 
41/86 0 100 <0,5 s 
42/86 0 100 <0,5 s 
43/86 0 100 <0,5 s 
44/86 0 100 <0,5 s 
12/87 23 77 <0,5 gS 
















































II ilEP!!f ts~!)l 
100 <0,5 s 
100 <0,5 s 
100 <0,5 s 
100 <0,5 s 
100 <0,5 s 
94 <0,5 s 
100 <0,5 s 
100 <0,5 s 
100 <0,5 s 
100 <0,5 s 
100 <0,5 s 
100 <O 5 ,, s 
100 <0,5 s 
100 <0,5 s 
100 <0,5 s 
100 <0,5 s 
100 <0,5 s 
100 <0,5 s 
100 <0,5 s 














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































6.1 Seismic Profiling 
The seismic-profiler data were primarily used to obtain the thickness of the overlying 
unconsolidated sediments. The resolution of the profiler (0,5 to 1,0 m) was not 
sufficient to detect any details of possible small-scale sedimentological structures within 
the overlying succession, other than the occasional occurrence of discontinuous internal 
reflectors indicating possible textural changes in depth. As indicated in Section 3.2.2, 
the acoustic basement was correlated with the upper surface of the pre-Mesozoic 
Bokkeveld strata. This basement reflector could be followed almost continuously, along 
all the lines and the isopach values are considered to be accurate. Figure 27 shows a 
typical example of the seismic profiles. 
Figure 28 shows the variation in sediment thickness over the area, together with a swell 
rose indicating the dominant wave parameters. The thickness values range between 
0 metres and in excess of 18 metres, with the thickest accumulation of unconsolidated 
sediment occurring towards the east in the shallower water off Gansbaai. The headland 
at Danger Point shelters this area from waves coming from the south-eastern quadrant. 
The central and northern sections of the bay are dominated by rock outcrops and 
relatively thin sediment cover. Off Hermanus a localized thick deposit ( 15-18 m) occurs 
which most likely belongs to the nearshore sand prism not surveyed along the rest of 
the coastline. 
According to Birch (1978), the nearshore sediment wedge between Cape Town and 
Cape Agulhas (Figure 1) is poorly developed due to minor fluvial supply and the 
predominance of closed estuaries. The Klein River is a prime example of insignificant 
sediment supply as will be discussed later. The relatively high biogenic content of the 
Walker Bay sediments which will be illustrated later, also indicates the low fluvial input 
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To the northwest and southeast of Walker Bay minor quantities of unconsolidated 
sediment occur in a narrow zone, approximately 5 km wide (Birch, 1978). The swell 
driven longshore drift on the Cape south coast is generally considered to be east-
moving (Birch, 1978). In Walker Bay, however, wave directions covering the full 
southwestern quadrant commonly occur (Figure 28) which could result in frequent 
changes in the nett direction of longshore drift. It was stated earlier that Walker Bay 
approaches a log spiral shape, typical of many embayments on the south coast . Ideally 
a log spiral bay in equilibrium would have zero nett longshore sediment transport 
(Bremner, 1978). The relatively thick accumulation of sediment off the Gansbaai coast 
(Figure 28), however, suggests that the nett longshore sediment movement in Walker 
Bay is towards the east. The rocky headland at Danger Point appears to offer a low 
energy environment on its western, wave-sheltered side, resulting in an accumulation 
of nearshore transported sediment. 
By adding the sediment-thickness value to the water depth (Figure 10), the elevation of 
acoustic basement relative to Mean Sea Level (MSL) was also calculated. Figure 29 
shows these values as a depth-to-basement map, contoured at 10 m intervals, revealing 
the bedrock topography over the entire area. As can be expected, the bedrock contours 
generally follow the shape of the coastline, forming an embayment cut into relatively soft 
shales of the Bokkeveld Group (Figure 3). The northwesterri and southeastern flanks 
of the bay closely coincide with geological contacts between Bokkeveld Group shales 
and the more resistant Table Mountain Group sandstones. These contacts extend for 
considerable distances both onshore and offshore and are the major factors controlling 
the bedrock topography and the shoreline configuration of the area. Figure 29 also 
shows a local 3 km wide valley-like depression in the bedrock, orientated in a NE-SW 
direction and situated off the present Klein River mouth. This feature is interpreted as 
a submarine extension of the Klein River valley, cut into bedrock at times of lower sea-
levels. The channel can be followed for a distance of approximately 8 km seaward of 
the present mouth with the channel floor reaching a depth of 20 m below the 
surrounding seafloor off Sandbaai. Sediment up to 9 metres thick partially cover the 
channel floor. Birch (1979) surveyed a relict sediment-filled channel cut into similar 






































































































































































































































































































Here the 5 km wide, 50 m deep channel was traced to a point 20 km offshore, indicating 
a much larger-scale feature than the present one in Walker Bay. 
At the mouth of the Bot River Lagoon, 10 km west of Walker Bay, Rogers ( 1985) located 
a palaeo-valley incised in similar bedrock to a depth of 51 m below sea level. 
Compared to both the examples cited above, the Klein River palaeo-valley in Walker 
Bay appears to be of relatively small dimensions. Considering the similar bedrock 
characteristics at the three locations i.e. Bokkeveld Group strata, it is evident that the 
catchment area and flow rate of the Klein River have been significantly smaller than that 
of the Breede and Bot Rivers during the times following the Wurm lib glacial period, 18 
to 20 thousand years ago when sea level dropped to about 130 m below present MSL. 
6.2 Seafloor Sedimentology 
6.2.1 General 
The Walker Bay seafloor was described in terms of 4 different reflectivity patterns or 
sonograph facies. Once identified, these facies were mapped in order to show their 
configuration in the study area. 
The geological interpretation of sonograph facies on sidescan sonar records is often 
speculative and relies to a large extent on past experience. In this respect the video 
recordings and seabed samples greatly assisted in deducing the true nature of the 
different sonograph facies observed. 
The specific locations of all the examples cited below are indicated on Figure 30 which 
forms an overlay for Figure 31 . 
Figure 31 shows the interpreted sidescan-sonar results in the form of a sonograph 
facies map of the study area. In the following paragraphs, the main features of the 
different seabed materials are discussed in some detail, making use of all the available 
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6.2.2 Description of facies 
Facies 1 (High-relief bedrock outcrops) 
Facies 1 accounts for approximately 25 percent of the surveyed seafloor and is mainly 
found in the western comer of the study area. Its image on the sonographs is typically 
that of a highly reflective rocky seafloor with a rugged relief. Prominent lineaments on 
the records clearly represent primary bedding, striking NE-SW with a large variation in 
thickness. Sediment-filled strike gullies, up to 100 m in width, commonly occur, with 
well-developed sedimentary bedforms on the floor of the gullies (cf. Ramsay and 
Mason, 1990). This is well illustrated by Figure 32. Large-scale jointing of the rocks is 
not evident from the records. A joint set does, however, show up occasionally, 
intersecting the primary bedding lineaments with their northeast-southwesterly 
orientation (Figure 33). 
The high relief of the Facies 1 rocks is controlled by the primary bedding. Peaks often 
rise almost vertically up to 10 metres above the average elevation of the surrounding 
seafloor. 
The video recordings at locations 5 and 6 off Onrus (Figure 20) confirmeq the above 
sonograph interpretation. Figure 34(a) shows a prominent ripple crest in one of the 
strike-gullies at site 6 and Figure 34(b) is testimony to the abundant marine growth 
covering the high-relief rocks of Facies 1 at the same site. 
Facies 2 (Low-relief bedrock outcrops) 
Figure 31 shows that Facies 2 occupies approximately 20 percent of the surveyed 
seafloor and occurs as an eastward and shallower landward extension of F acies 1. In 
contrast with Facies 1, the sonograph images of Facies 2 indicate significantly lower 
relief and close examination of this sonograph facies suggests a thin veneer of 
unconsolidated sediment cover in many places. Lineaments are rarely recognisable 
and rock pinnacles only occasionally protrude more than 2 metres above the 
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generally symmetrical, with crest heights of between 30 and 40 centimetres and 
wavelengths of between 1,0 and 2,0 metres. Examples of Facies 3 megaripples are 
shown in Figures 41 and 42. Note the difference in ripple shape between Figures 41 
(a) and (b). The megaripples in Figure 41(a) occur in approximately 30 m water depth 
and those in Figure 41 (b) in 40 m water depth. The ripples in the shallower water 
appear to be sinusoidal in nature, whereas those in deeper water tend to be sharp-
crested. Both shapes, however, are symmetrical, suggesting oscillatory flow as the 
common controlling mechanism Figure 42(a) shows the termination of an individual 
ripple with the ripple crest diminishing in height towards the viewer. Small interference 
ripples on the flank of the main ripple are visible in the background. 
Figure 42(b) illustrates how coarse material, mostly shells and shell fragments, tends 
to accumulate in the ripple troughs. Figure 43 shows similar material obtained by 
dredging off Sandbaai (Figure 3), in a water depth of approximately 50 metres ( Gentle, 
1987). The presence of intertidal species such a~ Patella granularis, Patella 
compressa, Donax serra, Venus verrucosa and Burnupena sp. indicates that the shell 
assemblage does not represent the marine environment in which it was found. The dull, 
bored surfaces of the shells suggest that they were drowned by a rising sea-level in the 
recent geological past, rather than being transported into deeper water from the present-
day shoreline and are therefore relict shells. 
In the next chapter it will be shown that the sediment within individual megarippled 
patches is generally much coarser than that of the apparently smooth seabed 
separating them. When sampling F acies 3 sediments, it was therefore not possible to 
assess whether a specific sample was taken from a megaripple crest, from a trough or 
from the areas between the megarippled patches. Since the sediment texture appears 
to differ considerably between these environments within Facies 3, sedimentological 
trends are unlikely to emerge from the overall sample suite. 
The expected large textural variation within the Facies 3 sample set is obvious from 
Table 6 which shows that the textures range between sandy gravel (sG) and sand (S). 
The distribution of the mean size of the sand fraction, as obtained by the moment 
statistics from the settling-tube data (Table 8), is illustrated in Figure 44. The mean 
(a) ROV Site 1 
(b) ROV Site 8 
WALKER BAY 
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sizes within the outlined Facies 3 areas vary, with few exceptions, between O and 2,0 
phi, i.e. coarse to medium sand according to the Wentworth grade scale. 
The distribution of the percentage carbonate in the sand fraction is shown in Figure 45. 
Over most of the outlined Facies 3 areas the carbonate content generally varies 
between 40 and 100 percent with no general trend. A significant anomaly, however, 
occurs toward the west where the values are consistently low (between O and 40 
percent) along a line trending NE-SW, southeast of Sandbaai and Onrus. The Facies 3 
sediment in this area is almost surrounded by rock outcrops of both Facies 1 and 
Facies 2 (Figure 31 ). As discussed in Section 6.1, the depth-to-basement map 
(Figure 29) shows that the bedrock surface in this area is trough-shaped, closely aligned 
with the occurrences of low carbonate content sediment. A visual examination of these 
particular samples showed that they can generally be classified as lithic sandy gravel, 
dominated by shale fragments (Figure 46). They are most likely of fluvial origin, 
deposited in a paleo-channel of the Kleinrivier during sea-level lowstands. 
The gravel component of the Facies 3 sediments generally consists of bivalve (Bi) and 
cirripede (C) (barnacle) fragments (Figure 47a), except in the few cases mentioned 
earlier where the carbonate content is low along the proposed palaeochannel of the 
Kleinriver and the sediments are dominated by lithic rock fragments. 
The microscopic analyses of the sand fractions of the Facies 3 sediments (Figure 47b) 
showed that both relict and modern calcareous biogenic components occur in varying 
proportions. The CaC03 content averages 54% of the total weight of the samples and 
the calcareous components consist mainly of fragments of gastropod (G) and bivalve 
(Bi) shells and cirripede (C) fragments (Figure 47b). Echrinoid spines, sponge spicules, 
benthic foraminifera and ahermatypic coral debris also commonly occur. Astracods, 
bryozoa and brachiopods were observed as minor constituents. 
The terrigenous component normally consists of quartz as the major constituent, 
calcarenite from the Waenhuiskrans Formation, Bokkeveld shale fragments and 

























































































































































































































































































































































Background grid = 1 mm 
WALKER BAY FIGURE 
MICROGRAPH OF TERRIGENOUS FACIES 3 SEDIMENT. 
SAMPLE 12/90, GRAVEL FRACTION. 46 
Background grid = 1 mm 
(CJ = Cirripede 
(G) = Gastropod 
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The video recording (Figure 36) at site number 3 off Hermanus (Figure 30) again 
confirmed the sonograph interpretation of F acies 2. Figure 36 shows an isolated rock 
pinnacle in the foreground (height approximately 1,5 m) and a low-lying area in the 
background, covered with what appears to be small boulders with an average diameter 
of 300 to 400mm. Marine growth appears to be similar to Facies 1, but is less 
abundant. 
Facies 3 (Medium to high reflectivity megarippled patches) 
F acies 3 occurs in irregularly shaped and scattered areas throughout the area. It 
clearly represents unconsolidated seabed material, as evidenced by the seismic 
profiles, but the reflectivity patterns are quite distinctive. Large "patches" occur where 
the seafloor is highly reflective due to well developed, long crested bedforms, typically 
spaced at 1,5 metres and with a trough-t<>-O'est height of approximately 30 centimetres. 
Ashley (1990) recommended a large-scale bedform classification scheme based on first, 
second and third order descriptors. According to this scheme, the Facies 3 bedforms 
in Walker Bay are classed as "small subaqueous dunes". For the purpose of this study, 
however, the more concise term "megaripple" will be used throughout the text, mainly 
to avoid possible confusion with the small-scale ripples of Facies 4, which will be 
discussed later. 
The megarippled patches are mostly elliptical with a large variation in size, typically 150 
to 200 metres in diameter and generally elongated in a NE-SW orientation. Individual 
megarippled patches are separated by apparently smooth, featureless sandy seafloor 
with a low reflectivity. The boundaries of the rippled areas are very well defined with 
almost no change in megaripple characteristics.towards the boundaries. Figures 37, 
38, 39 and 40 show typical examples of F acies 3. The apparent seafloor undulations 
in Figure 37 were caused by changing the depth of the towfish and do not reflect 
changes in the seafloor topography. The "zig-zag" nature of the megaripple crests is 
also an artifact, caused by pitching and yawing of the side-scan towfish. Note the 
bifurcation of mega-ripple crests (Figure 40), a common phenomenon cited in numerous 
studies (e.g. Inman, 1957). 
Video recordings of Facies 3 at sites 1, 4 and 8, (Figure 20) off the Walker Bay Nature 
Reserve, Sandbaai and Castle Rock respectively, show that the megaripples are 
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Facies 4 (Low reflectivity, apparently featureless sediment) 
Facies 4 mainly occur in the southeastern half of the study area and the sonographs 
indicate featureless sediment with low reflectivity. An example is shown in Figure 48. 
Video recordings in the Facies 4 area, however, showed the seafloor to be covered with 
small-scale bedforms too small to be resolved by the sidescan sonar. Figures 49 and 
50, taken at sites 2 and 7 (Figure 20) off the Walker Bay Nature Reserve and off Castle 
Rock, show a complex pattern of short-crested, randomly orientated ripples. Crest 
lengths vary between a few centimetres and up to 1,0m. Crest heights are typically 
between 1 O and 20 centimetres. 
All the Facies 4 sediment samples, with the exception of sample 17/87, were texturally 
classified as sand (S) (Table 7). 
The mean grain sizes of the Facies 4 sand fractions vary, with few exceptions, between 
2,0 and 3,0 phi, i.e. fine sand (Figure 44). The mean grain size appears to decrease 
towards the east and off the Gansbaai coastline the mean grain sizes are consistently 
finer than 2,5 phi. The finer sand in this area can be ascribed to the prevailing low-
energy wave regime which can be expected north of Danger Point, an aspect which will 
be discussed in more detail in the next chapter. 
The percentage carbonate distribution for Facies 4 shows no apparent trend and the 
values vary generally between 40 and 90 percent (Figure 45). 
The microscopic analyses of Facies 4 samples (Figure 51) revealed the same 
components as observed in the F acies 3 samples. The only difference between the two 
facies appears to be in the grain size statistics as shown earlier. The carbonate content 
of the F acies 4 samples averages 7 4 percent which is considerably higher than the 
average for Facies 3. 
The characteristics and the formation of both the bedforms in F acies 3 and F acies 4 will 
be further discussed in Chapter 7. 
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7. WAVE-GENERATED BEDFORM CHARACTERISTICS 
7.1 General 
The results of this study showed that wave-induced ripples and megaripples occur 
extensively over the sandy parts of the Walker Bay seafloor, i.e. the Facies 3 mega-
ripples and the short-crested, randomly orientated ripples of Facies 4. 
Although the survey methods used in Walker Bay did not allow detailed measurements 
to be made of the different bedform characteristics, it was nevertheless possible to 
extract, from the sidescan sonar and ROV data, estimates of the key parameters such 
as ripple orientations, wavelength and amplitude. Together with the known water-
• depths, wave heights and sediment grain sizes, such data could possibly supply the key 
to the fundamentals of bedform behaviour in Walker Bay. 
Extensive literature exists on the generation of bedforms under wave action, e.g. Inman 
(1953), Manohar (1955), Horikawa and Watanabe (1967), Carstens et al. (1967), 
Dingler (1975), Miller and Komar (1980), Nielsen (1981), Boyd et al (1988) and Black 
and Healey (1988). Most of these studies deal with laboratory-obtained data under 
shallow-water conditions. Detailed field observations, especially in water depths outside 
the range of conventional scuba diving, are not common. Bedform analyses from 
sidescan sonar data are rarely done, due to the inherent inaccuracies involved. 
In the following sections the characteristics of Facies 3 megaripples and Facies 4 
ripples and their relationships with prevailing wave conditions will be discussed. 
7.2 Local Wave Conditions 
When incoming deep-sea generated waves approach shallower water with their crests 
moving at an angle to the depth contours, that part of the wave in deeper water will 
move faster than the part in the shallower water, causing the wave · crest to bend toward 
alignment with the contours. These changes in the direction of wave propagation along 
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a wave front, known as wave refraction, result locally in either a convergence or 
divergence of wave energy which has a direct effect on the sediment dynamics and on 
the distribution of bedforms. Wave refraction is normally illustrated by means of wave 
orthogonals or wave rays, rather than the wave crests themselves. A wave ray can be 
defined as the path that a point on the wave crest will follow and as such shows the 
propagation direction of the wave. As two adjacent orthogonals converge or diverge, 
the energy concentration will increase or decrease. 
The concept of wave refraction along an irregular coastline is illustrated schematically 
in Figure 52. Note how the orthogonals converge towards the headland and fan out in 
the bay as the wave crests align themselves with the coastline. 
The wave height, H, of a shoaling wave at any point is expressed by the formula 
H 
-· kk 
where H = 0 
H 3 r 
0 
deep water wave height 
shoaling coefficient 
refraction coefficient 
The shoaling coefficient (kJ describes the change in wave height as a wave moves into 
shallower water. It is a function of wavelength and water depth whereas the refraction 
coefficient (k,) is a function of the relative spacing between the orthogonals. A detailed 
discussion of wave-refraction is given in CERC ( 1977). 
I 
An analysis of the regional wave conditions given in Section 2.2.1 (Figure 7 and 
Table 1) shows that the dominant incoming wave direction in Walker Bay is from the 
south-southwest. These deepwater swells have a dominant wave period (T) of 11,9 
seconds and a representative deep-sea significant wave height (H0 ) of 2,6 metres 
(Table 1 ). The transition from deepwater waves (i.e. no water particle movement at the 
seabed) to shallow-water waves (i.e. waves causing particle movement at the seabed) 
takes place when 
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where d = water depth 
1,58 T2 = deepwater wavelength 
For the dominant wave conditions given above for Walker Bay, the transition from 
deepwater waves to shallow-water waves will therefore occur at a depth of 
approximately 111,0 metres. Since the maximum water depth in the study area is less 
than 111,0 metres (Figure 10), the dominant wave condition can be expected to 
influence sediment movement over the entire area although lower bottom orbital 
velocities will occur in shallower water with consequent less effect on bottom 
sediments. 
Using these dominant values as input parameters, together with the water depths 
shown in Figure 10, basic wave-refraction calculations were done for Walker Bay in 
order to obtain an indication of the local wave pattern. A widely used computer-
modelling program (RCP-WAVE), developed by the Coastal Engineering Research 
Centre of the United States Army Corps of Engineers, was used for the computations 
(CERC, 1986). A contoured plot of the distribution of the refraction coefficient (~) in 
Walker Bay is shown in Figure 53. 
Figure 53 shows that in the centre of the bay the direction of the south-southwesterly 
swells is not significantly altered by the depth contours(~> 0,8). The waves proceed 
towards the beach without change in direction. Towards the east of the bay, the lower 
refraction coefficients (kr < 0,8), indicate that the waves are refracted away from the 
incoming direction to become more perpendicular to the Gansbaai coastline. Off Castle 
Rock and Hermanus, another area of lower refraction coefficients indicates a 
divergence towards the north of the incoming wave direction. 
Since the shoaling coefficient ks is only a function of the water depth, and considering 
































































































































































































































































































































































aligned with the coastline, Figure 53 can also be used to obtain basic information about 
the relative wave height distribution over the area for the dominant wave direction. In 
the central part of the bay the incoming wave is affected by shoaling only (k, = 1) and 
relatively high waves can be expected. Towards the east and west relatively small 
waves can be expected due to the influence of refraction and the consequent 
divergence of the orthogonals. 
7.3 Facies 3 Megarippled Patches 
7.3.1 General characteristics 
As defined earlier, sonograph Facies 3 consists of areas dominated by very discrete and 
well-defined patches of megarippled gravelly sand, flanked by smooth or small-scale 
rippled sand. Within Facies 3 the seafloor may therefore suddenly change from a 
megarippled state to a smooth or rippled state without ~ny apparent change in water 
depth or hydraulic condition. A similar phenomenon is described by Langhorne et al. 
(1986) in a study of gravel bedforms in the tidal marine environment of the shallow 
(<20 m) West Solent area, off southern England, where they concluded that factors 
such as availability of mobile sediment and biological accretion may play a major part 
in the process. Langhorne et al. (1986) found no correlation between sediment 
characteristics (grain size distribution, shape and carbonate content) and bedform . 
types. 
7 .3.2 Long-term stability 
In order to assess the long-term stability of the Facies 3 megarippled patches, sidescan 
records from the 1986, 1988 and 1990 surveys were compared. For this purpose, a 
number of well-defined megaripple patch boundaries off Hermanus, along survey line 10 
(Figure 18), were selected and plotted out in detail. Figure 54 shows an example of the 
sonograph images in this area. The results of the comparison is shown in Figure 55. 
Any attempt to compare individual crest lines was considered unfeasible, considering 
that the megaripple wave-lengths ( 1-2 metres) are of the same order of magnitude as 
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Figure 55 shows that, given the inherent inaccuracies of survey methods and plotting 
techniques, no significant changes in the shape of the boundaries had taken place 
between the 3 surveys. A similar observation is reported by Langhorne et al. (1986). 
Although the shape of individual megarippled patches did not change, a discrepancy of 
up to 1 OOm in the lateral position of individual boundaries is indicated by Figure 55. 
Since the lateral accuracy of the present survey is expected to be well below 1 OOm, a 
proportion of these discrepancies must be ascribed to a seasonal or short-term change 
in the positions of the megarippled/rippled boundaries. 
7.3.3 Grain size vs bedform dimensions 
In his benchmark study on wave-generated ripples, as observed in the field, Inman 
( 1957) states that the grain size of the sand is the single most important factor in 
determining the size of the ripple. In order to investigate the possible influence of 
sediment texture on the formation of Facies 3 megaripple~ patches, a total of 11 closely 
spaced sediment samples were collected at the same location along survey line 10. 
The positions of these samples are also shown on Figure 55, numbered 1 to 11. 
Samples 1 to 7 were retrieved from a megarippled patch whereas samples 8 to 11 are 
from the apparently smooth or small-scale rippled sand between the megarippled 
patches. These samples were analysed for textural characteristics only, using the 
procedure described in Chapter 4. The results are given in Table 10. 
Table 10 illustrates a marked difference between the percentage gravel and the median 
grain diameters of the samples from the two environments, i.e. megarippled and rippled, 
within Facies 3. The average gravel component and median grain size of the sand 
fraction within the megarippled patch are 18 percent and 662µm (cS) respectively, 
whereas the corresponding values for the flanking small-scale rippled area are O percent 
and 276µm (mS). This is in accordance with the direct relationship between grain 
diameter and ripple size as shown by Inman ( 1957) and others, but in contrast with the 
study by Langhorne et al. (1986), who found no textural variation between the 
megarippled and smooth gravel zones in the West Solent. 











































The results from Walker Bay indicate that very abrupt changes in median grain size and 
gravel content occur at the boundaries of Facies 3 megarippled patches and that the 
positions of these boundaries shift by up to 100 m on an annual time scale. The data 
do not, however, give a clear indication of the factors that control the formation and 
interannual location of megarippled patches. In addition, the mechanisms responsible 
for the shape of individual megarippled patches and the abrupt changes at their 
boundaries cannot be explained by the available data and are worthy of further 
research. Since the above spatial and textural analyses do not supply such information, 
the answers must rest with the near-bed hydraulic regime or the availability of coarse 
sediment within the Facies 3 area. 
7.3.4 Influence of bedrock outcrops 
The configuration of sonograph facies in Walker Bay (Figure 31) shows that Facies 3 
megarippled patches always occur in the proximity of, a!ld often on the landward side 
of bedrock outcrops (Facies 1 and 2) on the seafloor. These bedrock outcrops are the 
habitat for a wide variety of carbonate-producing organisms and as such they 
contribute largely to the predominantly shelly gravel component of the sediment in the 
area. One would therefore expect to find a gradual increase in grain size and gravel 
content towards bedrock outcrops, although the available data (Figure 44) are not 
sufficient to prove this hypothesis. The sudden increase in grain size and bedform 
dimensions at the boundary cannot, however, be related to sediment availability and 
may be explained in terms of nearbed orbital motion and the critical water velocities 
needed to move sediment particles of a given size. 
For a given grain size and water depth, the character of wave-induced ripples is related 
to the horizontal amplitude and velocity of oscillatory water movement near the bottom. 
In order to initiate movement in sand of a given size, a minimum critical orbital velocity 
is required. No universally accepted relationship between grain size and critical orbital 
velocity, however, exists, mainly because the definition of the actual onset of movement 
is not clearcut. Earlier studies on the initiation of sand movement such as those of 
Bagnold (1946), Manohar (1955), Vincent (1959), Ishihara and Sawaragi (1962), 
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Carstens et al. (1967), Horikawa and Watanabe (1967), Rance and Warren (1968), 
Dingler (1975) and Davies and Wilkinson (1978) used different criteria for the initiation 
of movement. To complicate matters, sediment is often moved under the combined 
influence of waves and currents, requiring a different approach to the threshold 
condition (Kapdasli, 1991 ). 
Using experimental data from various previous studies, however, the writer (Lenhoff, 
1982) showed that the results are generally compatible and that the incipient motion of 
sediment particles under oscillatory flow can be estimated by the empirical curve shown 
in Figure 56 which was found to be very closely approximated by the following parabolic 
equation: 
where R. = 
and D. = 












shear Reynolds number 
shear velocity = 
median grain size 
kinematic viscosity of fluid 
mean shear stress = 
density of sediment 
density of fluid medium 
relative buoyant sediment density = (Ps - Pw) /pw 
horizontal orbital velocity at the bed 
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It can be assumed that, given a smooth seabed and a constant water depth, the 
nearbed hydraulic regime caused by waves does not change rapidly over short 
distances. It is conceivable, however, that high-relief rock outcrops on the seabed 
(Facies 1 and 2) may significantly influence wave characteristics due to increased bed 
roughness and a consequent interference with the general refraction pattern. Local 
convergence of wave orthogonals landward of rock outcrops could lead to increased 
near-bed orbital velocities and amplitudes in certain areas, causing a change in bedform 
type. As the wave then progresses from a rocky area into a sandy area, a gradual 
change towards the original wave-form and refraction pattern may be expected. The 
resulting bedforms as observed in Facies 3 do not, however, follow a gradual change 
in characteristics, but an abrupt changeover. It would _appear that when the moving 
forces at the seabed cross a critical threshold value, sudden changes in bedform 
characteristics can be expected. Figure 56, however, does not suggest any nick-points 
in the relationship between grain size and critical orbital velocity. 
In Walker Bay (Figure 31) it would, therefore, appear that rock outcrops create specific 
environments on their landward sides, which are conducive to the formation of the large 
megaripples of Facies 3 and the removal of fine material. Once formed, the 
megaripples contribute further to the removal of finer sediment as the finer grains are 
placed in suspension by the vortex at the ripple crest and carried landward out of the 
area. When the entraining orbital velocities decline to a critical value the finer sediment 
settles and a sharp boundary between megarippled coarse sand and smooth or small-
scale rippled finer sand is formed. 
The factors finally influencing the configuration and shapes of the megarippled patches 
associated with the rock outcrops are most likely a complex combination of local wave 
diffraction and refraction phenomena, together with possible tidal influences. A further 
detailed discussion of these is beyond the scope of this study. 
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7.3.5 Megaripple wavelengths 
Estimates of the wavelengths of Facies 3 megaripples were made from the sidescan 
sonar and are shown on Figure 57, together with the water depths at the specific 
locations. Figure 57 shows that the wavelengths vary between 1, 0 and 1, 9 metres over 
water-depths of between 25 and 75 metres, with no obvious relationship between the 
two parameters. The shorter wavelengths do, however, appear to be more dominant 
in the eastern section of the area where, as discussed in Section 7 .2, the waves are 
smaller off the Gansbaai coastline. 
As discussed in Section 7.3.1, the mechanisms responsible for megaripple generation 
are complex and probably relate to the effect of a multitude of rock outcrops on the 
incoming waves. As such, the megaripple wavelength distribution is unlikely to reflect 
a simple wave pattern. 
In general, the shorter megaripple-wavelengths appear to be associated with the 
shallower inshore areas, but no direct relationship can be concluded from the data. 
7.3.6 Megaripple crest orientations 
The distribution of F acies 3 megaripple crest orientations, as obtained from the sidescan 
sonar data, is also shown in Figure 57. Note that the crest orientations are illustrated 
schematically, showing the average crest orientation at a given locality. A comparison 
of the 1986, 1987 and 1990 surveys revealed no significant interannual variation in crest 
orientation. 
Figure 57 shows that the directions of megaripple orthogonals range over approximately 
20 degrees, between 210° and 255 °, with the vast majority of values between 210° and 
230° . (To aid comparison with wave directions (Figure 53), the orientation of the 
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In the western section of the area, the orientations are centred in a narrow band around 
21 o degrees, whereas in the eastern section the mean orientation is 230 degrees. 
These orientations are suggestive of some wave refraction in the west, but they do not 
reflect the refraction off the Gansbaai coastline (Figure 53). Care should, however, be 
taken when megaripple-crest orientations are related to the incoming wave refraction 
patterns. Carter (1989) has shown that wave-reflection effects can also have a 
significant influence on megaripple-crest orientations, particularly when the incoming 
waves impinge obliquely onto the coastline, as is the case along the northern and 
southern shores of Walker Bay (Figure 53). 
7.4 Facies 4 Ripples 
The dimensions of the randomly orientated, short-crested Facies 4 ripples were too 
small to be resolved by the sidescan sonar and their existence was only revealed by the 
ROV observations (Figures 49 and 50). No quantitative qata on their characteristics are 
available, other than the estimates previously mentioned. 
Boyd et al. (1988) observed similar "chaotic" ripples in 1 O m water depth, 1 km off 
Martinique Beach on the Atlantic coast of Nova Scotia. They are characterized by a 
confused irregular crest pattern and exhibit a wide range of wavelengths and shape 
indices. They typically exist only briefly during dramatic reorganizations of the bed and 
are associated with the initiation of higher-energy wave conditions. 
The sedimentological data show that these ripples in Walker Bay are associated with 
fine sand, in contrast with the medium to coarse sand of the megaripples of F acies 3. 
Inman (1957) states that ripples in fine sand are more rapidly modified by changing 
wave conditions than ripples in coarse sand. As shown earlier, the directional wave 
spectrum for Walker Bay indicates significant wave energy flux from all directions within 
the southwestern quadrant (Figure 7). The Facies 4 ripples appear to respond quickly 
to these changing wave directions, giving rise to their chaotic nature. It could therefore 
be concluded that the Facies 4 ripples in Walker Bay represent ephemeral changes in 
wave direction and energy, whereas the Facies 3 megaripples are more stable and only 
become mobile during high-energy events. 
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8. ANALYSIS OF GRAIN SIZE PARAMETERS 
8.1 General 
In this chapter the grain size parameters of the F acies 3 and 4 sediment samples as 
obtained by settling tube will be discussed in more detail. Possible trends in mean size, 
sorting, skewness and kurtosis will be highlighted in an attempt to get a better 
perspective on the factors responsible for the present distribution of unconsolidated . 
sediment in Walker Bay. 
The distribution of sediment samples collected from Facies 3 and 4 is shown in 
Figure 58. Figure 59 shows the same data but with the grain size frequency curve and 
its graphic measures (mean size (M}, sorting (S), skewness (Sk) and kurtosis (K)) 
added for each sample. The original settling-tube data are contained in Appendices A 
and B. 
To avoid unnecessary congestion on Figure 59, samples taken within one kilometre of 
each other from the same facies and having similar grain size parameters are 
represented by a single data set. A small number of samples are therefore not shown 
on Figure 59 but are represented by a close neighbour instead. It was assumed that 
this procedure would have little influence on the validity of possible trends which may 
be detected as well as on the final conclusions. 
Grain size trends of surficial sediments result from sediment transport processes and 
may therefore assist in identifying sediment pathways and transport mechanisms (Gao 
et al., 1994). According to Gao and Collins (1992), any grain size trend which has a 
significantly higher probability of occurrence in the direction of net transport than in any 
other direction can be used to determine the nett transport pattern. 
In Chapter 7 it was concluded that the clear-cut definition in the areal distribution of 
Facies 3 and 4 in Walker Bay can be attributed to the direct influence of rock outcrops 







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































such, typical sedimentological trends are unlikely to emerge due to the complex nature 
of the transport mechanisms. Sagga ( 1992) states that when analysing textural 
parameters the morphology of the environment should be considered, as the 
hydrodynamic conditions of sedimentation can be modified by the various morphological 
elements. The increased bed roughness due to exposed high relief rock outcrops in 
Walker Bay is considered as an example of such morphological elements. 
In the following sections the modality, mean size, sorting, skewness and kurtosis of the 
samples within each facies will be compared and discussed. 
8.2 Grain Size Distribution Modality 
Most of the samples from both facies show a unimodal grain size distribution. Bimodal 
distributions do, however, occur in 7 samples from Facies 4, scattered throughout the 
area. In all these cases the secondary mode is not very p,ronounced and occurs on the 
coarse side of the primary mode. 
The F acies 3 results show more deviations from the general unimodal trend and 
polymodal distributions commonly occur, with secondary modes both finer and coarser 
than the primary. The secondary modes are again not pronounced and no progressive 
mixing of populations is evident. The polymodal occurrences in Facies 3 can be 
attributed to the relatively high content of skeletal material which are derived from the 
mechanical breakdown of marine organisms on the nearby rock outcrops. Figure 59 
and Table 8 show that bi- and polymodality generally occur in samples with a high 
carbonate content. Graf ( 1976) proposed that unimodal distributions are produced by 
the influence of the largest waves on the bottom material whereas bimodal distributions 
result from smaller waves. The modality trends in Walker Bay do not, however, show 
any obvious correlation with the dominant wave-energy pattern (Figure 53). Blackley 
and Heathershaw (1982) attributed polymodality to the influence of shoaling waves, 
which may explain the bimodal and polymodal occurrences in Walker Bay, considering 
the dominance of waves as transporting mechanisms. 
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In the following discussion of mean size, sorting, skewness and kurtosis only samples 
with a unimodal distribution were considered. 
8.3 Mean Grain Size 
The distribution of mean grain sizes was discussed earlier (Figure 44) and will only be 
briefly reviewed here. 
The Facies 4 sediments in the southern section of the bay tend to be significantly finer 
than those in the northern corner off Hermanus. In the inshore area, off the sandy 
beach along the Walker Bay Nature Reserve, the Facies 4 samples display remarkably 
similar mean grain size characteristics (average 2.5 phi (fine sand)). These samples 
most likely belong to the nearshore sand prism and are subject to the dynamic 
processes typically associated with a sandy coastline under normally incident wave 
attack. Off the Gansbaai coastline the Facies 4 sediments also display very similar 
mean grain sizes (average 2,70 phi (fine sand)), indicating a relatively low energy 
environment, sheltered from the southerly swells by the headland at Danger Point. No 
obvious trends in mean grain size perpendicular to the coastline are evident. 
The mean grain sizes within Facies 3 vary considerably, with an average of 0,96 <t>. 
Along the submarine extension of the Klein River valley, discussed earlier (Figure 29), 
the relict terrigenous sediment appears to coarsen slightly in an offshore direction. This 
trend may be due to post-depositional reworking by processes associated with an 
advancing shoreline. 
8.4 Sorting 
In discussing sediment sorting, the following categories will be used, after Folk ( 197 4 ): 
< 0,35 <t> 
0,35 - 0,50 <t> 
0,50 - 0,71 <t> 
0,71 - 1,00 <t> 
very well sorted 
well sorted 
moderately well sorted 
moderately sorted 
1,00 - 2,00 <l> 
2,00 - 4,00 <l> 
> 4,00 <l> 
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poorly sorted 
very poorly sorted 
extremely poorly sorted 
The Facies 3 sediments are generally very well sorted with an overall average of 0,25 <1>. 
Strong sorting therefore appears to take place in the areas where the incoming waves 
are affected by high relief outcrops on the seabed, i.e. areas dominated by Facies 3 
sediments. On a regular sloping sandy seabed without the effect of rock outcrops, 
shoaling waves are believed to be responsible for poorly sorted sediments (Graf, 1976). 
This again illustrates the important effect of morphological irregularities on the 
entrainment criteria at the seabed. 
Facies 4 also falls within the very well sorted category with an overall average of 0,31 <l> 
which is slightly higher than the average for Facies 3 (0,25 cl>). The samples from the 
nearshore sand prism collected off the Walker Bay Nature Reserve consistently show 
' 
very low sorting values (average 0,23 <l>) again emphasizing their common 
hydrodynamic environment as pointed out earlier. No obvious sorting trends within the 
Facies 4 samples were observed in any specific direction. 
8.5 Skewness 
The following verbal terms and their corresponding skewness limits are used in the 
discussion below (after Folk, 1974): 




Strongly coarse skewed 
+1 ,00 to +0,30 
+0,30 to +0, 1 O 
+0,10 to -0,10 
-0,10 to -0,30 
-0,30 to -1,00 
Sediment samples taken from Facies 3 have skewness values ranging from -0, 18 
(coarse skewed) to +0,21 (fine skewed) with an average of +0,01 (near symmetrical). 
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Approximately equal numbers of positively and negatively skewed distributions occur 
with almost 70 per cent of the samples falling in the near symmetrical category ( +O, 10 
to -0, 10). No significant trends were detected. 
Facies 4 show skewness values ranging from -0,41 (strongly coarse skewed) to +O, 15 
(fine skewed) with an average of-0,05 (near symmetrical). The relatively wide variation 
in negative skewness seems to indicate that Facies 4 (i.e. chaotic small-scale rippled 
sediment) is more sensitive to fluctuations in wave energy levels than the coarser, 
megarippled Facies 3 (cf. Sagga, 1992). 
8.6 Kurtosis 
Facies 3 show kurtosis values (Folk, 197 4) ranging between 1,0 and 1,6 (mesokurtic to 
very leptokurtic) with an average of 1,2 (leptokurtic). For Facies 4 the values range 
between 1,0 and 2,6 (mesokurtic to very leptokurtic) with an average of 1,3 (leptokurtic). 
The kurtosis values for both Facies 3 and 4 appear to display no significant pattern. 
8. 7 Conclusions 
The above analysis of grain size distributions in Walker Bay does not fully succeed in 
revealing the dominant sediment transport mechanisms responsible for the observed 
distribution of Facies 3 and 4 sediments. In many instances it serves as an illustration 
of the complexities involved in defining the processes of entrainment and deposition 
through grain size analyses. The results do, however, significantly contribute towards 
a better understanding of certain key factors controlling sediment dynamics in the bay. 
These may be briefly summarized as follows: 
(i) The occurrences of bi- and polymodal distributions can be correlated with high 
carbonate content, derived from the mechanical breakdown of the calcareous 
skeletons of marine organisms, e.g. bivalves, on the nearby rock outcrops. 
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(ii) Homogeneous, well sorted fine sand (2,7 <t>) of Facies 4 off the Gansbaai 
coastline underlines the important sheltering effect of the Danger Point 
headland. 
(iii) The homogeneous, well sorted fine sand (2,5 <t>) collected off the Walker Bay 
Nature Reserve probably belongs to the nearshore sand prism and show very 
similar characteristics. 
(iv) The coarser Facies 3 sediments (average 0,96 <t>) are subject to strong sorting 
mechanisms which are associated with the influence of nearby rock outcrops 
on incoming waves. 
(v) The wide variation in negative skewness indicates that Facies 4 is more 




9.1 Seafloor Geology 
The surficial shoreface geology of Walker Bay as investigated by seismic profiling, 
sidescan sonar, ROV photography and sediment sampling was described in terms of 
sonograph facies 1, 2, 3 and 4. 
Facies 1 consists of high-relief Bokkeveld Group outcrops with the primary bedding 
striking NE-SW. Sediment-filled strike gullies, up to 100 m in width, commonly occur 
and an ENE-WSW orientated joint set was observed, intersecting the primary bedding. 
Facies 2 consists of low-relief Bokkeveld Group outcrops and occurs as an eastward 
and shallower landward extension of Facies 1. These relatively flat outcrops are often 
covered with a thin veneer of unconsolidated sediment and lineaments are rarely visible. 
Loose cobbles and boulders commonly occur. Both F acies 1 and 2 outcrops are 
covered with abundant marine growth and serve as the main source of the carbonate 
content of unconsolidated sediments in the bay. 
Pre-Mesozoic bedrock outcrops (Facies 1 and 2) occupy approximately 45% of the 
study area. In the remaining area the bedrock is overlain by unconsolidated sediment 
which was, based on surficial bedform characteristics, defined as Facies 3 and 4. 
Facies 3 represents areas dominated by well defined and discrete megarippled gravelly 
sand patches, separated by small-scale rippled sand. These patches are typically 150 
to 200 min diameter and irregularly shaped. The mean size of the sand in Facies 3. 
varies between O and 2,0 phi, i.e. coarse to medium sand. The overall carbonate 
content generally varies between 40 and 60 percent and the components consist mainly 
of fragments of gastropod and bivalve shells and cirripede fragments. Echinoid spines, 
sponge spicules, benthic foraminifera and ahermatypic coral debris also commonly 
occur. The terrigenous component normally consists of quartz as the major constituent, 
calcarenite from the Waenhuiskrans Formation, Bokkeveld shale fragments and 
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occas onal grains of authigenic phosphorite and glauconite. Toward the west, in an 
area ~outheast of Sandbaai and Onrus, the Facies 3 sediments are characterized by 
a very high lithic component. Here the rocky seafloor is trough-shaped, orientated NE-
SW and the sediments are likely to be of fluvial origin, deposited in a paleo-channel of 
the Kleinrivier during sea-level lowstands. 
Facies 4 occurs mainly in the southeastern half of the study area and consists 
exclusively of small-scale rippled sand. The mean size varies between 2,0 and 3,0 phi, 
i.e. fine sand. The mean grain size decreases towards the east and off the Gansbaai 
coastline the mean size is consistently finer than 2,5 phi. The carbonate content of 
Facies 4 sand averages 74 percent with no apparent trend. A microscopic analysis of 
the Facies 4 samples revealed similar components as mentioned above for Facies 3. 
9.2 Wave-Generated Bedforms 
, 
The Facies 3 and 4 sediments in Walker Bay display distinctly different bedform 
characteristics, i.e. the megarippled patches of Facies 3 and the small-scale "chaotic" 
ripples of Facies 4. 
Facies 3 megaripples 
The long-term stability of the Facies 3 megaripples was assessed by comparing 
sidescan sonar data from surveys conducted over a period of 4 years. The results 
showed that although the shape of individual patches remained essentially unaltered, 
the positions of the boundaries shifted laterally by up to 100 m between the surveys, 
indicating short-term seasonal change. 
Detailed sediment sampling along a traverse across a megaripple patch boundary 
showed that the gravel content and mean grain size values within the megarippled patch 
are considerably greater than those for the flanking small-scale rippled area. No change 
in components was detected. 
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The available data indicate that the formation of Facies 3 megarippled patches is closely 
related to the influence of bedrock outcrops on the local wave-refraction pattern. Local 
convergence of wave orthogonals landward of rock outcrops could lead to increased 
near-bed orbital velocities and amplitudes in specific areas, causing the formation of 
megarippled patches. The present data, however, do not offer a clearcut explanation 
for the sharp and well-defined boundaries of the megarippled patches. Commonly used 
sediment-entrainment criteria do not readily suggest sudden changes in bedform 
characteristics over very short distances. A detailed analysis of the mechanisms 
responsible for Facies 3 megaripples would require accurate long-term measurements 
of the orbital water velocities and amplitudes at the seabed on either side of a boundary, 
as well as the variations of these parameters due to changing wave conditions. 
The megaripple crest orientations appear, broadly, to reflect the wave-refraction pattern 
in Walker Bay. The megaripple-wavelength distribution, however, does not show an 
obvious trend other than a slight decrease towards the shallower inshore areas. 
Facies 4 ripples 
The Facies 4 "chaotic" ripples could only be resolved by underwater photography and 
no quantitative data on their dimensions are available. It is concluded that they 
represent ephemeral changes in wave direction and energy. 
In conclusion, this study once again emphasizes the importance of groundtruth 
information in geophysical seabed mapping. The use of a video-equipped R.O.V., in 
particular, proved to be highly effective in resolving small-scale seabed features which 
would otherwise have gone unnoticed, especially in depths beyond the range of normal 
scuba diving. In detailed seabed mapping projects the collection of groundtruth data 
should be considered an integral part of the survey rather than a mere complement to 
side-scan and seismic data, as is often the case. 
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9.3 Grain Size Distributions 
Grain size distribution analyses of Facies 3 and 4 sediments contributed marginally 
towards the detailed documentation of transport mechanisms but succeeded in 
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-~~~~2_o_u.-_e~~~~1_u_-u~--o~~~~~-~ --~- _____ 2~_0 ___ _ __ -~1_~ ... ~~~~~-b~:~9 
- - - - = ~ - ---- ---+--- - -
92 
- ! 8 ! 2 4 
Mear1 = 1 , 87 ph i 7 c:; c:;. hhlJ 
Std dev = 0,42 phi S k. e1,me s s - 1, 47 f<u rtos is 18 , 74 
Graphi cal values CF&W) : 
Mean= 1 , 87 ohi = 255 , 78u 
Median < ohi50l = 1 . 88 ph i = 252, 18u 
Sor tino 0.35 phi - 0 , 08 Kurtosis 1 , 16 
iuuL ·--- T."~22.-: A'- .. ... , -~·· f ··/,"C~~-~:~~~___.:_~~ + --
~~-f~ :::.~~:=: t~= ;::.~-5 -;; / oo l,_:',f ... ... - ... ... ... 
fj in water at: Ji. uuC f1 
AA..:i 11 - 1'- - <l"> :!.! 1/:..•?Q•'HI ,ji 
- -fi-- - - - - - - -- -· - -;, f. ~ :·· 










~~ ~ ~j 
[ i 
~~+ + L V\ 
... 
+ + + + + 
r , 
+ i:. \ + + + + + 
f, :' ,; 
j f •· '1, 
i! .. + \ 
I i : \ 










Dry weight:: 2.4 
i/ : \, 
i i: + \ + + + + 
<::~nr,,+l,,,in,r,• A 
+ + j / :· \ 
2uuu r .. ·· iOOO '--. __ ;>00 
- - -- ... ------~-----~~,--.~--~~~~~~..--~~~~~--2 5 0 i25 - ----- --+- ·- - - -
-! ! 2 3 4 
MoMent statistics : 
Mean= 0,01 phi 891 , 30u 
Std dev = 0.30 phi Skewness 5,27 Kurtosis 68 , 42 
Graphical values CF&WI : 
Mean= 0 . 01 phi = 880 . 18u 
Median C phi50> = 0 . 02 phi = 886 .BZu 
Sortino 0.22 phi Skewness - 0.05 1 . 0 1 
100+-------- - +- - ------ - +---------+---------+---- - -- - - .+. ::r------ -+- - - - -- - --+-- - - -
!t .. !.0112§-R~ l .. ·· j/ 
'9u~I i,ensi °t:Y: 2;. 65 g/cc I + : + .,..,,.--- + 
ll In wate:r at 23. eec I .' ------------
nc.1ll 1 t - ?'=I - Q~ .at 4:44:3~ I ~/ + 
- -n -- -:- -- I '/ 
ll PH I :/ 
70f + + :Ji-
! 1 
: J 
bU~ + + I+ 
; f 
c;;Al ·!- -!- / ;· .._ 
- - -; l,I\. 
1 r , 
48-f;! + + , , ~ 
/f:' l 
: ll • I ~ ~1 + .. / ,I / , 
l I( ! ' 
?_ a_~.·:  + + I /, ~l I /.' . \ 
; 1 r ), 
1 e-f + + / l i + \ 





















Sec s : 190 
ESD: 93 
Dry weight: 2.0 
2088 1088/.c;c"'' 508\ 258 ~ 1~ 63 32 
u+ .-.~ ........... _.,~----~~--- ------+------~~~+~---• ----+---------+---------+-----
- 2 - .!. ~ .!. 2 3 ~ S 
Mo~ent st atistic5 : 
Mean= 0,80 ~hj 534 ,72u 
Std de v = 0 . 46 phi Skewness 2.86 18.35 
Gr.aohicB1 VnllJ P. S ( F ~W) : 
Mean= ~. 84 phi= 557 , 84u 
Median c ohJ50> = 0 .85 phi = 55B,08u 
Sortino 0 , 18 phi Skewness= -0 , 02 
+ + + + + 
+ + + + + 
... ... ... ... ... 
+ + + + + 
+ 
* 
+ + + 
... ... ... 
+ + + 
I>ry weig}li: 
~--- +1....'i nr, • R 
+ + + + + 
i.:5 
~~ ..... ~~~~--------------- .-----
3 
Mo~ent statistics : 
Mean= 0,01 phj 884,80u 
Std dev = 0 , 30 phi Skewness 5 , 21 75 , 00 
Graphical values CF&W l : 
Mean= 0 , 02 phi= 987 , 68u 
Median< ph i50> = 0 , 01 phi= 989,98u 
Sort ino 0 , 26 phi Skewness 0,06 Kurtosis 1 , 08 
luu~------- --+---------+---------+---------+---------•-~---~~~~---------+-----
-;I . ' .f'\ll?R-Rt; I ~/ 
- - ft - . . - - - . I / 
~~11 ::..a.e~~~ ~~: ~ -~~ "31'-C'C i + + +/ 
H 1n wate:r at 22.uu{; 1 / 
R n.;°i 1 1 - 1 t; - Cl c; ?. t 1 ? • 4? • 4A j + + / ... 
--n-- -- -- -- . -- -~: ... I l -
r - / ?u1 + + + + if 
i :r 
~~1 ... ... ... ... .I 
1· / 
~A.;_ + + + _...f.-
- - ~~:, i?:"' -. '\ 





/ /..:· \ 
/ / :+ \ / /; ... 
/ /.:· \ 
~~~_!_.;  + + + / ./ : + "\. + /' ,/ . \ 
2~t_:!:! + + -1- /" .,./ + \, + 
· r ,/ \ 
/ /.. ~\ 









Dry we i g)1t: 2.5 
.,.-- 2000 1000 _4 501.1 250 i25 ·-----~ t>S !:$2 
n-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~· -+---------+---------•------- .---------+-----
=2 -.!. 
Mo~ent statistics : 
Me-:!n = 2,06 phi 
Std dev = 0 , 58 phi 
238, 54LJ 
S k. e1,1ne s s 
Graphical values <Fiw >: 
Mean= 2.07 ph i = 237 , 81u 
.!. 
-0 . 88 
Median ( phi50> = 2 , t 1 phi = 23 1 , 70u 
Sorting 0.56 phi -0.08 
2 4 
8,50 
Kurtosis 1 , 01 
100~-- - ------+- -------- + -------- - + - - ---- .. --+--- . _ .. ...... ;,,,-- -----+-------- -+-----i I T {',!_!"iO-A? I ... .. ... . / 
9u~l Den s ity; ~. 65 g/cc I + / / ---...- ~ ~ + 
lj In water . at 23.00C f / 
s:i A11 1 1 -?Q- Q<;; ~ t 4 : 54 : 9"' I .{ I 
- - ll - - - - - - ,.., I .-· / 
l l PM I ; / 
70~ + + : / 
: _:·1 
l 'l 
b U~ .. ... I + 
; I s~t .,. .,. A. .,. 
; .if i ', 
48~ + + 1 :' \ + 
! / .' \ 
: J i \ 
~u .... !;_ ... .. fl .:' \ .. 
I I -' \ 
. I I ,.. ~. 
?_ A_ ... ',! ... + ... I I i .\ 
l / 1 · \ 
1. of:: + + / / _.: + ·\ 














Sec s : 154 
Dry weight: 2.8 
i 2800 1~··· 580 ·'-·-~- 250 --~ 63 32 
~.. +------- - - .. - - --- - ~-~~..--~~~-.a..,~....:: +-~------+---------.. -----
- 2 -.!. ~ .!. 2 g 4 S 
MoMent Btatistics : 
.Mt>aBl'.l = C!J .. 77 (:lh_i 585 .- 85L1 
Std dev = 0 . 44 phi Skewness 1 . 77 Kurtosis 16 , 03 
Graphical va!ue5 CF~W>: 
Mean= 0 . 75 phi= 585 . 18u 
.M.edia.n < phiS0> = 0 , 72 phj = 508.-87u 




+ + + 
+ 
Mear1 = 1, 18 phi 44@,71u 
Std de v = 0 , 32 phi Sk e1_,)ness -0 , 21 Ku r tosis 
Gr aphical values {F&W l : 
Mear1 = 1 , 18 phi= 440 , 6Zu 
Median c ph!50) = 1 , 18 ph i = 441 ,57u 






















"j Dry we i g -h t : 2 . 4 
i £~n!?th i P':! 0 (l_Q n 
+ + 
+ + + + + 






MoMent statistics : 
Mean= 0,04 phi 872,87u 
Std dev = 0 . 28 phi Skewness Ku.rtosis 23.88 
Graphical values CF&W l : 
Mean= 0 . 04 phi= 868 . 38u 
Median ( phi50l = 0 . 04 phi = 874,28u 
Sorting 0 . 23 phi Kurtosis 1. 26 
1aa+--------- +-- -------+---------+---------+-- .. -- . -~-- -----+------- - -+---- -
!1 1.o.111R-a? I ·· ·· · ··r--
.,. _.,.:I _ . . ~ __ . I ,,-,-
,...,..ii uensi t:Y: ;:: • b;> g,,-cc I + / + 
: I In wa te:r at 23. aac I . / 
1lnll 1 1 - ?Q-Q~ at 5 ·. !:P_ •• 4_?_ I ... _ .... / 
-- ;i -- - - - - I / 
ii PM I ='/ 
70+ + + + : 
l -/ 
: i 
"~1 + • ·1 
,c;c.1.;. + + i i 
- - ; J1\ 
l Ji \ 
40+,,:: + + j/-t \ / /.= l. 









+ I I ,'+ 11 
I /.-' ,, 
I /:' ... \ 
/ II _: • \ 
I / _.i \ 
+ / .,.. + .\ 







... + + 
... 
+ + + 
+ + + 
+ + 









cc .1~.9-'-"'/ sea "-....._ 2s~- - - _.J..?S 63 32 T- - -------~---------r ~~~-:or----- - ----~-- - --- - - -+ - --- -
- ! ~ ! 2 3 4 5 
Mo~en t stati5tics : 
Mean= !!02 phJ 49J , 44u 
Std dev = ~.37 phi Skewness - 1 , 13 18 . 52 
6r aphJca1 vaJues fF~Wl : 
Mean = 1 . 04 phi= 486.2 4u 
Median! ohi50) = 1 . 04 phJ = 487.55u 
Sortino = 0,27 ph i Skewness= -0.01 1 , 40 
H~O!. I + + I.·' · . .. + . . .. .. .... + + + + ---








Mo~ent statistics : 
Mean= ~0;08 phj 1061,15u 
St~ dev = 0,15 phi S~~wn~ss -2 , 05 
Gni r h i c c1 ! v a 1 u e: 5 (Ft w l : 
Mean= -0 . 05 phi= 1038 . 44u 
Median C ~hi 50> = -0 . 05 phj = J037 . 84u 
Sorting= 0,20 phi Sk~wne55 = -0,0 1 
... ... 
+ + + + 
... ... ... ... 
+ + + + 
+ + + .. 
Secs : 118 
... ... 
ES!) : 1 2'.3 
+ + Dry weight: 2.0 
+ + 
125 63 32 
- - - ----+---------+-- ---
4 '5 
Kurtosis =234 , 59 
1 , 07 
n,u1.t + + I + - . ·-~_;.; ~:..:;.---4 
T .f'\111 .d- Q? /' -
- - -;j - . - - - - . I / -
~-~~l -.:.-en~~~-:-,;; - • -- ~ ·· - - I .,. / .,. 
·i1 1 n water at -:i. uu{; j f 
Q(l1111 - t? - Q"> ?.. t '"'·?t·.dA1 ... r 
- -11- - - · -- --·-- ·--, f 
·;.. , ... . :i 
?u1 + + + I 
~~1! ~ + + i 
j 
5~t:, * * ... /\ 
i: \ 
"iu~ + + +fl \ 
:;;· { ,i : :I 
i i \ 
' ... ... f ): i 
·: i r i, 
?Al * + / i 0[ 
--J /4' /: \ 
















S ecs: 4~i i 
i 
J 
i 1'ry we i g-,l t : :i:: • ~ 
1 ~-nn+.l,i n r , • Cl Q ",. 
~ ~~~
ili~·;;: + + .! / + \ + 
- ---~;:-0_-... u_u ____ i~"'--u.,.....c~"~._;:<s ~u ----~··~'-._.?-S_u _____ i_:.::_-s __ ~~-t>~~-
~2 -.!. ~ .!. 2 3 ~ - - ---+-----
M0ment statistics : 
Mea.n = 1, 18 i::ih i 
Std dev = 0 , 3 4 ph i 
438 ' 20~1 
Ske1,1n~s s 
Graphj c aJ values CF~ Wl : 
Me,:in = 1 .?(7) phi = 433.8Ru 
-(il . 52 
Med if:ln ( phi50l = 1, 2 1 Dhi = 431 , 881_1 
Sort i ng -(il , 13 
5 
22.36 
l<urtos j s 1 , 44 
iX:1u+------- - - +----- - - - -+-- - - --- - - +- - - - - -- . .: j- - - . .. .. · '·--' _ __. ______ ..,.... 
-------+-----
";°I T .f\111 "i-A? - --, . . .. . ~- -------
"i'~~l Den5it~: f:.65 :;;.-'cc I /~-- + 
;l 1n wat:er at 2i. uu{; I ( 
A A_;I 1 1 - 1 ? - Q "i :!. t 1 "i • ~? • ~ 4 I . / + 
-- ·;1 -- - . - - I f 
·;· ---~ " :J 
·?u~ + + J 
1 i 
i r 
~~1 ... ... l 




ff ' 11' . \ 
+ fi : ·'1 





... I .i: 1 + 
. i ' .f: '1 
~~1 
?A_; 
/ i · \ 
/ + / .- \ + 
--} 
+ 























i 1>ry we i g -h t : 
'i <::-n.n +l,i nr1 • R 
·---:.:-=-~~+ 
.-,.~---~--:_u.....,.u_u ___ .i~ ____ ---~~7 -· ~---~5,...·r--u--~---~i-'.:_· · s_~--~ ______ -~~-----
=2 - .!. ~ .!. 2 3 
Moment statistics : 
Me<:1n = 0,52 ph i 
Std dev = ~ -3 7 phi 
13 8R, 2 1 1_1 
Sk e1_.mess 
Gr<:1ph icBJ v5lue5 IF&w 1: 
Mean= 0.50 phi= 7~6.136u 
4 . 00 
Med iBn ( p h i 50l = 0-S0 ph i = 707 ,3 4u 
Sort ing 0 ,2 1 ph i 
~'.u r+.os !. s 38 , 46 
l<u rt os is . 7_ 7 
s-~~ ;::-e-n,s-i at'.&= f: .~5 ~·"= t-: 1· ... ,, __ -+-...._.___.,.---~~ 
"ii 1n wate:r at 2i. uu(; l f 
SH~_;j 11 - 1?-Q._ ?.t 1'-"°"s:l•Q? 1/ 
- - 1 i - - - . - - - - . - - . - - :-~Ii 
-i' ~~ .. --
-..u~ + + ·i 
"i ~ 
j i 
-~~1 ... ...l 
"i f 
._A_; + . k 
--~~! rt)'\ 
f{ :- \ 
4-U~::, + lf :+ i i .' \.., 
·; f .· ) 
... 1 : ... \ 
·; i \ 
2~+;_ + i + \ i ', 
·: -a "\. 
1u+ + n· , + 






.:u1.1u .i. -' H.11.1u ,..,.\ 5uu 
~2---~-_-.!.---..:.... ~ ·---r-=--:7~~ ..... 2---
MoMent statistiGs: 
Mean= -0.00 phi 100! .38u 
Std dev = 0.35 phi Skewness 
GraphiGa ! values CF&Wl: 
Mean= -0.00 phi = 1001 ,75u 
Median c p~J50 1 = -0.01 phi = 1007,77u 

















<"::wnn +J.-.i nr-6 • R 
+·· • + 
-------~-----
:n,u+---------+---------+---------+~::- - .. . -+- ... . __ . . .. . y 
·:1 T .f\11? .. -R? I I ..____ ~
__ -lf _ • • M -• i 'f -
~-:..,11 ~-ae-:-.~a ,:;~; E: • .£5 ~,..-cc 1 ::r ... 
11 ln water at 22. C,{1{; 1 _: 1 
RR_;I tt - t?-Q°" ?.t 1?'1Q•Q4 I :' j .._ 
-- 11 -- -: . - - - .. -- . - - 1 ::1 . 
·;... ~~... :·,-
'/U-1- + + :J + 
1 1 1 , 
~~1 ~ ~ 1 ~ 
1 1 
s;;Rl + ~ [ ~ 
--1 r, 
1 f '. \ 
4u+_.;!:, + + j :" :I + 
"i : 1. 
Ti \ 
~-,:31 ... ... {/:· 1, ... 
:i ii : 't 
?R_; + + f.i :, \.._ 
--·; i1 ',, · 
·: f l '.· l, 

















·j bry we i g}1t: <!. l 
i__s~!)!l~li.inr,• R ~ ~ 
+ + 
.:uli1Jh-.. 1u~'.- · 5l1~ 
~·~-=;....;.:......-.....--=---~.,...c. -----+-~~---...-----_...,,.---,--~---
=2 -1 ~ 1 2 3 
Mo~ent statist ics : 
Mean= 0,64 oh i 640,35u 
Std de v = 0,37 oh i Skewness = 2,36 l<urt osis 40,30 
Gr~ohical valu es CF&WI : 
Mean= 0 , 63 ohi = 644 , 10u 
Median< ohi50> = 0,64 rhi = 642 , 94u 




~~1 ... ... 
?n ... 




Mea11 = 0 , 74 Dhi 600 ,60u 
Std dev = 0,35 phi Skewness= 2 , 11 l<u.rtos is 
Graphical value~ CF&Wl : 
Mean= 0,73 phi= 601 ,54u 

















bry we i g}1i: 
3; n 
100+---------+------- - -+---------~~ ... -+-- .-- . . .c,,..-------+---------+-----
11 T.(11128-8? . I ./ 
-"'":I_ . . . _ -- . I .:/ . 
.,..,ti vensi 1:y: ;::. b:> g,rcc I ,"/ + 
H In water at 23. 00c I :/ 
oµJl 11-?Q-Q"' _,.+_ ._. 1.,. ?~ I .' I ... 
<> - H -- ~ - -- ----. :: I .l . 







.· I J 6G1 + + I 
sa{ + + ,~~\ 
! ,1. ' 
+ .. + 
+ + + 
+ + 
+ + 
i f \ 
40~ • • I ' l + 
; JI ·' 1, 
+ + + + 
: /.f I ~u~ .. .. Jil .' ) • 
1 I /' I, 





Dry weight: 2.0 
; I l , 11 
10~ + +f / , 't + + + 
j 2000 1~/ ~.a0 250 125 
U+ +---------+...--.._~~~---r~~-~~~~~•~+--- 63 32 
----+---------+-----
-2 -! ~ ! 2 3 4 5 
MoMent statistiG5: 
Mear1 = 0,.54 .oh1 685,59.!.1 
Std dc v = 0.32 phi 5kcwn@5S 
Graph.le.al vc1.u.e5 f F&lJ ) : 
Mean= 0 , 54 phi= 689 .87u 
Median c phJ~0> = m,54 oh1 = 686 ~2 0~ 
Sortino 0 , 17 phi Skewness= -0 .08 1, 04 
108+---------+----- - ---+- - - ---- - - +---------+ - -- . -- ~~~~~~~~ 
;i T.l'>ll?Q-s:l? 1 --~ !I -- - . • / 
~U~I :Uen s i ty; i:. 65 g/cc I + +/ 
;f In wate:r at 22.aac f / 
na1l 11 - 1? - <1Ei ?..t !.?:4_9:c; _ _ 1 I ~- J~ 
- -ll - - - . - - I . .- / . 
~, PM I _: / 
70~ + + + _:" / + 
i ! / 
l 'l 
6~~ ... ... ... I 
l / 
~n1 + + + f 
-- ; . .f~1. 
; ff _:\ 
40~ + + + f : I 
: { ,: \ 
: I \ ~~~ ... .... + /1 :· \ 





• J I .- \, 2~t. + + + I l : \ i I l :· \ 
1 at. • • I 1 _; \ + 















Secs: 406 I 
· 1 
I 
E~D : 52 
D:ry weight: 2.3 
: 2000 1-™l~ _ L j '500 2s0'--.. _ . J.?5 63 32 
~.... - +--- ------ +- -- '--- ----- ..... ---~---...... --- ---+-----
-2 - ~ ~ ~ 2 3 4 ~ 
M0~ent sta t i s tic s : 
Mean= 1, 42 Dh i = 374 ,Z6u 
Std d~ v = 0 , 38 ph i -0,56 20 , 58 
G~aDh ical values CF&W l : 
Mean= 1 , 42 phi = 374 , 81u 
Med i an c Dhi 50l = J ,38 Dh j = .382 , 82u 
0,28 ph i 0 , 18 Ku r t os is 1 , 13 
100~.---------+---------+---------+ - -- . . - .. - + ......... ·:.,....___;°"r ...--~~-----
; I T.All 'H~- R? I .. . . _.,,,,.r - -
-----+-----
__ n_ .. . . I ~ -
~~~I vens 1 -cy: ~. b5 g/cc I _.: + / - - + 
;I In water at 22.00C I ; / 
s:lall 1 1 - 1 ., _ Q!Ci ::. t 1a: ~a.: 3~ I .: / ... 
- -;1 - - -· -- I :'/ - . 
n PM 1 1 




6~~ + • J + 
; f 
~n.! ~ + I{ -+ 
--; ,~~\ ; : \ 
40~ + + J; \ + + 
; Ji 1 
: f .' 1 
s~~ .. .. !' :: 1 .. 
; /j: l 
?Al + + I( ·' I. + 
- -; I} :' I, 
; I f .:' \ 
10*!· + + / / ·' \ + 
/ /.:' \ 
+ 
: 2 000 1009-J/ S 00....~ . 
U+- -------+--- -~ 250 + -
- 2 - ! 8 ! 2 
Mo~ent statis t ics : 
Mean= 0.68 phi 620.3 4u 
Std dev = 0,37 ph i Skewness 3,71 
Grap hical values CF&W >: 
Mean= 0,65 phi= 635 ,84u 
Median c phi50> = 0.65 ph i = 636 . 43u 






















100+---------+---------+---------+---------+-------- .. ~ --;1 T.0.119-90 I . . ·· . .. ~ 
__ :I_ . . ___ . I ~
~u~I vens1 ~!I: 2:. b;:> g.rcc I -+ / -+ 
ii In water at 22. 88C I / ggil !.!.-!.H-9'.:i ~t 4: 3!1: .1!. I ~ / / ~ 
;t PM I : I 
78f + + + _: / + + 
! i f 
I 1 
.;~~ • • .. I ... 
i J 
~R; ~ ~ J 
- - ~ ll \ 
; lf :" \ 
40f + + l/+· \ + + l , ' \ 
: ' : \ ~~~ + + I :.. t -
i ll ; \ 
?Q1 ~ ~ fl .. + \ 
--; II : \ 
; fl .: \ 
10f + + / / _: + \ . + + 








Dry weight: 2.0 
1~oothing:+0.3 p 
: 2000 1000 J<-·· 500 -';?S{l_ 1.25 63 32 
~... . ----+----------t-- .... _F.i,, ____ +"""'---"""=-----... -P'--------+-----
-2 -!. g !. 2 S 4 S 
M0~e 11 t 5tati5tiG5 : 
Me~n = 1 ,!4 ohi 453,63u 
Std dev = 0,45 phi 5kawne55 L 27 17,74 
Sraphica! vaJu e5 CF~ Wl : 
Mea11 = 1,11 phi= 4G4 , G4u 
Med.ic.11 c oh-i-5.0> = 1,08 vhi = 47.2,-31u 
1, 20 
J.00~---------+---------+------ ...-.·-.. ~ .. -------+------- .. ·· +- ... - . - .... -+---------+-----ii T.nu19-qg I / / \ · · · · ·· ·· · · --------
__ :I _ . . _ __ . I .' / ---._ _ -~ 
~"'~I uensi ~~: 2: .. b:>i gl"cc I _:· / + _____.... + • 
;I In wate:r at 22.00C I _:/ 
Anll 1 1 - 1 A- Qc; ;!.t 4: 45: 19 I .'/ 
- -i ~- -~ -- I 1 
;! . PM I .'/ 
70~ + -+ f -+ + -+ -+ -+ 
; I 
: J 
6..;~ • • J + + + 
; t 




40+ + + R= \ 
: If' 1, 
! II : l 
s..;~ ... • 1.r : \ 
+ + + + + 
Secs: 41.J. 
; n: ·, 
?al ~ J / : 1, 
--i If ' l 
! / /:' 1, D:ry weig}1t: 2. J. 
J. a~_;, -+ / -t/:' \. 
/ / · \ 
+ + + 
l 20~0 /000 \ , 500 _?50 
~... +---------·==- ------...... -~~----~~-~-
1.25 63 32 
-------+-·----
- 2 -! g ! 2 4 5 
M0~;nt st~ti5tir~ = 
Me~n = 0.,30 ohJ 813 , llu 
Std d@v = 0.~§ ohi Sk@wn@ss 5SL67 
GrQohJcal vQJu es <F&W l : 
M@~n = 0,29 ahi = 8 18 ,17u 
MedJan c ohJS~> = 0 ,29 oh.! = 818.,35u 
5ortinD 0,16 ohi S~@wn@s5 = -0 , 0~ I, 10 
+ + + 
+ + + 
+ + + 
+ + + 
+ + 
+ + + 
+ + 
o~ent 5t~ti§ti~§: 
Mean= 0., 20 ohi 8S8,20u 
Std d@v = 0,50 Dhi Sk~wn~55 
r@ohicaJ values CF&W> : 
M~~n = 0,16 ghi = 895,09v 



















100~---------+---------+---------+------ ... .. +-- . _ ..... - . -f: .. _,,. __ _ 
-------+-----
ii T .l'lll1Q-~R I - -------
- _ l I _ _ . _ _ _ _ I _____________.. 
~""11 uensi -cy: ~. bO gl'oc I "!' / + + 
!I In water at 22.00C I · / 
s:i nl I 1 1 - 1 s:i - q"' ~ t s : !. ? :. ga I -·  ./ 
--n -- -- -- I / ... 
n PM J 1 
70+ + + 1 + 
! 1 
: 1 
b~~ + + f + 
i f 
+ + + + 
+ ... + ... 
c;;al + + /~ + 
--i f.\ 
; I :· 1, 
40f + + I _; \ + + + + + 
; fl ( 1, 
i /f.' ', 
~"'~ ... ... fl •' 1 .... 




?nl ~ ~ if : 'i ... 
--; I f:' \ Dry weight: 2.2 
! / / \ 
10f + + / ,' _.·· -tl, + + 
; I /:· \. 
l 2000 1009-< · see'---.... __ .. 2s0 1is 63 32 
~... ------+---~~-+~~~~~-~.~~~~~~---------+-----
-2 -!. g !. 2 3 4 5 
MoMent ~t~ti~tic5: 
Mean= 0,75 phJ 
Std d@v = 0.39 phi 
583 ,34u 
Ske1_,me55 
Gr~ohJcaJ v~Jve~ CF&W l : 
Me~n = 0 , 71 phi= R0~. 22u 
4,01 
Median< DhJ50> = 0.72 ohJ = 607,76u 
Sarti n~= 0.2@ phi Skewn@55 0,@1 
Kurtos .i 5 32.46 
I 
+ + I + ..... . ···* .... ~ 
l -0.l.!14-9~ ---I_ . . - -- . I _,,.,-,-I uens i ~Y; >::, t,;:> grco I ... / ... 
I I n wa t e :r at 2 2 • OOC I / 
I tt-tA - Q S a t c;•2? · 5a I • : / ll -: - -:- - - . . . I . . ' / 
;! . PM I · 1 


















r ... { \" 
,( \ 
I ·' °' I , \ 
J; \ fl _: ... , 
I ( : \ f .i :· ~ \ 
I i : \ 
I l ... \ 
I ! .. · + \ 



















D:ry weight: 2.2 
32 : 200~ 1000.J~-- 500 ·-, ..... __ 2~ 
j+-·~--~~ ..... --~~~~ .... ---------+------ ...... ~~~~--,.,-..~~---~----,- -------•-----
- 2 - .! ~ .! 2 3 4 '.:! 
a! f"\ f, §tati!I!tic;!I! : 
~an= 0. 85 Dhi 5!5 .2 7u 
td d@v = 0.4@ ehi Sk@wn@!I!!I! 2 .54 . 
h!~~J valueB <F&W> : 
e~n = 0.8~ ehi = si~.~@y 
@~!~n < oh! 50> = 0.80 ohi = 535.35u 
_r tina @.is ehi Skgwn@!I!~ @.~ 1 
.1001_ + + + ..... . -;;"!i""---~· I L0111.'~-9A ./ 
<;~11 Density; :a. 65 y/oo + : // + 
, In water at 2.1.00C .: / 
onll 1 1 -??-Q"'i -"' i-__ 1 _1 •. A.,..?. •. ">_A-,-. +: . 
<>CH -- ~- -- PM ·1 
701 + + 1 






i f 5~1 + + rf 
1 / i I 
40+ + + I.: ,t\ 
i t : ' 
·- - : /J : ' 
::1u~ • • n, • ·1 l /L 1. 
? ~l + + J l : + I, 
--. I, .- I i L l ~ . ll ... 1 
















Dry weight: 2.0 
i J i: ... 
ul -caa . 2000 .10~0 ..:.·.:..--~~~-~- ........ ~ ... ~.,0 ...- -----2°"~-5~- 63 32 
---+---------+-----
-2 -.1 G .1 2 S "! 5 
MoMent Btatistics: 
Mean= ~ . 82 cih i 528 . 464 
Std dev = 0 ,25 i:,hi S~et,rn.eBB - .3 .. 65 42 . .1 R 
Graphical va!u~s <F&W> : 
M.ean = 0 ,.82 i:,hi ,; 5.27 .· 3711 
~ed ian ( ci~i50> = 0, 82 phi= 527 . 06u 
S~rtJng = 0.f R rh J Skew~eBB = 0 , 03 .1 -2 .? 
100+---------+---------+---- ----+------- . -t. -~- ~~~~~~~ 
l1 Lf'>ll18-9£l I .. . ··· · .. ···. / 
... . - . . . ~ -- . : .,,..,..---9i.l11 vens1 t;y: .: • b~ g/cc I ~-- / - + 
; I In wa te:r at 2.1. 00c I : / 
onll 11 -??-Q"> 3.t !.!. '. 1.4: '59 :../ + 
"-H-- -:---- I .' / 
ii PM I .' / 
70+ + + :J+ 
i J 
: 1 
6~~ • • I. 
; I 
50+.i: + + t + 1:"-, 
i i \ 
40f + + g: l+ 
; 1( \ 
• /1 _: 1 
sG-f ... ... / 1' ·' T 
i I/. 't 
?R i + + / /,:, .._\ 
·=--; I / .. · ·1, 
; / t \ 
.10f + •/ ;: • \ 


























D:ry weight: 2.0 
s~an th!!?:;{: (l Q 
~1 
+ + 
63 32 .,1 2000 .1~· _____ s~0 \ .. -:.....-~---~--~s 
---=-----+---------+-----
-2 ~1. 9 ! 2 . 3 4 5 
Mn~ent stat i stics : 
M~crn = 0. 78 rh.i 5R4 .. 1 ~11 
~td dev = 0 . 34 phi Skewness 1. 02 20 . 31 
RrarhJc8J VBJ~ps (F~W) : 
M~~n = 0.77 ph i = 587.01u 
M.e.diBn ( .Phi50) = 0. 77 _i;ihi = SR4. 7h11 
Sorting= 0 .23 ph i Skewn~s~ -0.07 Kurtosis 1 . 22 
1001------- - -+---------+------- -~~·-:.-:---:---:- --1:::---: - -: . .,.,::;,:;> I 
, !J)!.!.19-90 : /----~--------
~ ... ~! Density: 2. 65 g/cc J / f° + 
it In water at 21. 00C I :·1 
~A+'I 1 t-??-Q"> at 1.9:~9:98 .'/ ... 
- - : I -- -- - - I '/ -
!I . PM I l 
70.:. + + J + 
: l 
! / 
6~~ + • I 
; .t 
+ 
i + /: 
59t:. + /\ + ti!\ 
40+1:. + + Jr \ + I" \ 
,r \ 
3u .. _: .:_ .. + / li 1, .. 
I f:' ', 
• + I r \ ... 
2gt;!, + ' r " . I .r ·,, 


















/ /.·' \ 
~l 2000 .J&f~~------~~-~~--~~~~~~~l-.~6~~~ 
-2 -1. 9 1. 2 3 ·· 
Mo~ent 5tatistics: 
i'1BBTJ = 0,62 !)~j 650-3411 
Std dev = 0 . 34 phi Skewness 2. 74 Kurtosis 30 , 26 
Gr0,Phi DB l v,,:11 U B 5 ( Fl,l,W ) : 
Mean= 0,61 phi= 6~6.66u 
Me£lj,:1n < .rhi50l = 0 .. 5.2 phj = 651 , 801.1 












100+---------+---------+---------+---------+--- - --=· ~~~------ - +---------+-----ll L''\ll?R-Q!] I __ ... -· · "" / 
__ lf _ . . _ __ . I .- / 
:.,u~I uens 1 -.;y; ;;: • b:> grcc I + + / ii In water at 23. 00C I / 





ii PM_J : / 
70f + + + / 
i 1 
".;1 ... ... ... I 
• ..._ + + JI 
.s~+'.:: I:=,. 
/: I 
40~ + + + / :' \ 
l f \ 
3U•,,
1
• + + + /I :· \ 
// :' I 
?R_; + + i./ :' \ 
--} I( .' \ 
j ; · ,I : \ 
10i • • ./.- ' \ • ~ / //: ·, ......... 






















Dry weight- : 2. 0 
63 32 
-----+---------+-----
-2 -.1 e .1 2 4 5 
Mo~ent stati5tics : 
.~1ean = r ,.35 phi :::,;q_7 - -~q~, 
Std dcv = 0.35 phi Skewne55 = -0,84 20 . 13 
Graphical vaJueB Cf&Wl : 
Mean= 1 .34 ph i = 384 . 82u 
Medi an ( phi 50 l = 1 .- 32 pf,j = 400 .- 88\1 
Sort i ng= 0 .26 phi Skewness= 0 ,20 Kurtosis 1 . 50 
18Bt---------+ ----- -- +-- --- - - --+---------+-... _ .. ...... ~~--------------+-----
;! T.(\1122-90 I / 
-~ :i :.. - . ~ -- - I -~ 
-:.,"'11 vens i -.;y; .;: • b::> g, cc I .,. _,..,,.-
;I In wate:r at 21. 80C 1· .,/ 
~rn{l, .1.1. - .!.8 - 9'5 at .!.4 : 17: 3S I ..,· // 
l. Pl'\ I .' / 
... 
70~ + + .'-y + 
l 1 
i 1 b~~ ... ... , .. 
: l 
5
~i + + /i\+ 
48+ + + :' \+ 
l r \ 
su{ + + /I \ 
1 fl 1 
2~+ + + 1 I +\ · : I 
l / } \ 




















Dry weight: 2.2 
; I ,. .. '" 01 2880 10~,.,c~ '.~---~~~- ~-=-=:-=- -=--~~~__,~ .... ~-~-~-:.-- -----~~--- - -
- ·2 - 1 e · 1 2 s 4 s 
Mo~ent statistics : 
.MBo.n = '0 . 90 phj 
Std dev = 0 . 41 phi 
537 ,63i1 
SkeL,mess 
G.r .aphj c:BJ val UBS <.F ~W l : 
Mean= 0:85 phi= 554 . 19u 
2.57 
Me.di an < phi 50 > = 0 , 84 _ph j = 559, 05t1 
So~t ing = 0 .26 phi Skewness 0 .2 1 
Kurtosis 21 . 05 
1 . 55 
100+---------+---------+--------- +---------+---------+---- ,,...-----.------ ---+-----
!I T.0u:;)9-•,ua I / ·· ·; 
~~~1 Densi i;y; 2. 65 g/cc I ... ... -+ // ... ... 
ii In water at 21. 00C I / 
aeill 1..1 -!.8- 9S at 1.4: 29: 25 I + + //+ 
;_ PM I . ./ 
... ... 
70-t + + + + i / 
: i I 
: ~ 
6 ~t + + + + I 
+ t ... 
... ... 
; I 
ise{ + + ... ... 1f<, 
: ,r \ 
• I I · 1.. 
40+ + + + ;,i.: \ 
: j l.-: \ 
. : /: \l 
sot + + + / t.: \ 
: /: \ 
l I '• 
201 + + + /+ \ + 
i / j \ 
l. 0-t + + / + .,/ + 't ! / _.;.,.;.,.- .. , 
i'll .--··-ex 200~ .l,~0 .-c:J::".'.~~------~~~-~--'---~~~-~--=---==-.::-=-~-~--------~~--- __ 
... ... ... 




Dry weight: 2.2 
-2 - 1 0 .1 2 . 3 4 '5 
MoMent 5tati5tiG5 : 
Mia~= 2.20 Dhj 216.BSw 
Std de v = 0 . 56 ~hi Skewness - 1 . 28 10 . 13 
Gr.iwhj r:aJ value:'> t F &W) : 
Mean= 2 . 23 phi = 2 13 . 00u 
Mecfj~n < ph j 50 > = 2.25 i;ih.i = 210 .2 !=111 
Shrting = 0 .4 9 phi Skewnes~ = -0 . 11 Kurto s~s 1 . 36 
100t---------+---------+---------+---------+-------__ ~ -~---~~~- ------+-----
!I T.l)!Jq'.3-9'<! I / 
- - =I - . . - -- . I / 
,"'~I uensi -.;y; .: • b::> g.l'cc I + -.. / 
;I I n water at 2 2 . aac I / 
St1]lj 11-1~-Q'5 3.t _15• _  .,_~'.0"7. I + .· ... / 
- l -- -:- - - . - I / 
ll PM I / 
70~ + + + _: /+ 
• I 
l 1 
bU1 .. .. .. f .. 
; I 
59.; • + + {; 
. ! }'';·\ 
I J i \ 
... 
40~ + + + I : 't + 
; II ... . \ 
• If . \ 
~-~.;.! + + + I ... 
. l _; \ 
; ./ l .: \ 
?~1 ... ... ... I /, \. 
- -; I _. i 
'i I i .: \ 
... . \ 
.10~ + + I / . .- + \ 


















Dry weight: 2.0 
. i 2000 .1000 . . . _1~oe 250 ·'--_..........J25 63 s2 
.:;+ ..,._ ----·. +---------+--------~~~--------+-----
- 2 -1. ~ 1. 2 '3 4 '5 
Mo~ent 5tati5tics : 
MeEJn = 1 .&(3 .ph j 
Std de v = 0 . 43 phi 
317 . 54tJ 
Sk~1_.1ness 
Gr a.phi .ca J va).ueB ( F /l.-W ) : 
Mean= 1 . 65 phi= 319 .28u 
-1 . 13 
Me.pjan < phiS0) = 1 , 84 .phj = ,3{0 . 03ti 
Sort ing= 0 . 3~ phi S(ewness = 0.04 
f<u rt osi5 22, 13 
Kurto s is 1 . 22 
---+-----
... 
+ + + + 
+ + + + 
... ... ... ... 
+ + + + 
+ + + + 
Secs : 417 
... 
ES D : 6 !. 
... 
Dry we i ght: 2.1 
+ + 
Mo~ent stati5tics: 
Mear1 = 0 C T3 r:ih j 6.01 ,361.1 
Std dev = 0.48 phi Skewness ~'. u.rtosis 
Grp.phical vaJ1-1eE> ( Ff.W) : 
heari ~ 0.75 phi= 596.27u 
Me.dj -,n < phj 50 l = .0 .- 7f! .phj = 5f! .1 , 30J 1 
Sortino= ~.33 phi Skewness= -0.30 Kurtosis 1, 37 
e0+---------+---------+---------+---------+-------- J-~~~~_.,---------+-----
!1 U)U36-90 I ·7 
~··'341 Density ; 2. 65 g/cc I + ., + ./ + + + !I In water at 22.0ec I / 
A Al 1 1 -1. 0 - Qr; ~ + .lf: .18 '. 4.1 I + ../ + 
--H -- C - - -· - PM I // ... ... 
78~ + + + / + 
; ·; i . 
b .;.; + + + ./ .... 
1 ; 
sef + + +/.~. ( 
; l / \,. 
48+ + + I- , \ ; ii .· \ 
+ + + 
... ... + 
+ + + + 
. . + + + + 
: 1/ _: \ 
30~ + + ,... ·' \ + 
: J \ 
1 + // : \ 2~-t + ;/ -+,' \ + 
l ~ . \ 





Dry weight: 2.3 
+ 
l p : ' 
_ .l 2oe0 1000 ___ /. .,... s00 2se "-----~~-- 63 32 
"'+ . ---.. ---------+------- --:.::..~-,.,..._..._""'-__ ...,..._ -------+-----
-2 · - .1 ~ 1 2 ~ 4 '5 
o~ent 5tatistics : 
M~an = I .36 phj 3B8.82u 
Std de v = 0 . 46 ph i Skewne55 0 . 28 Kurt.05i5 8,7S 
a.r;i.hj Gf.1.1 vf.lJ L'f'-s c FR-W >: 
Mean= t .35 phi= 392 . 50u 
Median < ohi 50> = J ,3 1 rh:i = 404 . 0011 
Sorting= 0,41 phi Skewne55 = 0 . 18 1 . 02 
00+---------+-------- - +---------+ ---------+--------~"'-~~~~__..-!1 ' ·0U38-9A I _ ... ···· ;..;._~· 
~~11 Densi t y; :a, i,5 g/cc I :' / + 
;I In water at 22.00c I : / 
AA1l 11-1A- Q"i ?.t .!.6:4e:e9 I : / + 
--1 , -- ~- -- I ~ 
!I PM. J 
70+ + + I 
: J l , 
6
~1 + + l 
sg{ + + /(\ 
401 + + n 
: / : I 
! L I 
g td1 + + IJ :· I 
{ II{ ·,\ 
?Al + + / i : , + 
--.:,·: . , ._, \ J/: I 
10t:: + + f l _i t + J/ .-· \ 
2000 1.0~-- · '§..o_o 250 J.25 63 32 
.;.;.;.. ·--:zr . rn .. .. -------- --~--;,o---=-----.... ---, ..a....----,_-..., . ----~----------- -+-----
-2 - 1 e 1 2 '3 
-------+-----
+ + ... 
+ + + 
+ + + + + 
+ + + 
+ + + + + 
+ + + + + 
Secs: 436 
+ + + 
ESD: 59 
+ + Dry weig)1t: 2.0 
+ + 
4 '5 
0Ment s tat i 5t ics : 
Me,f!.n = 0 , S1 _rh .i 70?. ,7.1 11 
~td tjev = 0 . 37 phi Sk~wness 4.06 
ra.pi,j GoJ v eiJ tJf!!'i ( F,R.W) : 
Mejn = 0.48 ph i = 715 . 6 2u 
l':le,djein ( rhjS0 > = 0 .- 48 r1f:i .i = 71fa . 71-11 
S6ri t ng = ~ . 16 chi Sk ~w~~55 = 0 . 04 Kurtos i s= 1 . II 
100+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+ ....... ·~---------+-----
11 Lf\llQ9-98 I .· .·.,.-·/ 
9u~I Density; ;a. t.5 g/cc I + + ._.-- / + 
ii In water at 22. 00C I . .- . 8Htl .!..!.-.!.8-9~ ~t .!.~: 52: 341 + + / 
... + 
;J PM I / 
7 01 + + + + ... --; 
! ~ 
bldl1" +- + + +; { L 
saf .. ! + + + //~, 
// \ 
40f + + + / /' + \ 
i /;// \ i ; I 
~ui + ... ... // . + \ 
I ~ \ 2gi + ... + / l + \ 
l / ; : \ 
.10~ + + ,.4- // . + \ 
; / .... / -~·· \..._ .. 
+ + + 
+ + 
+ + + 





Dry weight: 2.0 
+ ' 
s~aothin~: n.s F 
-+ -+ 
~l - c .. 2~00 .1,..~~.~ -,,tr~0 _______ 2~0 _______ t?5 ___ -~--?~--------3~-----
-2 -.!. g !. 2 9 4 5 
MoMent st~tt~ t ics : 
M1;:c1r, = ) , 92 ph i 
S t rj dev = 0 . 52 phi 
2_!35 ' (7)4 11 
SkeL,mess 
&~ aphjcaJ va l u~~ CFtW l : 
Me~n · = 1 :sz ph i = 264 . 52u 
-1 . 12 
M1;:d ,iflD C i;,h j 50 l = 1 , (14 rh .i = 2 61 , 0611 
Sort i ng = ~. 4 ~ ph i Skewne s~ = - 0 . 05 
Kurt osis 12 ,2 8 
Kur tosis 1 .07 
188+---------+---------+---------~~---+---------+-----~_;;--t----------+-----
'1' T .(1[!4R-9R I .. ..--7 "-~-~ 
':fu~ Density: .a. 65 g/oo , .. -- -·· / + + ~ ... + 
ii In water at 22. 88C .{ / a~t'i !.!.-~8-95 at !. ? : 03: si·.-~ + + + + + 
:_ Pl:" j 78t + ... ,7 
.· l j 
6il~ ... 1 
i / 
~n; I~ 
--i + /i " 
+ + + + + 
... ... 
+ + + ... + 
: , :\ 
48+ + §-: '"'11 
; I! ·' \ 
+ + + + + 
__ : // .' l Secs: 483 
<j "'~ ... I{ ·' .... \ 
i JI .. ', 
... ... 
ESD: 62 
?13.;. ... 11 : + ) "\ 
- : I II :· VI 
i /, .. I 
! J ' I 
+ + 
Dry weight: 2.2 
18~ + l l f + \. + + + 
.; ./ .,/ .: \....-\ r.._ 
: 2888 .f~/ 1888 , \/ -'S.!a.'3 2S8 12S 63 32 
~... .. ------+---------+~~~,~~~~~-~-~~~~---------•-----
-2 -!. G !. 2 3 4 5 
MoMent ~tati~ t ic 5: 
Me,tu:, = -0 , 04 rh-.i 10;;; 1,2211 
~td de v = 0 , i4 ph i Sk ewnes s 4 . 60 
Graphjca J va ]u~~ l F~W >: 
' MAa n = -0 . 07 phi = 1052 .64u 
Median < rh i S0 > = -:0 , 10 rh ,i = ) 08 8 . 8fl11 
Sort i ng = 0 .30 oh i Sk ewnes5 = 0.2 1 
40 . 40 
Ku rto5i 5 1 . 35 
100+------ - - - +- - - ----- - +---------+-- --- - - --+ - - . - . - .. ~~~~~----h Lo1141 - 9i;::i I .. . .. .. ~
_:I_ . . - -- - I ~9U11 uensi 'tY: .: • bO y.rcc I + ..:' / + 
; In wa t e :r at 2 2 . OOC I :· / 
eei11.1. - 1.a- 9s ~ t 1.? : 1.s : 1.9 I· ~ f/ ~ 
n PM ' :/ 
-------+-----
+ + + 
70+ + + +;J 
i I 
601 ~ . I 
sa{ + + ,'k 
. . \ ! I t , 
4of + + fl + 11 
: I t \ 
l / ( \ 
;3 ~+ .... .. I ,. _: ... 
l / 1, 
! / / : I 
20.;. + + 1' l. . + \\  , . 
! / ; · I 
i I , _. \ J.O~ + + . / . .- + '· 
+ + + + 
... ... ... 
+ + + + 




ES!'.' : 5!. 
+ + 
D:ry weight: 2.J. 
+ + 
i / J: .. J 2000 1.oeoJ~ · · 500 · ....... ,.,. 250 1.25 63 32 
~· .. . - -- - - - +-----:a.--;r-~ ,...,..~--...,+-~~----c·- -f""-- - - --- ---+---- -
- 2 - !. 8 !. 2 '3 4: 5 
M0~ent s tati5tics : 
M~ri.n = 0; :1.4 rJ-:i j S2vl..74u 
Std dev = 0 , 40 p h i Sk ewness 2 . 28 Kurt os i s 27 . 77 
Gr aDh jcaJ vaJ ueR CFtW >: 
Mean= 0 ; 9~ ph i = 526 , 97u 
M~di an ( phJ50> = 0 . 94 phj = 522. 4lu 
Sort i nQ = 0 . 13 ph i Skewness= -0.10 1 . 10 
O+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+------ _;;-+----------+-----;! ' -"U4!3- 90 I .......... - ... / 
-1.;~I Density; .a.65 g/cc I + + + // 
;I In water at 22. OOC I / f! 0il 11.-1.8 - 9!5 -at 1.? ! 2S:45 I + + // + 
~- -1 / 
... ... 
0~ + + + + / + + + 
: : / 
l : / 
i,~~ + + + ..... / + + 
; l 50i + + + /+r\ 
i / .' j \ 
40~ + + + / . ft- \ 
i ./ l \ 
~~{ + + / + )+ \ 
! / / \ 
2 01 + +/ , + /j + \.,. + · ,-1 --»-r_y_w_e_i _g_h_t_:_2-. O 
~ I -'-----~"\~ __ .,.. ,..., __ ,- ~· -.\ I 
· / _.,,._j. , \ • S~!!cthi!17: 9 .. 3 !? 
J.01: + 7 - .··· + + \, + .. + . 
2000 _t_:a{ 500 250 ~-;....__-..,______ ____ ~ 32 
~... nFT ta &eta: • - +---- - --- -+------- - -+ - ... -- - -----+-- -- - --- -+---------+-----
+ + + 




- 2 ~ 1. 0 !. 2 '3 4 5 
Merit st~+, i2t tc:;s : 
M.ecrn = ) ,67 phj 3)3,31311 
Std dev = 0 . 88 phi Sk ewn~ss -0 , 40 !<'.u r tosis 
·cphLcaJ vaJuB:; < F~W) : 
Me~n = 1 . 64 ph i = 320 . 14u 
M.edj BTJ ( phj S0) = 1 ' 80 i::i hi = ?S7 ,,7>711 
Sorting= 0:as phi Skewne55 = - 0 . 36 vL 87 
.100+---------+---------+---------+- - - .. -----+-------~~~~~~~~ 
l1 ~"!..!"!"'-90 I . ..-· -~-.. .. .. ;> -------+-----
_, - - . - -- - . I ~9~~1vens11:y_; :.::: , b::> g,rcc I /+ + + 
H In water at 22.88C I / 
1'!n1l 11 - 1R-QS ~. t .!_?:"!.!:_.!3 I / + 
--,H -- -:-- - = a I / 
i P"'_j i I 
78+ + + J 
] .: / 
l J 
bU~ + + f 
l / 
5g{ + + /1\ 
• I \ 
: f l\ 
48+ + +(,.( \ 
: ff : l 
l Ji ·' i 
:'lu~ + I l· ,: l. 
i l l :' I 
+ + + 
+ + + 
+ + 
+ + + 
+ + + 







Dry weight: 2 . .1 
i~oothin~:+0.3 2 
i. £'. ·, ____ 
2900 _J .. ·· .1888 58'1, 250 .125 63 32 
~2 ~ 1 --e---------r--~~-~~~ e~~~-~;~~-~~ ~4--------;-----
MoMent statistics : 
.MF.,rn = 0, 25 i;ih .i 84? .. 4:111 
Sttj ~e v = 0.4S ph t Skewness ?. 94 
G.ra.rhj Gei.l vol LIF-.S ( F/!,W ) : 
Me6n = ~.22 phi= 861 .20u 
Mc\dL3n < i;ihjfi0 l = 0 ,.2;.,; .rJ-:,j = 852 .. 7 S 11 
Sort ing= 0.31 phi · Skewneqs = -0 . 02 
21 . 76. 
Kurtosis 1 . 14 
100~---------+---------+---------+---------+---- ..... _ ..... -t;...._,~,,.----i' L0!.!45-9~ I . . ·· -············· ·-------_.../"'" ------+-----
9u.; Density: 2. 65 g/cc + _,· ~ + 
::1,::_;;~;;.:: 2:;::~:~ j~ : : 
i , 60t + + f 
l / 
:mt + + J>t 
! R ·: \ 
! J( :· \ 
48~ + + J(' +i, 
l /// \ 
~~+:.:, + + Ii / + i'· I,, \ 
I Ji \. 2gt __ : + + / , .... + '. 
I l \ 















Dry weight: 2 • .1 
' 2880 .10llQ/1< ·. 580 \ , __ ~ _ _ J .. 25 63 32 
.:.,.;. .. ....--------+---------+:-=---: - -~-.....--- ::;~--------+-----
- 2 -! 0 ! 2 '.3 4 5 
MnM•nt st~ti5tice: 
MF.Ft n = 0 .. ~.'> ph.i = S?,~. 7~, 1 
Sttj rlev = 0.44 phi Skewnees 1 ; 88 
GrtiphjG~.I veiJLJF,c; (F/\.W): 
Mean= 0.80 phi= 535 . 16u 
Ml:\cfjtin ( i:,hi50l = 0 .- 8.1 r:,h ,i = 5~1 .. 7411 
Sorting= 0 .26 phi Kurto~is = 1 .2 2 
~------ ---+--------+- - ------ - + ---------+-- ------ - +- ···· ····:,,-7--·- --- - - ---+-----ll T.f'll4J:l - 9~ I ___ ,,. / 
. - . . - - - . /' 
~I uensi -r.y : .::: . b~ g.,,cc I + -+ ( + / 
!I In water at 22.00C I _.- / 
ill11 - 1Q-Q E;; _:::i.t 4 : 44 : ~?l + + : .. / .. ;i -- - - -- I , / · 
n PM I ' 3+ + + + + .1 + 
! J 
: I 
;~ ... + .. ... I 
; I 
at + + + + k'\ + 
l I f \ 
3-t;.i + + + + I t \ + 
/ l 11 
~::·. .... ... ... y I \ + 
/ i' \. 
~l + + + / ... _:} \ ... 
- i / · _: · / \. Dry weight: 2.0 
i / .· . / \ ~-nptl-.i!"'!!• R , Q n 
+ + + + / _A-~_/ ""'· + + . 
! 2000 .1080 ~ ,.,~> ;~0 .12~\.___ 63 32 
.,,:;,+ ...,, -+-- - ------+------ - - - +- - -~~~--------•---- -









ent 5t a +.ist i cs : 
Bern = 2 .. 48 ph .i 178. 3?> 11 
td dev = ~.49 ph i Sk ewness - 2. 80 2 1 . 52 
rhj caJ val u B,"- < F/1..W >: 
ean = 2 . 52 ph i = 174 . 93u 
e.dian < ph i 50> = .2 .-58 ph,i = 167,2811 
or ting = 0 .38 ph i Skewness= -0 . 34 r:urtosis 1 . 52 
100+------- - - +--- ------+---- - ----+-- - -- - -- - +-- - --- - .. ,~~~~~--~ 1, Tr.ll"'t-9!] I ... .. . ···;;; 
9-.;~I vensi ty; ;a. 65 g/cc I + _.· · /~ + 
ll In water at 22.00c I :" / 
anll, , _ ,q _q., _,,. _ +_ .,_ . __ ?5•_?_,'7. I ... ' / 
- i 1 -- -:- - - - I . :' / 
ll PM I :'/ 
70+ + + +J 
i 1 
: I bl01 + ... 1 
.,n... + + l 
-- i P\ 
40+ + + //'.'+\ 
: Ii' \ 
. l / ,!:' \ 
g ~~ + + / i i + :I 
1 ;r \ 2 n.:. + + I _.· + l 
-: / , ... 't 
! / k \ 























Dry weig}1t: 2.2 
S~cgthin~: R . ~ ~ 
... . . ... 
l / /. \ 
el __ 20.~0 _ 10~-~~-~ - --~2~--~'- -==· 2~0 
-2 - 1 e 1 · 2 
63 32 125 
~....::...-"""'· --~--.... +--·--- - - -- - ... -- - - -4 S 3 
MoMent statisti~s: 
Mean = .0 , 86 i::ihj 5 13,01 ~1 
Std d~v = 0 . 38 phi Skewne55 24 , 44 
6raohJpa1 vaJD~5 CF&W> : 
Mean= 0 . 84 phi= 519 . 51u 
.MedJari ( phJ501 = 0.95 phj = S 18,26Li 
Sortina = 0 . 23 phi 1 . 22 · 
APPENDIX 8 
FACIES 4 SETTLING-TUBE RESULTS 
1001 + + + + +. .-· ··· :;,-,-~~-----------+-----
i LOLI!-86 . 
9at: Density: 2.65 g/oo + + 
In water at 22.00C 
80t•': 11-15-95 at 16:49:21 
PM 
?0i + + 









+ 401 + + + + \ 
3at + + + + \\ + 
: 
20; + + + \, + 
I \ ! \ 
1.8~ + + + \+ 









Dry weight: 2.6 
1 2088 1008 s00 _.asa 12'5-.. 63 32 a+-·~~~~~--~~~~~t--~~~~ ......... 1-..... --~-=----+---------+-~~- =-----------+-----
-2 -!. 0 1 2 3 4 S 
MoMent statistics: 
Mean= 2.49 phi 177.54u 
Std dev = 0 . 33 phi Skewness -3. 18 Kurtosis 44.80 
Graphical values (F&W): 
Mean= 2 .50 phi= 176.83u 
Median ( phi50) = 2.49 phi = 177.80u 
Sorting= 0 . 25 phi Skewness= 0.04 Kurtosis 1 .08 
1001 + + + + +r,··· + 
j L0112-86 .·' 
98~ Density: 2. 65 g/'co + + i + + + 
J In wa t e :r at 2 2 . 00C / / 
80+ 1.1.-!.5-95 at !.7:02 : 43 + + ,· /+ + + 
! ~ j ?01 + + + + / / + 
. : 
. . 
68~ + + + + + 
i 50i + + + + \ 
l : \ 40t 
+ 
+ + + ·· + + 
I I : 
. ) ·' 3(3t + + + + I . 
• I :' i I : 201. ... + + ... Ii 
. Ji 








ESD : 6!. 
I Dry weight: 2.9 SMoothinq; 0 . 3 p 
... + 
! . ·1 
! 2000 1.000 500 ~ · J.?5''-., _ _ 63 32 
a+~""""~~...;;:..:::....:....;;.;;.~~~...::..~~------""-....,~e-:::-~------+--------- ... ---~--::.-..+---------+-----
- 2 - !. 0 1. 2 3 4 5 
MoMent statistics : 
Mean= 2.54 phi 171 .63u 
Std de v = 0 . 37 phi Skewness -4 . 19 Kurtosis 45 . 29 
Graphical values (F&W ) : 
Mean= 2.57 phi= 168.2Su 
Median ( phi50) = 2.56 phi = 16 9.58u 
Sorting= 0 . 25 phi Skewness= 0.00 Kurtosis 1. 33 
100+---------+---------+---------+---------+-----~---~~~~~~~•---------+-----ii LOU~-136 l ... · 
9a{II Densi t~: 2. 55 g/cc II + .+ 
i In water> at 22.80C 
a0fl 11-15-95 at 17:22:13 II d PM_ 
































Mean= l .38 phi 383.87u 
Std dev = 0.58 phi Skewness 
Graphical valu es (F&W) : 






Median ( phi50) = 1 .42 phi = 373.10u 





























100+---------+---------+---------+------- .-~- -· ~~~~~~~~~-ii T :t\114-Ao!:. l .• ~~ --- ---+-----
•• T I ' ~ 9u~l Den:5 i ty; .& • 65 gr'oo i .., ·' r .;.. + 
ii In wate:r at 21.00C I : / 
A nl I 1 1 - 1 o!:.-<1 "> ~ t !. a: 2 4: s 2 I :.J 
--ii -- -- -- I :I 
ii PM I '/ 
?0+ + + J+ 
! .-{ 
! J 
6U~ + + f + 
} I 
-.nl + + l • 
--i f\ . 
: ·";' \ 
40+ • • r \• 
! ,'.t': \ 
i n.: ', 
~u~ + + If _'. r i I { :· \ 
?A• + + 1 r· ..:i 
--i I f , .'i. 
; I !' \ 
10-. • • ; r· • \ 
i I .t \ ! 2000 100.iv-''" 500 \~ 
G~ -----+-----
-2 -!. a 1. 
Mo~ent statistiGs : 
Me6n = 0,78 phi 578,3Bu 
Std dev = 0 . 32 phi Skewness 
6raoh1cal value ~ CF&WI: 
Mean= 0.78 phi= 
Median ( uh150) = 
Sor t i nQ = 0 , 2 1 phi 
582 , 1 4 u 
0 , 78 phi ~ 582,B!w 

















D:ry weight: 2.4 
250 .125 63 32 
---..._.., •..._..~~~-'-~+;.....--~~~-+-o- ------+-----
2 '! s 
L 16 
100+---------+---------+--------- +---- -- - --+------- --+--.-~~~~-h L''>U?-Q.,; I _. / 
~u~I Densi t~; f:. 65 gt"cc 1 -.. + _: ~ / 
lJ In water at 2.1. 00C ! · / 
!H~..: I 1 I - 1 ,i; _ q "> -"' +_ !. !. '. _1 ~ '. 3 '.;! J + + .- I.. 
- -H -- -- - - I _: F 
------+-----
+ 
!. p~. :· 1 
'of + • • • ;"/ • ! ~ 
+ + 
- - : I 
ec~ ""' + + -t- / + 
j / 
s~{ + + + + /.I\ 
: / /; \ 
40~ • • • • ; r \ • 
j / I-' \ : .,,-,- r \ 
~~~ ... + ... / " ... .i \. + 
i / ·'11 \ 
?~l + +' + / + ... ,: '[ \ .. 
--:_:. / ~· · ; ~. / " / , \ 
.iUt;;; + + sl+ __ ,.;;-~--- + / +\, 





Dry we i g}1t: 2 . S 
20'-'e 1000 ,.t,~rfiffi 2'50 12s -,.,__ J,_s s2 (!"!'- ~ . ...,_ ... . -----+---- - -- - --t- _________ ..,. ____ ............ ___ ~---- - ---~-----
-2 -!. ~ !. 2 3 4 5 
Moment statistics : 
Mean= 2,40 ph i l88,52u 
Std dev = 0.60 phi Sk ewness= - 2 , 10 
Grap hical values IF&Wl: 
Mc~n = 2 , 40 phi= 
Medi an c ohi50l = 
Sor tino= 0.54 phi 
1 88, 38u. 
2. 55 Dhi = 170,B l u 
Sk ~~!ncs '.? - -ca, 45 
~'. iw tos is = 1 1 , 87 
100~---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+ .... ··.r-"',_ _ , --------+-----
ii T.(IU8-B6 I .- / 
So~·H Dens:i t'Y; 2, 1>5 g/oo I + ... // 
ii In water at 22.aac I . / 
~nlf 1 1 -1 6-Q"> ~_+_ 14 • n? • "id I + + .-: / + 
-~H-- ~ -- -·-··;~I /.:' 
713~ + + + + .: 
; _: 
! ~ 
bil~ + ... + + i 
sg{ + + + J[, 
. .. \ 
! .' \ 
40.; + + + _.' \ 
i / :' \ f : I 
' . I ~u~ + + * I/ f \ 
I I l / \ 
-:>nl + / /: \ + 
--i + + / / ... + \ l / / . \' 
J. a~ + + + / / + \ + 
; / _Ji . ', 
: 2000 1.000 .. :j$t<> 250 J.25'"-.,_ -- 63 32 
Q+ ~ +---------+---------+----~---~---------+-----
-2 -1. g 1. 2 3 4 5 
... 
+ + 
+ + + 
+ + + 




Dry weight: 2.3 
Mo~ent statistics : 
Mean= 2. 17 phi 222 . SSu 
Std dev = 0 . 47 phi Sk ewnes s -1 . 41 Kurtosis 15 .2 7 
Graphlcal values (F&W): 
Mean= 2.17 phi= 221 .57u 
Median ( phl50) = 2.19 phi = 21 9 . Slu 
Sotting = 0 . 41 phi Skewness= -0 .05 Kur t osis 1 . 12 
100+---------+---------+-- ----- - -+---------+---------+--- ,,..,...~ ..... -
ii T .{)lltt-Q,:;. I ., ·j 
:t _ . . I . I 9u~I .uensx ~Y: f:. 65 g l"cc I ... ... ... / 
ii In water at 22. 00C I .: f 
$lnll 11-1,:;._q"' =!.t .t4:34:gs I + + j,. i 
--ii--~- - - i i / 
ii Pl'I I •. / 




l 'l I i 6U~ -+ -+ ..,. .... / ..,. 
I I 
c;;A.._ ~ + + -+ f _.. 
--! A . 
; I t \ 




i ff ' \ 
: /{ .:· ', 
~u~ + .... .... + i l .:· T 
I / t:· ' 
?tl... + + + ---------- f _;' , ... \ 
--! ~ . 1..-- "\ 
l ------ [' \ j_ 0,f + + ......,,,,--- + + . .... + \ 
Secs: 430 
Dry weight: 2.2 
i. ~ / '\,, 
2000 1000.....[~ .. ...-, >-~® .... 250 _/' 125 ··,,,~ _ 63 32 
U+ f ~ --~--+.---------~---------~----- ~--------~-----
- 2 - .! g . .! 2 3 4 5 
Mo~ent st~tistics : 
Meari= .Z.58 ph i 154.88u 
Std dev = 0.56 phi Sk ewne55 - 3.38 Ku r tosis 18.82 
Graphical values CF&W> : 
Mean= 2, 78 ph i = 144 , 88u 
Mediari c ohi50) = 2, 78 o hi = 145 . 01u 
Sor tino = 0.38 phi Sk ewne s s = - 0. 18 2 .• 15 
100+---------+---------+---------+---------~----- .-- .,~~~~~~~--------+-----11 T .f\111?-R~ I _, ... . ···· . -- ·~ 
__ :I_ _. _ __ _ I .-~
-:t'-'11 vens1 ~Y; 1::;. t>~ g,,-cc I _' 7 ... 
ii In wate:r at 22. 00C I :" i 
ilRll 11-1~-Q"> .:!.t .!.4:49:4? I :- ; ... 
--H -- -- -- i :; -
ii PM I '.; 
?0+ + + 1 + 
! 1 
i I 




~Rl + -+ f + 
-~, l\ 
i / l 
40+ + + Ji \ + 
l ll : \ 
! i i :" i. 
::s~1 ... ... ii ! \ ... 
+ 
... 
i f j . i 
?Rl + + I .I •" \ ... 
--,.!! I / .:· 'i. . 
f l \ 
i0f + + / /_: t + 
; { / :" \ 
l 2000 100;,:/- 500, 250 
~+ --------+----- ..__, 
-2 -.!. !! .!. 2 
Mo~~nt st~tistics: 
Mecin = (L 65 ph i 
Std d~v = 0 , 28 phi 
635,04u 
Sk.l:l,}!nes s 
Graohical values <F&W> : 
Me~n = 0,65 phi= 635,65u 
0,42 
Median ( oh.i50) = 0 ,66 ohi = B34,18u 
S6rtino = 0.19 phi Skewness= - 0 , 04 
... ... ... 
+ + + 
... ... ... 




D-ry weight: 2.3 
+ 






ll T .1'>111Q-JH; f / / 
- - !I - - . - -- . I ·' / 
~u11 !lens 1. ~Y; a<:::. t>:> grcc I + + 'f / 
ii In wate:r at 22. 00C j · i 
'I . .J 8!!\l .!.!-.!!',;-95 ?.t .!5:m~:!!41 ~ ~ ii 
. ii PM I ;' / 
70~ + + + + ' {+ 
! 1 
! / 
6~~ + + + .. I .. 
; I 
EiA1 + -+ + + j;' + 
--; I\ 
i /"\ 
40+ + + + + f .' \ + 
~ ; :· \ 
! R i \ ~u~ + + + ... i11 _:· \ .. 
i If .' \ 
? al + + + + If .:· # !.. 
--~; it ::· \ 
; I i.' \. 
.10+ + + + + / i :' + \ 








D:ry weight: 2.4 
l 2000 J-000 500 .--::.1!~· 125 ''-~ 63 32 
~+ _.,,..---------+--- --~~~-~~- -------+-----
-2 -.! 9 .! 2 3 4 5 
Mo~~n t s t~t i sti cs: 
Me.B.r1 = 2,68 phi 155,0!:lu 
Std d~v = 0 , 35 phi Skewness -6,25 78 , 60 
GraohJ cal values CF&W ) : 
Me~n = 2 , 71 phi= 152 , 75u 
M~dJ ar1 ( ohJ50> = 2, 70 ohi = 154 , 10u 
Sor ti nQ = 0 ,2 2 phi Sk ewness= 0,08 Kurtosis 1 . 06 
iu~+.---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+-- . ,,...~~------------+-----
: , . p T ./\II 1 9 - A~ I ... / 
'I _ -- . I · i 
'9'-.::~i:::~nsi":~: ;::.~~~ ...... ~::: i + + :,": j 
;j In water at 22. lillC j :' j 
An1i 11-1~-Qc; :!.t 1~•A4• 1A j + + :J 
~.! -------- i :' / 
..__ __________ F"'_··_.· J 
"71l+ + + + + if+ 
1 I :.-1 ... ... ... ... i ... 
s~f.~ + + + + £. + i:' \ I i : \ 
413+·', + + + + j :' 'i; + 
.i : \ 
! ji .' \ 
~~ ... ... ... ... ii ·' \: ! ; f : \ 
2 ~+ + + + "'" ,,r' .i :: .J. / - l /. . \ 
' ; iu1 + + _,/'- r: \ + / ~ + I + \ 






Dry weight: 2.:3 
i91J0 ~-<. ~~· i25 ' \., 6:3 :32 
...:.:;:-..~~-'-'!---~~~-----~~~~...;;;+---------+---------+-----~~~~~~ ------~-----: 
-.! ~ !. 2 3 "! 5 
Mo~ent statistics : 
Mea:n = Z.66 phi !57 , 78u 
Std dev ·= 0,46 phi Skewness -4,54 38,83 
Graphical va lues CF&WJ: 
Mean= 2, 72 phi= 151 ,37u 
Media:n C phi50) = Z. 7Z phi = 151 . 68u 
Sortino 0.30 phi Skewness -0 , 16 1. 60 
iuu+---------+---------+--- ----- -+------- --+----- ---- t -~-~~~~_.-
i1 T .l\11?4 :R&; I . >· 5'-~{1 :f.-e-:-: ~ i t ~ : 2 . ~ 5 "3",,,-c-c 1 + + 11· ... + 
·:j 1 n wa te:r at ,:,: . m:,c j ./ 
:RA.ii 11 - 1&;-Q"i a!.t t&;•"i"i•.44 j + + / 
--;1 -- -- - - -- . -- . - - i .f + + 
;i ::.-...,., 1 I 
'luf + + + + :C f + + 
I J 
~~1 + + + ... , 
.: .. 
sej!_ + + + / \ 
j.:" \ 
4U~.·.:,; + + + If~ \ f f : '1 
/ r: ' 
~~~_!!  ~ + + I I / -!- \ 
/ ,r .: \ 
2~~.·!_. : + + + / f _: + \ / t \ 
~ / .:· \ 
.i.u!, + + ...,........_..----+ ... /.- + \ 
/ - . y/ ··,, 
·; ~-~~-L!-"'-"'-"'~-~-i~:.:-.::-~~_:5~~~=-----~~~---- ---'~~~ ~-~-b-::i_ 







Mo~ent statistics : 
Me an = 2 , 00 ph i 250,23u 
Std dev = 0 , 48 phi Skewness - Z. 07 Kur tosis 14 , 18 
Graph ical valu e s CF&WJ : 
Mean= Z. 04 ph i = Z43. 60u 
Med ian ( phi 50) = 2,04 phi = 243, 68u 





















Mean= 2,22 phi 215,37u 
Std dev = 0 . 64 phi Skewness 
Graphical valu e s CF~W) : 





-1 . 02 
180,80u Median ( phi50) = 
















b:ry we i g }1 t. : 2 . l:J 
~-nn. +-l,i nr, • Cl q n + • ,- fP + -- ... 
- -------!------s 
].C,"L;+---------+---------+---------+---------+- . -- .. --· - :_!;=::,------
:11 T .i\ll?Q-At; I . ' ,. --· .. ·-~- -------+-----
9~-H '::·en~ i t~ : f: . -6 5 -3"•"-c-c 1 + ·. 7/ + 
·;11 n wa t:e:r at .:.: . um; 1 / 
A n11 1 1 - 1 o<:. - q-. ="- t 1 ., • -. Q • nq I + /' + 
--p -- -- -- -.. -- . :: J ,:/ 
"'tuf + + + J 
1 J 
i 1 01 ... ... ... / 
sgf! + + + L /":"\ 
"! f \ 
4u+.;!:, + + + i -; 't. ii : l 
ii : 1, 
~~~ • • • n: ' 
i 1 i' ·,. 
?R_; + + _.J i ') 






I t.:" 'I 






















b:ry weight:: 2.4 
1: 1 r· \ 
2UUU J.uuu _.,(.,,5c;u ·~ i25 l.9 :1.:: 
.... ..&._,;;,..._~~-~--~~----..; +-·--------+- -~--........ +.----~-,,,,..,,..,.-----------+-----
=2 - .!. g .!. 2 3 
MoMent statisti cs : 
Mean= 1 . 41 phi 375 , !Bu 
Std dev = 0 , 36 phi Skewness Ku rto sis 33,60 
Graphi cal values <F&W): 
Mean= 1 , 40 phi= 378 , 06u 
Medi an< phi50> = 1 , 40 phi = 378,31u 
Sort i nc 0 , 22 phi Skewness 0 . 05 1, 28 
iuu+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+----·~~~ ....... --------+-----~ I L"'ll<qR-JHC. I __ ., .·"' / : 
9-~-i. ~~ft~':. ,t~ = ~ .~5 "!;.-'-c-c I + ... .../ 
";11nwaterat22.uuc j / 
:R Ail 1 1 - 1 ~ - Q "i ?. t 1 A • 1 1 • 1 ,q j + + J' .._ 
--11-- -- -- -------- i / . 
-;.. ~~.. .:· f 
















- F\ + 
+ 
J :- \ 
ti _: 'i 
ff ; '1 
ft : 'I 






"! / r. \ 
2g.;.: + + + / / ., :.. \ + 
. 1· / _:·. \ 
·i j' / ; \, 










.:uuu iuuu ~.Im-:-::'-<, 25u 12"s----...._ -~ 6~ !:J2 
.. ~-=--~-..... :..._-------~~ -------+--------- -------~--------+-----
=-2 -!. g .!. 
Mo~ent sta t istics : 
Mean= 2.20 phi 
Std dev = 0,45 phi 
218, 10u 
Sk.e1_,rnes s 
Graphical values (F&W> : 
Mean= 2,21 phi= 215,47u 
-1, 35 
Median ( phi50) = 2,2 1 phi = 216.00u 
Sorting= 0.40 phi Skewness 0.02 
2 4 
Kurtosis 15,77 
Kurt osi s 1. 21 
1uu+--- ------+----- - - --+- - -------+---------+- - -------+--- - ---~.r+----- -----+-- ---
·i 1 T .l'lllqt-%, I .. . "j 
~~H ~ n~i t~; .:: .-f-5 ~ .---c-c ~ ... ... ... , / __ ,,,, ... 
°i1 1 n wa t e :r at 2 u. uu{; j / 
~g;J .1.1 - .!?-~5 :'\ t '3 : "!~:sa] ... ... :.../ 
11 I , / 
-:.. ~~.. : / 
,uf + + + + ,;+ 
l 1 
: 1 
~~1 ... ... ... ... i ... 
1 1 
''.mi!_ ... ... ... ... t\ ... 
j:- \ 
I : i + + + + + 
if : ~, 
ff:· \ 
... ... J.r:· r· 
if ; \ 
... 
-I' / r- , ~ 
/ J. \ 
_.,./' ./.i \ iu~ + + + ..../+ ,1 .- + \ 
















;:: . l 
~ 2ul1u iul1l1 "5~ ..... .. ~~;./ 12"5 ~-..__ ~ ~~ 
u~~~~~~--~~~-...~ ...... ~~~~-;; ...... ......,~ ---+---------+-----~---~ --------+-----
=2 -.! g .! 
Mo~ent stat i stics : 
Me.an= 2,73 ph i 
Std dev = 0 , 4 4 phi 
1 S 1, 17u 
S k e1}me s s - 4,65 
Gr aphical values CF&W) : 
Mean = 2,75 ~hi = 
Median< ohi 50> = 
Sorting 0 , 25 phi 
1 48 , 0Zu. 
2,74 phi = 14 8 , 57u 
2 
48 , 83 
Kur tosis 1,33 
i.uu~---------+---------+---------+----- - ---+---------+-----... e.,...--.- - ------+-----
:i 1 "J .('\IIQ?-Qo<;. I ... / 
~~{~ ~-e~:e:;:. -t~ ; a . 6 s ~,.,.-o-o ~ ... ... 1/ 
·;j 1n water at <!U.uu{; j _.' f 
1:u:~li 11-1?-Q"- ~t Q•-.4•?1 1 + + ; / 
--;j- - -· -- -·-----i · ; 
'/ur + ~ • + + :i/ 
"; :t 
i 1 
'1 + + ... ... , ... 
sat + + + + f ~ ! f\ . 
·, /: \ 
4u~ + + + + r:: 1 + 
-; ' : l 
·: i : 'l 
• ~ + + + fi ~ T l ,r:: '1 
2!.!~_;::.:_ · + + + + ii :: j jj : .\ 
n : \ 
















~-gn•hi~~· A Q p 
+ + 
1. ~ /.: \ .. , 
-i4+-....:.-~-<!_u ..... u_u ____ i_· -"' .. "'-"'--~--5-""-~:...-........ ··;.:.·:.:.·; ;.··~··.:...~-.;..-_;:·~"';;;.·.;/ ___ i.~5 _ ''~- -~-------~:-----
-2 -.! g !. 2 3 4 5 
Mo Ment sta t is t ics : 
Mean= 2, 80 Dh i 143 , 88 u 
Std dev = 0 . 38 ph i Skewness 
Graph ic a l values CF&W ) : 
Mean= 2, 81 phi= 142, 88u 
Med ian ( Dhi50 ) = 2. 78 Dh i = 144,20u 
0 .2 1 ph i 1, 13 
i"Citil.· 1 + + I + + + . ·····/·:.. ,.._... + 
Lnu34- ~,,:; 
Mo~ent statistics : 
Mean= 2.35 ph i 196 . 23u 
Std dev = 0 . 73 phi Skewness -1 , 18 
Graphical values (F&Wl : 
185 .2 8u Mean= 2.36 phi = 
Median< phi50l = 
Sortino 0 , 68 phi 
2,46 phi = 181 . 86u 
Skewness= -0 ,2 5 
+ 
6 , 79 






~ ... nn +l-.i nr, . n q: , ... 
+ . .... = ... 
i.uu+.---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+~---:-:.c::~--------+-----
·ii . T .i\llQ"i-fH;. I ....... -· ·/ 
- ·;1 - . . - - - - i :· / Y·~rt #efl~1-c~: u .-t>~ -g,.,,oo 1 + + _; + /' + + 
"i11n water at .:u. ""{; 1 · / 
su~l1 t 1 - t ?-Q"i ,. + 4 ·"in· •ut 1 + + :-' ./ 
--11-- -· -- --- -------. .: l 
fj ~'tt 1 :, / 
'iuf + .. .. .. :- I + .. .. 
i j/ 
1 7 
~~1 ... ... ... ... I 
~A1 ~ + + + !.:~~ .. 
--; A- ·~ 
1 m , 
4u~_;!;, .. .. .. .. 1.r \ .. f f \ 
.r .1 .: \ 
.. .. 
Secs: 
~...,; ... ... + -,· / .: \ ... j f / .:· \ 
?_n_ ... ,·;_ ... _ + + I ... /." \ ... I /.:· , ·\ · 1>ry we i g)1t: 
-~ I / .. _: · \ 
.i.u~.' .. .. .. / /' +· +\ 
.I' ,,:.-·, . ' ''\ 
·: ,:u"u Ht"l'f ... ~l'fu -£.--d-~·· · .:5u .i.,!5 ~-,~~.k.~ . !':J,: u~--....::--~ ...... ----...... ~--· ~~-""-.... r ~ ----1----------+--------- - --------- - -----
::2 - .! ~ .! 2 3 4 ~ 
Mo~ent statistics : 
Me.a11 2,47 phi 180 , 57u 
Std dev = 0,47 phi SkewDess -2,31 
Graphical values CF&W): 
Mean= 2,48 phi= 178,67u 
Media11 c ohi50) = 
0,37 phi 
2,48 ph i = 177,86u 
Skewness -0 .05 
Kurtosis 22,80 
Kurt osis 
luu+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---- - .. .. _;r-1------ ----+-----
": 1 T .f'>IIQt;.-At;. I ... -··· ··,,..,. 
__ ; - . . / 
.,,..13~ #en~ 1 ~-g : ~ • ..; 5 -g".--0-0 1 .... . / 
"i11n wate:r at ,::u. uuC I : f 
i:ic.1!1,,_,"J_Q .. ?.t "i·A"i·QA1 + + ;..r 
--p -- -. -- ---- -~ 1 i/ 
'?u+ + + + + :'f+ 
l l 
~~1 ... ... ... ... i ... 
1 1 
"iA! + + + + f + 
--!!- r, ii': \ 
<iu~_:_,!: .. + .. + ;r ·1. + fr \ 
rr 't. ~~~ + + ~ + I r: T 
1 / r i 
? c.1i + + + .._,.,,,.- 1- .J 
--i //- l "\ 














1>:ry we i g}1 t : 
~w.nn+'h; n.rc• Cl 
+' ' •••• + 
i u+_:';. + + + r + .. ... i + \ 
.:uuu H1UU '5{1{1 L-~~~ ..,..-- }.,!'5 ·--- ~ !J.: 
$ n 
~2~~~~~-~1~~~~~-~ ....... ~~~~--1~ -----2---------3---------4 ________ 5 ____ _ 
Mo~ent statistics : 
Meari = 2,72 ph i 
St d dev = 0,43 phi 
152, ! 0u 
Ske1p1es5 
Graphical valu es <F&W): 
Mean= 2, 76 phi= 47 , 58u 
Mediari < phi50> = 
S0~tina = 0!30 nhi 
, 77 phi = !46,43u 
Skewness -0 ,22 
Kurtosis 32,75 
Kurtosis L82 
i~~·---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+--- -~~~---------+-----11 T .l'lll<l?-lli::. 1 :,.c··, 
9-~+i :i:--e-n~i '*'-Y = .a .~5 -g/= ~ ... ... ... _: .. / 
';I 1n wate:r at ~u.l':Ju{; j _: f 
AAll11-1?-q<;; ?..t ">•11l•-.i::.I + + .;.· 1 
--H-- -· -- - · --·--i 'I 
·;.. ~~ JI :·1 
?ui + • + + 1 
i 1 
i i £~1 + + + + I+ 
~R.;_ + + + + j~ -&-
- -~t!. r~·\ · 
+ + + + 
[:\ 
; :: \• 
f :" \ 
ff ,· 1. 
~.~ ... ~: + + + + ii ·:· ~I 
ff _:" l, 
2at··==!. ~ + + + I l :: ... 1. / i . \ 
~ f _; '\ 
.i.uf • • • /-+ /'." • \ 






J>:ry we i g}i t : ,: . i 
~w,nn +-1."i nr1 • Cl Q ,~ + . - . . + 
-: ~-~-"'# .... u ...,~ .... u __ ...._~~i-u_u .. u_"'""',_~ ....... _..:.....;· -~·=··'"< ::z~y:,:~.f ____ ~;~- '------~-------~; ____ _ 
~2 -.!. ~ .!. 2 ~ 4 5 
Mo~ent s tBt i stics: 
.Me,:111 = 2, 78 oh i 145 , 06 Li 
Std dev = 0 , 45 ph i Sk ewnes s -5 . 54 50 , 40 
Graph ical values IF&W >: 
Mean= 2, 83 ohi = 140 , 87u 
.Med i B:,, ( p h i 5 0 ) = 2 , 8 2 D h i = I 4 1 , 3 ) U 
Sort i na. 0 ,23 phi -0 , 01 Kurt os i s = 1 ,2 5 
1 uu+------ - - -+--- - - - - - -+ - - - - - ----+- - - - - - -- -+ - - - - -- - - - +-- - . __ ,,,_ ____ - - - - - - - +-- - - -
:1 1 T .n1141 -.Roe; I / ··_/' 9'~+1 i:-e':\~i -.;-y = "".-.i5 3 ,··-0-0 -I ... _; -· ... / 
·;11n wate:r at 21. uuc 1 / 
.Rall t t-t?-Qc;; ="-~· 1g, t4··~~ 1 ... ... /... 
-- .;,-- - · -- - ·--·- 1 / 
·( ~.. . / 
?u* + + + + .: / 
i / 
·; " / 
~~1 ... ... ... ... .: ;· 
·; / 
5gf! ... ... ... .J. ~ /F' ',, 
1 r \ 
.q[t~ + + + .,1r _:+ \ 
i / \ 




+ . . 
~1-":!1 + ~ ~ I ?' -!- \ ~ 
·i ; ;-" \ 
.2e;_ .• :!= ..... .... J .t ..... "\,._· / ,/ \ 
/ / \ 







Ory we i g)lt: 
J. V . ~ 
..,.,._ ~[j[t[t il',[t[t __ ,-:7-:·_ ... '5~(i 250 125 ---------.. b:S !12 
.ii"":...... . ---+---------+---------+--------'~--------+-----
=2 - -!. g !. 2 3 4 5 
Mo~ent st at istics : 
Mean= 2.06 ph J 
Std dev = 0, 64 phi 
240 , 134u 
S!< e1,mes s = -0 . 58 
Graphi cal values (F&W> : 
Mean= 2.06 phi= 23 8 .82u 
Med ian ( ph i 50) = 2.08 phi = 235, 17u 
Sorting 0 . 62 phi Skewnes s -0.07 
5 .53 
i.uu~---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---- .-- --~--------+-----
:~ 1 T .()11.d?-A,1;. I _/-9-~~1 :::a.e-n~i-t~: a .~s ~/-o-o ~ ... + // 
:il 1n water at 21. uu(; 1 ./ ggil .1.1-.1 ?-95 :!.t .1~: 33: 3? l + + 1 
-;· ~~ 'i : f 
-..u~ + + + + i I+ 
l J 
.e~~ + + + + .r 
1 / 
s~~.·:_ + + + + r. P-·' \ 
·; i :- \ 
+ 
ziut. + + + + // .:" \ + fl _: \ 
i / / \ 
S:~~_·;!_ + + + T l .:-° \ + /' t .: · \ 
?~..; ... _ + ... _,/" ... r.:· \. 
--J!_ -~ · .t · \ 
.,,,..--- ./ \ 













1 Dry we i g)lt:: ~. ::I 
i 4;::-nn+l'\inn• A Q v-. 
~=s r ue, '+ iu~_:!=. + + ____ __,?- + __ ... -::-,.-+ + \ . 
.,......,__ 2.11uu i.~jjl .._ .. . ;-~--".:. :.!_>~----/ ~::-,0 12-s - ""--- _.b-~ ::12 · 
~2_.. __ ...._..,.,,,,.._.. ....... _""I,._.......-----·~--- -=-----1---------2---------~------ n--4· --------5-----
Mo~en t s tat i stics: 
Mean= 2 . 42 ph i J86 . 55u 
Std dev = 0 . 64 ph i Skewness -2 . 32 Kurtosis 13 , 43 
Graph ical values ( F&W>: 
Mean= 2 . 48 phi= 178 , 47u 
Med ian< ph i 50> = 2, 51 phi = J75 , 84u 
Sor ti no= 0 . 48 ph i Skewness -0 . 18 Kurtosis 1. 51 
iuu+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+------~,...--...---------+-----;1 r :r.u.a.Q-A.,;. I ,· ·· ·/ 
9 -~~ ':;.~!;!. t~; ii: • .f.S ~.-'-c--o -! + + ~ - /~ 
·/1 ln wate:r at ~i, UUC 1 f 
Aall 11-1?-Q"i c!.t 1A•.4A•"i? 1 + + :;~! 
--H-- -· -- --- -----, . I 
t· ~~.,. :· / 
-..uf + + + + :·1 + 
1 if 
i J e~1 ... ... ... ... I + 
s~i. + + + + [ + ff\ 1 H '1 
4U~ + + + + / f:" \ + 
-; 1,1:· -'1, 
·: / f \ 
~-~ .... _-i;, + + ,to + /~ ; \+ 
/ f l, 
.( _: ,' :. 
2~ ... _';,·;, .. / " ·1 '\ 
/ ; r \ 



















,: . l. 
·: ~iiluu n,uu -s~ .. 1~:>---·~-s\i 1.~-s '------~-~----4~ ~,: 
~+~~~~~--~~~~~ ........ ~~~ .... ~~..:..::; ....... ----~-------------------~---------+-----
-2 -i ~ 1 
Mo~ent statist_ics: 
Mean= 2 , 62 phi 
St d dev = 0 ,46 ph i 
162, 76u 
Sk e1.,mess -2,85 
Graph ical values CF&W) : 
Mean= 2,63 phi= 
Median ( phi50> = 
Sorting 0 ,36 ph i 
161 , 82u 
2,67 phi = 156 , 87u 
Sh~'-'!ness -0 , 20 
2 
Kurtosis 28,04 
Ku.dos is L40 
luu+ -- + + + + + --~-1---------+-----I• . .. T.Q114~-1'1~ I C ·/ 
y~+l ~~i ,t~ = ~ .~;3 ~ ·"00 l + + ... I 
i1 1 n wa. t er- at 2 i. . UUC I f 
1:inlt 11-1?-Q"'i ~t .!.!:8.!:8? 1 + ·t ./f 
--11-- -· -- 1 '·f 
1· -· ~1 
-;,uf + + + + "f 
1 J. 
; 1 
~~1 + + + + I+ 
~ A.!. + + ~ "'° /;. _.. 
--'.1_.: f\ . 




ii •· \ 
~-21' + + + + ff ·=· +\ 
:i fi ; \ 
? n... -t + + + j i' .. + \ 
--~~!. i. 1 :· - ) 
_,,.-/ i' •· \ 
i.u~ + + + ~ .C + \ 







"Dr-y weight: 2.5 
1 .:u1.11.1 H,uu 5.Ji!lL :&5tv>/ i.25 ""---- l,$ $2 
·-~-...;;;;.---~--~-------.... ~-~ ~ .. + -------+------_......_--------+------
=2 -.! 8 .! . 2 3 4 s 
Mo~ent statistics : 
Mean = 2,81 ph i 
Std dev = 0 , 42 phi 
142,90u 
Ske1_,!ness 
Graphical valu es (F&W> : 
Mean= 2,84 ph i = 138,41u 
-5 ,67 
Median c ohi50> = 2,84 phi = 139,38u 
0,23 phi -0 ,03 
55,82 
1,15 
i"'u+---------+---------+---------+---------+-------.. ·?"'""" ____ .._. 11 . T .f\111?-A? I ..... ~ . . ~ :,- -----+-----
~~{~ :::.ae-~:$~ at~; ~ .-es ~,_.;-cc ~ ;/ ------:-- ... 
n 1n wate:r at .!i. C,C,{; i _: 1 
AR-1111-1?-Q"i .c!.t 14•"iA•R1 I :1 
--yj-- -· -- --------, :j 
;-· ~'M .. ~-J 
~"'' + + j+ 1 1 
1 1 
-e~l • • I. 
~gt. + + f( -+ if\ 1 r 1 
q(jt! + + jj': \ + 
1/: i. 
·: ff \ 
~~1 • ... ; f:  r 
:i ; r 't 
2!!t·:::: + + J f :· l I r '1 
I _r: \ 























i 1>:ry we i g}1t: ,! . I, 
i ~ .. nn +hi nn • A q: no 
~ - - -- + 
j: j" /.": " .• 
,!"'"'"' 1..stvw/ 5c,"'\·.. .!-Su 12-s b~ ::s2 
· ·----------~---=+---------+----~-.... +---~~--~~~~ .... -- -------+-----
=2 -!. !! !. 2 3 4 '5 
Mo~ent s tatistics: 
MeBn = 0,74 ph i 588 . 60u 
Std dev = 0 . 38 phi Skewness 
Graphical values <F~W): 
Mean= 0 . ?3 phi= 
Median c phi50) = 
Sortina 0 .22 phi 
604 , 8Gu 
0.74 phi= 600.27u 




;1 T .n111 I ,· '/· -------+-----
- - !I - . . - -- . I ... / 
,"'~I uensi 1:y; .: , t>;> grcc I + + 1' J ... ... 
;I In water at 22.00c I : / 
A call 1 1 -1 .,_qa:;; ~ t .1a: .1.t: ~s I ... ... t.J 
--n-- ~- -- I .-' / 
;I PM I .' / 
70i + + + + ~· ! 'l 
.! I 




-=tn! + -+ -+ f + 
--; + 1:(\ 
; ff \ 
40~ + + + + / /:' \ + + + 
: ,r \ 
! / /:' \ 
~UI~ -+ + + ~ 1':·· ) 
i ------- {;' ' 
Secs: 418 
ESD: !';! 
?n1 + + ..,,,--- + f ~ 
--; / .:/ "\ 
i ./ .-··· ······· · I \ 
Dry weight: 2,1 
1 a* • • /" • + I , • \ 
i / .· I \ 
i 2000 1000 /-:--~ ----~ 125 '-._ _ 63 32 
~+ -----+---------+---------+---~-··------- ------+-----
-2 -! ~ ! 2 '.! 4 ~ 
Mo~ent s tat i sti Gs: 
Mec1r1 = .2, 52 ph i 174,38u 
Std dev = 0 , 66 cihi Skewness -2 , 44 K.u.rt QS i S 
Gr8n~i ~A l va lues CF&W): 
Mean= 2 ,66 phi= !58,31u 
Merlia r1 c ohi50 ~ = 2.6~ phi = 154,45u 
Sort i na 0 , 48 phi Skewness= -0,41 2, 60 
100+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+------~~-------- +---- -h T .i\11?-Qf! l .- · .. j 
__ ll _ _ _ _ __ . I . _/ 
,u11 vensi-cy: ;;::;.t,;> g,cc I + + + _:" / ... ... 
ii In wate:r at 22.00C I _:" f 
A n1 I 1 1 - 1 .., - q ~ -"' t _1 8 : 2 4: : _, ?_ I ._ ._ i. f 
--u-- -- -- - ~ I :'/ + 
I )?~ !/ 
70f + + + + ~ + + 
! 1 
- - : , 
Dfd~ + .. + .. I ... ... ... 
i I 
c;;nl ~ + + + /1 -1-
--: f\ -
; {:' \ 
+ + 
40f + + + + / : I,+ + + 
i / _: \ 
; ' ' l 
~~"! .. .. .. .. I .i ,: Secs: 420 
i I/ :' \, 
?n1 + + + If :; ~ .... ,. 
--i + {( ,' - \ D:ry weight: 2.2 
i I.I :' \ 
.Ht* + + + + I l _.' + \ ; ./ t · \ ~ ./. :' \. 
_: __ 2000 1000 S00 ~ ='-'-" ·' 12S "\.. -~___§_3 32 
~.. ----+---------..---------+-----
-2 -!. 8 !. 2 3 4 5 
Mo~ent statistiGs : 
Mear1 = .2, 8.2 .i:ih i 141 ,.f35u 
Std dev = 0,38 phi Skewness 
Gr.Anh i r.r1 l vn l 11P.s ( FB,W _) : 
Mea = 2,83 phi= 140 , 84 u. 
Med ar1 < Dhi50) = 
Sor i no 0, 18 phi 
2 , .8.2 p h i = 1 4 1 , -3 8 u 
Ku.rtosis 82 ,2 8 
Ku.rtosis 1,08 
100+-------- - +---------+------ - --+- - ----- - - +------- - -+ - ----~---- - ---+-----h , ·"U"~-QR 1 · -·7 
__ :1 _ . . - -- . I ... / !1'-'11 vensi ~Y; .: • t>;> 9-'CC I + + + .' / + + 
;I In water at 22.00C I .... , 
An11 1 1 - 1 ?-Q-=i _,. +_ !.R_ : <t_ 5 • ?_ ?_ I ... ... .;.· / 
--u -- -:-· -- I ' / 
n PM I .= , 
70~ + + + + ~ + + 
: J 
: 1 
b~~ + .... ... + , ... + 
; I 
~a1 + + + + L .... 
- -l n -
; f.i \, 
40~ + + + + / :' l + + _., 
; I = \ 
: I .' \ 
s~~ ... .. + + l t \ 
i I .. \ 
Secs: 411. 
ESD: f!. 
? n1 + + + + JI / .... l 
- -1 If ,' - \ Dry weight: 2.1 
; II ,' \ 
1.0+ + + + + ll :' + \ 
! _./{ :' ' \ 
! 2800 1.000 500 2» ... J : 1.25 \.. 63 32 
U+ - .+~~----+----=-------~ --------+-----
- 2 - !. !! !. 2 3 4 5 
M0~ent statistiGs : 
Me~ri = 2,B.3 ...ohi 140 ,20u 
Std dcv = 0 , 3 1 chi Skewness ·-6 , 63 
Mean~ 2,8 4 chi = 
Medl8n < o hi50 > = 
Sor tino = 0, 18 ph i 
138, 70u. 
2,.8.3 oh i = 140 , 9.6u 
Skewness = 0 , 13 Ku.r t o5is = 1,06 
100+.---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+----- .- --~--------+-----
;, T0114-~A I _,.,··· ./ 
__ :I_ . . _ __ . I / 
~"'11 vens 11:y; ~. t>;:> grcc I ... ... ... _.· / + + 
/1 In water at 22.00C I ' / 
A n1. I 1 1 · - 1 ? - q c; : t 1 A • .4~ • A.a. I "'""· ... .l f 
--11-- -· -- --------, :' / 
ii PM I _:·1 
70~ + + + + .. , + + 
: ~ 
l J 
bU1 + ... ... ... f + ... + 
i I 
~c.11 + + + + l ... 
--:i ./.'\ . 
i f .= \ 
40~ + + + + / : . \ + 
; I ,: \ 
+ + 
: ft. :' \ 
~ u1 ... ... ... ... II =' 1 Secs: 4.12 
1 II i \ 
?Al ... + + + I I .= ... \ 
--i // :' "\ Dry weight: 2.4 
i / / .: \ 
.10~ + + + + / I .-· + \ 
i / ~ - \ 
: 2000 .1000 500 ~ ,<'" 125 "-----~ 32 
U+ · -+---------+---------f --------+-----
-2 -.!. g .!. 2 ~ 4 5 
MQ~ent stati~tics: 
Me.a ri = 2 , 77 D hi I 46 , 8 I u 
Std dev = 0,38 ph i Ske~ness -4 , I 8 Ku.rtos is 54,47 
Gr.B.p hi G-B l v;:iJv_e s ( Ft\,W ) : 
Mean= 2,77 chi= 146 , ZZu 
Medi~ri < ohJ50) = 2,76 Dhi = 147 ,48u 
Kurtosis= 1 ,15 
10e~_' I + + I + + + .·· ···-·· ·· __ /_ .. r-- + 
L')!..!6-9~ 
__ :f _ _ . -· __ _ I / 
!1U~f vens1~!:I; ..::.t>a g/co I + + ~ / 
if In wate:r at 22. 00C I / 
Rc.111 1 1 -1 o_q._ at ".!: 'S">_: 4,:;_ I .., ... _.· ../ 
--;,-- ~g - - - ! / 
ii PM I ... · / 
78f + + + + : / + 
: i/ 
j 1 
.;~1' ... .. ... ... I ... 
; I 
._~.; ... ... ... ... t .. 
- i / ./\ 
; / j \ 
48f + + + + / .{ 1, + 
... 
; / I \ 
- _. j / :l \, 
::Hi+ ... ... ... r .. , \ ... 
~ I ,./ \ 
?Q.:. + + + I -t ./· , 'a.,. 
--i I / \ 
i / / / \ 
J. ef ... .. + / / ,:+ + \ 















D:r~ weight: 2 . .1 
_ i _288"8 ~8 ~~__.....c-=·· 250 .125 -~ 32 
~+- ---...~~~-------+---------+---------+---------+-----
-2 -!. a .1 2 ~ ~ ~ 
Mo~ent s tat istiGs: 
Meari = 2 ,48 .ph i 1 77, 841J 
Std dev = 0,55 phi Skewness 22 , 57 
Grophi.c,al v .. ::.d,ues ( F~W l : 
Mean= 2 , 50 phi= 176 , 87u 
Me£!.tari < .ph.i50 l = 2,55 phi = 170 ,24u 
Sortinc = 0,41 phi Skewness= -0,17 L 14 
rno;!·l + + I + + + .. ····· .. ··1·-r-'- + . 
T .t'>ll?-9~ 
__ :I_ .. - -- . I . ./ 
~"'1( uensi T-Y; :i::. bO g,,-cc ( + + ~ - ~ ... ... 
if In water at 22.00C ( / 
~all 11 - 1t1-<la:. ?.t 4:~!!:a? I -+ -+ /_./ 
- -ll -- -- -- I , / 
ii PM I :' I 
?Of + + + + J+ + + 
! 1 ! / 
bU~ + + + + I+ ... ... 
; I 
5 !;!1 + + + + F... + 
! /: \ 
40~ + + + + /f :' \ + 
i /I .' ) 
1 II ,' \ 
~.:;~. ... l ... ... ... / l.-' \ ... 




?Rl -4-_ ~ + _/ {/ 1 
- ~ i / r , 
l / t \ 
.iof + + + / + .· -/ + \ 
Dr'J weight: 2. 2 
S!'!ootJ,ir.7: !3. 3 2 
+ •, + 
; ~ ~·····/ ·, 
.:;; == 20~0 .1000 ,e; ~ ~ ~:.»"-~ ------- .l~S _:::---_...-.-.....f?!_ _______ 3~-----
-2 -.!. ~ .!. 2 . '.:! 4 5 
Mo~ent 5tati5tic5 : 
Me~ ri = .2 , 6 5 .i:i h i 1 5 8 , 6 6 u 
Std dcv = 0,45 phi Skewness - 3,2 8 K.urt osis 31, 13 
Grp..!]h.i.c.a! vc.!.ues < F&W. >: 
Mean= 2 ,6 8 phi = 155 ,33y 
Med.Urn < -i::ihl5 0 > = -2, 58 i:i hi = 155 , 10u 
Sortina = 0,32 phi Skewness = - 0, 11 Ku r tosis = 1 ,4 8 
100,---------+---------+-------- - + ···· ·- -----+ . - .-- .... -~- --~-~~~ ii T .i\lut-QR I ..... ·· , .. . .. ,,...-,-,- -------+-----
- _ : I _ . . _ . ~ . I : r-----.... ---------------
~"'~I uens1 ,::y: 2:::. t>a grcc I _:· ( ___.. + + • + 
lf In wate:r- at 22. 00C f :' / 
R n1 I 1 1 - 1 a-qr; _,. +~ 4_ • _1 q_ •• ?_. t:.._ I :' / ... 
--ii -- ~ - - I .'/ -
ii PM I :J 
70~ + + 1 + + + + + 
l / : , 
~~~ • • I • 
l / 
'591 ~ ~ i.\ ~ 
• • + + 
. ; / .: ', 
40~ + + / ,' I + + + + + 
l /fl l 
: 1/:' \ ~~1 .. .. !1.: \ .. 
1 rr = \ 
2~i: ~ .._ !/! \~ 
JI ·' l ; I' _. \ 
10f + + / / _i \,t-
Secs: 401 
:ESD: ~2 
D:r-y weight: 2.4 
+ + 
l fj : \ 
! 2000 100~·- 50\l 250 125 63 92 
~.. -------+----------"-"-~--~~--~~__.~.,._~,___.._.~,_.=--+~ --------+-----
-2 -!. 9 .!. 2 '.:! 4 '5 
Mom.@nt st~tistiGs : 
Mean= 0,E7 nhi 629.39u 
Std d~v = 0,42 phi Skewness 
.Gr~.ph-i-e:al values ( F&!,J l: 
Me~n = 0.63 phi= 644 , 59v 
MedJan ( .phJ50l = 0,54 ohi = 6~2.76u 
SortinQ = 0,18 phi Skewness= -0,03 Kurtosis 
100+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+------~r-+---------+-----
11 T .nu11-q~ I _,.---··; 
__ :I_ . . - -- . I / 
~u~I uens1~y: g.t>J 9;00 I .. + • / .. 
;I In wate~ at 22.00C I / 
1:u:~11 1 1 -1 A-Q"> 3. t 4_: "'-~-: _1 _1_ I ... _ ... + / 
- - ;1 -~ -:- ,.. - - -- I / 
;I PM I _.- / 
7 0+ + + + + _.·· f 
i : / 
1 i / 




c;; ell -+ + + + I-. + 
--; /I \ + + 
i /F \ 
40~ + + + + _/ { \ + + + 
; / .:t \ 
l / .--; \ 
s~~ ... + .... / + .... ~ l \ 
; / -- · / \ 
?ell -+ + ..._/ .···..._ / ' + \ 
- ~ l 7 · ·' ,;/ \ D~y we i gh t : 2 . 1 
i / _, _  j ,--- \ ~~!lathing: e.3 p 
.10~ + + /~--/~ + + \ -f -f 
Secs: 40.1 
ESD: 52 
ioL A. -· ~02--0 "' 10~0 _ 5 /~~~~~------~~~-------~~~---~-=:-~~--------~L----
-2 -!. g !. 2 9 4 S 
MQ~~nt st~ti5tics: 
Mean = 2 ,40 phi ! 8 9. 01 u 
Std d~v = 0 . 71 phi Skewness -1. 02 Kurtosis 5,63 
Graphical v~lues (F&W): 
Megn = 2.42 phi= 187.34u 
Median< ohi50) = 2.53 phi= 173 .!Bo 
S0rtin2 = 0,70 phi Skewness= -0.27 f<'.urtosis L 17 
100+---------+---------+---------+--------- +------ ..... +·::,,-.-----11 T .r>!J1'>-qQ I •. , ...... .. ~ ------+-----
__ q _ .. -- - - I _ .. / 
~u~I uens1 'C~ : . i:. 65 9.rco I + !" / 
ll In water at 22.00C I · / 
s:iall 11 - 1s:1-q" _,,.t ._ , qs:1 , 4a I ... ,' ../ 
--;1-- -:- -- -·--·--, J 
jl__ PMf _:·/ 
70~ + + + J+ 
! J ! , . 
b~~ + . • ... I ... 
l -' 
~C:41 ~ -!" ~ /:~ '!-
--: r1i. 
; [.= \ 
40~ + + + /{: \. + 
: /I ! \ 
! /./.' \ 
~"'t ... ... .. If :' \ .. 
1 I .I-' \ 
? al -!". + • I r:· '!. 
--i . / /.' \ 
: / /' \ 
10f,! I + + fr /'' +\ 












Dry weig}1t: 2.0 
: 2008 1000 -~- 250 " ------ 12;> 63 32 ~~ --+---------+---------..--~--~~~--- -------+-----
-2 -!. ~ !. 2 3 4t 5 
Mo~en t st@ti§tiG§ : 
Meari = 1., 68 D.h-.i 308,121_1 
Std d@v = 0.3ij ghi Sk@wn@§5 -0,71 
Gr~Dhiral v~JYeB (F&W> : 
Me@n = 1 . 6~ ghi = 308.88Y 
Mediari C Dhi50) = 1, 70 DhJ = 307,061_1 
1ee1 + + + +---------+- .· _.,,----+---- -----+-----
• L0!.!17-9"' ·· / 9l.;{ Density; ~.65 9,/00 + + ~_.: / 
l In wateJC> at 21. eec ij 
n"'ll l.1-??-q~ -~·- _1c:1_:~_a:0_1 + +.. i . 
~-;,-- -- -- , I ji_· PM /1 
70; + + + + :)+ 
i J 
6 .;{ + • + + + / + 
. i / 
set + + + + 1 ...... .,,, + 
·1 + + + ~ · } \. 
se+ + + ... · .· I \+ 
• . : I I 
i _; i , \ 
: . I 
2et + + L+ / +_ ~ _  / \ 
: · ,.-,.:/ \ , S~g!?thing: e. 9 ?l 
10~ + + + .. / + + \ + · · + . i "/.,:-·· \~- .. 
_: 2000 11300 5 --=~- 250 125 "'--- 63 32 
"'+ s·- pn M 1 ·· ---------t·---------+------· --+---------+-----









Dry weight: 2.0 
Mo~ent 5tati5tics: 
Me;!':!n ~ .2;51 r:d,j 175 , 65,1 
Std dev = 0 . S0 phi Skewness -Z . 50 Kurto5is 18 , 72 
Gr,aphi G!:!] v.aJ L!BB (Ff\.W): 
~ean = i.5~ phi= 172 . B}u 
MBr.Jj.in - ( pl·d50l = '2,6;;; p.b.i = .lf;l,;;;711 
S6rtlng = 0.43 phi Skewness= -0.34 Kurto5i5 1. 12 
188+ + + + + + -,-------- ----+-----
•!' • I _., .-··· ·· :;_; T.l)ll?t~~H~ / 
__ :1 _ _ . _ __ . I . / 
-:.,u11uens1~y ; .::.b~ g/cc I + + +/ + 
ii In wate:r at 21. 88C I / 
st a..'.. I 1 1 - 1 A- <1 c; ' ?. t ! 4 ! g5 : B 2 I ... ... I ... 
- -;1 - - - - - - . I ... 
ii PM I ... / 
78~ + + + + ... / + + + 
: .~ / 
l ~ 
bU~ ... .... .... ... I ... ... ... 
i I 
"5'3.;.:_ ... ... ... ... t 1-'\ 
... ... 
i I _. \ 
48~ + + + +f .. : \ + + + 
i I = \ 
: // i \ 9 ~1 ... ... ... tr : \ 
; / I : \ 
2 g;_:~ -a. + -a. / / • i \ I I ... \ 
i I /_.- \ 
18~ + + + . ; _,.- + "\+ 
Secs: 421 
... 
E~D i 51 
D:ry weight: 2,2 
i / _/,... "· 
..;.;. 2~0 10~0 sag.t.-""'·:<-· · __ 2~0 --- - ---1;5"----~_:-a_ _______ ~; ____ _ 
- -2 - 1 e 1 2 '.:! 4 s 
MoMent 5tatistic5 : 
Mean = . 2 ,_27 .phj 207 ,.60u 
Std dev = 0, 4S phi Skewness 
Gr .c,phi.caJ (FE,W. ) : 
2~7 , 05u 
- 1, 78 
v,a,!.ue B 
Mean · = 2,27 phi = 
M~tfi:an ( ph.i .50) = 
s~~tino = 0,37 phi 
2 ,-26 p-hj = 20 8 , P u 
S(ewne55 0 ,07 
2 1 ,86 
Ku.rtosi5 L 18 
108+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+------~--------+-----
ll L"..'U24-90 I ,.··· ) 
~ial Density: 2.65 g/cc I + + ... _., .-' / 
. . . 
; In water at 21.00c I : / !30tl .1.!-~8-95 at .14: 4~: 48. I + + /· / 
;1 PM I / 




; :· / 
6·0l + + + + ·./ + 
I i 
+ + 
·:mt + + + ... A, + ... + 
i /l \ 
40-f + . ·+ + + //' \ + ; / \ 
.· : / : \ 
30~ + + + / + _/ "'i; 
i / -~ \ 
i / r , 
20-t + + ~+ - J + \ 
• . I ' \, 
1 f \ 
.t af + + . + ..,r.· + + '-
+ + 
Secs: 432 
Dry weight: 2.0 
; l\ ······· ···· ···/ " 
_: ,.,, 2000 10~.Jr. ... \~<>~ae----__,. 250 125 '---~.3 32 
li.;1:+ '-------'"----+----·-----1----------+---------:P----------+-----
-2 -1, e 1 2 3. 4 s 
Mo~~nt 5t,tistic5: 
Mear:i = 2, 4,5 ,phj 1.82 .. 64Li 
Std dcv = 0,71 phi Skewn~55 -1. 50 
(3r~whJ Gi:!1 vaJu.eB ( FB-W >: 
Meari = 2:s~ phi= 176.!Su 
MedJ,a.n ( ohJ,50> = 2 .-58 .i::ihj = J.69.-32t1 




' -0!.!2?-9~ I --·· ·- ·· :.;..,,, 
------+-----
9·~11 Density: 2. 65 g/cc I + + _/ + 
H In water at 21 . eec I / 
A~ll 11-1A-Q"> at 14:5_2:1{! I + / ... 
- H - ~ - -- PM I / I . + 




t>u~ .. .. .. / ... + 
~ I 5e1 + + ... J.·- \ + + 
i It \ 
4e~ + + + //:" \ + + 
; /I : ·11 
• Ii , I ~u~ ... ... T / _; \ 
l / /: \ 


















Dry weight: 2.1 
; I /.· \ 
. / / \ s~nn t!~i n:1: R . 3 ls? 
10+ + + , .-+ .+ + + + 
: / /_; " . . . . 
: $ ~ ~· c .• 2000 _1~e _ __ ./ ·_ s~e _______ 2 0~~-==--~-------3;_ ___ _ 
-2 -.! !3 . 1 2 9 . . 4 '5 
MnMin t ~tat is t ics : 
Meefln = l,37 _p.h ,i .387 .. JS,, 
Std dev = 0 . 42 phi Skewness -0.39 13 . 57 
firaphj c BJ v alu~~ (F~Wl: 
M~~n = 1 .36 phi= 388 . 94u 
M~rl .i o'\n < rJJj S0 1 = J , ;n rh .i = 385, 8711 
~0rting ~ 0.35 phi Skewness= -0 . 02 Kurtost5 1 . 23 
1aa1_.. + + + + __ ,... ·-·_.,,,,------··· + ... 
T.Q112<J-9A / 
------+-----
9u1 Density: 2.65 g/co + + _ ... / + 
: In wate:r> at 21.aac :I 
8 All t t -t ~-Q5 _,,. t _t c;_ •.n-~ •. _1_n +. ~ / + 
-i, -- -:-- - ,:Z :;J T : / 
if PM ·'/ 
70f + + + + : 
+ + 
+ 
+ + + 
i / 
- - .i . { 
bU~ + 1- + +1 + + + 
; I 
·:rnI + + ... 4 ; ,,,.., ... + 
i / : \ 
40f + + + [ :+ \ + + + 
i n: ' : /I :' . \ su~ + + ... . I : + I 
: /J : \ 
?A+i + + + / .I: + \ 
=-. /.' \ l I r-- , 





D:r-y weight: 2.3 
+ 
s~aothin~: a_g ~ 
... + . 
i / ~- \ 
~l •= 2~0 10~ _ ~ /-'-.::'~---~~~----'-~lP ,___..:!.;_ _______ ~;_ ___ _ 
-2 -1. a 1. 2 3_ 4 s 
MoMent 5tatistic5: 
.Me.fin = .1 .-- 8~ ·rh.i }fil ,-80.11 
Std dev = 0 . 35 phi Skewne55 -1 .5!:i 33.37 
Gr.tir.hj~;;i.l VB)clf",'i (FJ!,.W): 
Mean= 1 .99 ph i = 252 . 38u 
Me..ditin < r.hi50 > = 1 .- 88 r;i.h ,i = 252,58P 
Sortinb 0.i4 phi Skewne55 = 0,0 1 1 • '22 
100+--- - - -- - -+---- - ----+--- - - ----+----- - -- - +- - ----- - -+---- ... 7...,..-+---- - -- ---+- -- - -
!I T.()U'.30-98 I _// 
~~-H Density; 2. 65 g/·cc 1 · + + + :' ( 
ii In wate:r at 22.00C I _: / 
~gt! 1. .!.-1.8 - 9'5 at Hi : .!.'S: 841 + + +/ / 
l1 . PM I _:/ 
70* + + + + 'f/ 
•oi • • • • f 
c;;A1 .... .... ... ... Ii ... 
- -~ f \ 
l I , \ 
40f + + + + / :' t 
i JI .. \ 
; +· +· +· +· 11 : \ 51<t_;. /I : _..\ ! . I : 
i / 11 i \, 
?81 + ... ... ... I l .= + \ 
-- ; / /.' \ 
i / j.: \ 
.HJ+ + + + +/ .{: + \ 














D:ry weig}1t: 2.2 
1al 2oe0 1e~ -5~0 _ 4 .4~~~----- ~~~--~~-- ~~---- ----~~- ----
- 2 - .!. 9 1 . 2 3 4 '5 
MoM~nt statts t ic5 : 
t'J.e,Bn = 2, ,82 i:\l,j )4),)911 
Std d~v = 0 . 38 phi Sk~wne55 - 5 . 38 Kurtq5is = 60 , 33 
.G.raoh_i.c..aJ v,a.lue::; (F!!.-Wl : 
Meari ~ 2. 85 phi= 138.84u 
ffo.di an ( ohi5.0 .> = ? , .8.5 .phj = 1_.39 , 03li 
So~t i nc ~ i ;~5 phi Sk e0ness -0 . ~4 1. 26 
108+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---.~-~~--+---------+-----
11 T.ou'3.1-9e I / ··/ 
~~~,Density; a. 6S g,r·cc I ... ... _.:"~// ... ... 
ii In water at 22. 08C I . .- / 
A011 I I -1R-Q5 ·-" + _ _ I~-·.?_'-_·. q_g I + + :' , ... 
- ii -- . - - - I : I 
·!I PH I '/ 
78+ + + + + : + 
1 ,'/ 
: / ~~1 ~ ... + + ~ 
se+:_ + + ... + L + t\ 
48i + + + + / / \ + 
•ei + • • + 4i \ • 








I>ry weight: 2.1 
l. _/ J.: \ ~ SMnnthin~: 9.3 ~ 
18t': + + + / + ./:" \ + + / .,:/ \ 
u+ 
-2 
... 2080 1880 . ~ ='~~- 129'.__ 63 32 
p,m I c· ·- · --- . '+'~-----+---------+- . ---:\~"'::-.... ---------+-----
-! ~ .1 2 '3 . . ·4 5 
M~Ment ij tat i st i cs : 
Me (;m = 2, 57 rh.i 18 Fl .. 15Ji 
Std ~ev = 0.4~ ph i Skewness -4.9fi 47 , 98 
Grarh j Ga.l vaJ LJ~R < F.J\,W >: 
~e~~ = 2. 61 pht = 164.06u 
Me-di an < r:ihj,50 ) = 2,.81 rhj = .184 .. 0811 
Sor ti no~ 0 ~2 4 phi 5k ~wn~5~ = -0 , 07 
1001_- .. .. + + + ... · ..... . ;,----'-- + 
. ; L0!!32-90 . / 
9~t1~ensity: 2.65 g/cc ~ + + / / 
; I n wa t e :r at 2 2 . BBC .: / 
~rn{I !.!.-.18-9S at 1S:3~:e9 I + + +;' ii . PM I ~. 
78t + + + + ,:/ 
60{ + ~ + + /· 
'59{ + + + + / ·' + ! : 'l 
i : \ 
48f + + + + i \+ 
; : l 
g ~l + + + + //.:': \ ! / ( \ 20t + + + + / // ·\ 









D:ry weight: 2.2 
10f + + + ,,;i, F , + \ 
l / .. J \ 
..,L ..... _ 20~0 10~0 .c:...,.~!itc .. ,.d~-----~;~ __ "::::-:.-=-=..!!~ -------~L----
-2 -1. e . 1 2 s 4 s 
Mo~ent 5t~ti5tic5 : 
.Mean = .2, 75 p.hi .148,.231, 
Std dev = ~ . 42 phi ~kewness -5,78 ~:urto5i5 = q1 .47 
.Graohj cal valvee, <F&W >: 
Meari ·~ 2;79 phi= 144.44~ 
MedJ .an ( ph{50) = 2, 7.8 .phi = ) 4S ,,2f3t, 
Sci~tinc = 0 ;~ 6 phi Ske~neBs = -0 . 01 Kurtosis= 1 .28 
108~---------+---------+-------- - +---------+---------+ .. .. • -~~~~-
-------+-----
-ii - .. T.Qflq?-9!:! I :' ·'/ 
9u11 vens1 l:Y; ~. t>5 · g/cc I ... + :'·7 
:I· In wate:r at 22. 88C i 
B!:!il .!.!-.!!!-9~ ~t H: 29: ~: I ~ ~ /J ~. 
+ .. 
7 of + + + + .1 + + + 
.; 1 
~~{ ... . . . I . 
; I 
+ ... 
~rnf_.: + + + + .\ 
: ' 
+ + + 
48t + + + + \ + + + 
; rf _:··' \ Si;;t + + + + / (. \ + 
. // : \ 2g:,; + + ... + / . i ... \ + 
./ .l / \ 
18~ + + + ¥ Ji ~ 
Secs: 415 
ESD: 6! 
D:ry weight: 2.8 
; / J:· \ . 
: . 28~8 1888 588 £."'..~· 125'.._ _ 63 32 
~+ -=-:;.-+---------+--~-.;:r::..~--..---------+-----
-2 - ! 9 1 2 '3 . . ~ 5 
Mo~ent st ~ti~tico: 
.M.e£Jn = 2, 5.6 .phj 1.6 8, 1 4u 
~td dev ~ ~,j4 phi Skewneoo -5 .2 4. Ki..J.rtoo i 5 7~ .21 
_GrcDhJcaJ v cJ ve s ( F&W l : 
Mean= 2. Sfr ph' = 167 .78u 
Me.d,ian ( .phJ50) = 2, 57 phj = 1_68 ,2211 
SortinQ = 0 . 2~ phi Sk~wn~~~ = 0.04 1 . 11 
100+-- ------ - + - ------ - -+--- - - -- - -+- - -------+ . .... ~~~~~~~~~~--------+-----
:, Lf\114?-QA I .. . ·· .. / 
__ !I_ . . . . - I / 
~"'~I 11en s 11:y. :a. c,5 9/cc I + / + 
:I In water at 22. 00C I / 
Aall 1 t - 1q_ qa:; ~t 4:ll __ 1 ·. 48 I + .:·/ 
- -i,-- -- - - - I ·1 
ll PM I / 
70+ + + + 1 
i I i / 
e;~~ + ... + I 
i I 
s~+_·:;, + + + t IF\ ft 1, 
40f + + + f{: \. 
•:: fl.' I fl.: \ Su~ + + •f f! \ 
; I /' \ 
; / .i':' 1, 2~11. + + /~ t ' ·~ 
I t l. 
1 of. + + / +/' \ + 
' / f \ 
ul 2000 10~0 £-:~~~~------~~ ..,_~-~~-1~2~5~~~~6--3_ ------~~-----
- 2 - ! ~ ! 2 S 4 '5 
+ + + 
+ + + + 
+ + + + 
+ + + + 
+ + + + 
+ + + + 
Secs: 413 
+ + 
ESD : !>! 
+ + 
Dry weight: 2.3 
+ 
MoMent st a t i5 t ic s : 
Me,:1n = 1 .. 35 i:ihj 382 .. 61 1,1 
Std de v = 0 .34 phi Sk ewne ss - 0 . 81 Kurt os is 37.80 
Gnw'1 i ca J v a 1 u t, s .< .F & w l : 
Mean= 1~35 phi = 381 . 76u 
Median < .Dhi50 .l = J , 36 i:ihj = 388 .. 33~ 
Sor ting= 0 . 21 phi Skewness= -0 . 11 Ku.r to5 i s 
ao+---------+---------+---------+-------- +---------+.~--------+-----ii L''>ll4Q-QA I ····· ·· .. . . .... _/ 
__ !I_ . .. -- - I ------l'"~I vensi l'!l: ;a. 65 g/cc I ~ ~ + 
;I I n water at 2 2 . OOC I ' (,.- ·-· 
AAll 11 - 1Q-Q "i ?.t s:~"':56 I ,' J 
--:1 -- - - -- "" I ' / 
ii PM· 1 :' / 
70+ + + :f + 
! 1 
: I 
6u~ + + / • 
i I 
r:;n.:. + + r. + 
--; Pl. 
; l \ 
40f + + 8 \. + 
; It _: 'i. 
: fi' : \, 
;;jU~ + + I f :' ,. 
I l _{_:· \, 
; I 11 .' ·, 
28.+:_ + + ~ / /.' \ 
+ + + 
+ + + 
+ + + + 
+ + + + 
+ + 




Dr!l weight: 2.1 
; I ' \ 
10-f + + / / . : +\ 
; I _j _.. \ 
ul = 2000 _10~--- - -- -~~~'.:::--...:::::,.,.. :...---2-~_0 ___ ~--~-------~~-----
+ + 
-2 - .1 8 1. 2 '3 4 S 
0~ent statistics : 
.Metin = 0 .. 74 pJ:,j 588 .- 30u 
Std dev = 0.43 phi Skewness 3 . 46 Kurtosis 27 , 80 
r aph!~aJ value~ fF&Wl : 
Mean= 0.71 phi= 61 2,75u 
Merli~n < Dhi50J = ~.71 phJ = Sll . 80u 
Sorting= 0:zz phi Skewness= -0 . 02 K1..1 rt osis L 10 
100+----- - ---+---------+---------+---------+---------+- ... ~~~~-
;1 J .()ll<;R-99 I .... .... . / 
- . .,,:t- .. - -- . I . / :tv~I vens11:y; .:: . b;:> g;'cc I + + .' . / 
:I In water at 22. 00C I 
Sl al I 1 1 - 1 Q _ Q ~ .at 5 : .12 : s s I + .... _ / + 
--:11 -- - - -- - I / 
!I Pio\ I / 




+ + + 
. ; :· I 
i : / 
i;~~ + + + + .i 
j / 
c;al + + + . · 
--1 ., ~\ 
40f + + + / .~ \ , 
; I . 1 
·; ff : 'a 
: / ,1 ·' \ 
30+ + + + fl : + \ 
! / ·/' . \ ! ' : •. 
+ + + 
+ + + 




? n1 + + + / / .:' + \ . 
--= / / .: \ 
! / / \ 
.10~ + + / / . + '\ + 
; / ./-:.--~-·-. .. -~~~--
ul 2~ 10~ -:===!~~------~~~-------~;~~--~~-------~; ____ _ 
+ 
Dry weight: 2.1 
-2 -1. e 1. 2 3 ,; '5 
o~ent statistics : 
Me.ein = 2 ,.03 ph j = 245 , 55 l i 
St d d~v = 0 . 48 ph i Skewness - 0 . 81 10 , 51 
Gra,ph.i.c..a J v.al JJe 5 ( F&W ) : 
Mean= 2. 04 ph i = 242 . 47u 
Med.1.an ( .ph.i50) = 2 , 02 .ph i = 2 45 , 22 l1 
t or iinc ~ 0 . 44 ph i Skewne ss = 0 . 06 Ku.rt osis 1. 15 
